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SUMMARY 

I. Date 20-10·1980. 

2. Time 22.27 hours. 

3. Railway Central. 

4. Gauge . Broad (1676 mm), 

S. Location Near !tarsi 'B' Cabin. 

6. Nature of Accident Hcad"'n Collision. 

1. Trains involved (i) No. 6 Up Punjab Mail. 

(ii) No. 747 Down Bhopal Goods Train . 

• 8. Consisting of (i) 6 Up.-18 coaches hauled by WDM-2 Diesel Locomotive No. I760S, 

(ii) Goods Train-37 wagons hauled by WG Engine No. 94S4. 

9. Speed at the moment of impact (i) 6 Up.-About 30 Km/h. 

I 0. Operation 

11. No. of tracks 

12. Gradient 

13. Alignment 

14. Weather 

IS. Visibility 

!6. Cost of damage 

17. Casualties 

18. Cause . 

!9. Responsibility 

20. Important Recommendations . 

(ii) Goods Traiu.-StationafY. 

Collision occurred within tho extended station limits of !tarsi, a Special Class 
Station. 

Double track Main Line, with entry/exit to the Goods Yard to the East. 

I in 1000 falling. 

Straight. 

Clear. 

Normal for night-time. 

Rs. 36,90,900. 

K.illed-22. 
Injured~37 (22 Grievous and IS simple). 

Duo to 6 Up's Driver passing Signal No. S-7B at 'Danger'. 

Although Shri G.H. Patil, Driver of 6 Up, is held individually responsible 
negligence on his part was not established in view of several other major fac: 
tors that also contributed to this freakish accident. 

(i) Measures to reduce tho range of visibility of MACL Signals to be deve
loped. 

(ii) MACL Stop Signals to be pre-warned. 

(iii) A proper syllabus and suitable modalities for training CASMs in charge 
of 'panel' working to be designed. 

(iv) Station Working Orders of not only 'B' Cabin but also 'A' and 'C' 
Cabins to prohibit hazardous cross movements. 

(v) Cabins to be constructed invaribly at a raised elevation and also to pro
vide the maximum visibility of the yard from 1vithin. 

(vi) Positive steps to familiarise Drivers with any changes made in the Signal· 
ling to be evolved. 

(vii) Due care to be exercised in imposing speed restrictions. 

(viii) Non-torch-based equipment to be used in breakdown operations. 

(i) 



4. l'a.sengel" Oc:wpation and Casualties 

(a) According to the Railway's estimat~, against 
the carryinJ: capacity of 951 passengers m the 17 
coaches l excluding the Mail V ~), 7 31 passengers 
were actually travelling on that ill-fated 6 Up. In 
fact, it was quite providential that the 2 coaches 
m:m.halled immediately behind the engine had 
missed the previous day's 6 Up at Delhi owing to a 
mis-connection, causing most of the passengers to 
make alternative arrangements of travel rather than 
wait for one full day. lt accordingly tranSpired that 
only 40 passengerS. were travelling in these 2 c:oaches 
(as against the combined carrymg capactty of 
2x75 = 150). 

(b) I reJ:ret to report that, out of the 138 
passengers travelling in the first 4 coaches be~d 
the engine, 16 died on the spot, and 3 died late~ m 
the hospitals, besideS 32 injured, 18 of whom gnev
ously. Of these 16, 1~ were recovered fr~ the 
SLR Coach, m:m.halled the third from the engme. 

(c) As regards the Train Crew of 6 Up! both 
its Driver and the Assistant Guard suffered gnevous 
injunes, while the Assistant Driver suffered . simJ?le 
injuries. Of the 3 railway employees travellmg wttlt 
the Assistant Guard, one died on the spot while the 
other 2 sustained grievous injuries. 

(d) As regards the Goods train, one Frreman 
died on the spot whereas the Driver, who sustain~ 
grievous injuries, succumbed finally a week later m 
the Bhopal Medical College Hospital. 

(e) The situation in regard to casualties is 
summed up as below:-

Casualties - Deaths Grievous Simple 
injuries injuries 

6 UP-
Passengers 19 18 14 
Train Crew 2 I 
R.ailwaymen travelling 10 

front Brake Van (SLR 
6171-CR) 2 

Goods Train- -
Train O'ew 2 

TOTAL. 22 22 IS 

IL RELIEF MEASURE 

5.. Jntimatioa 

(a) The Collision having taken place near 'B' 
Cabin, the !tarsi Section Controller was advised of 
the mishap almost as soon as it happened and relief 
measures were thus activated straightaway. The 
ltarsi Break-down train reached the accident site on 
the Down Main Line at 23.50 hours, whereas the 
Bhusaval Break-down train arrived at 09.45 hours 
on the next day. 

(b) Perchance, the Medical Superintendent of 
the Bhusaval Division and other Doctors were at 
Jtarsi on that very day to inaugurate a newly pur
cbascd ambulance. These Doctors arrived by road 

as close to the accident site as possible by 22.50 
hours and immediately organised providing First Aid 
to the injured. The Accident Relief Medical Vans 
stabled at !tarsi and Bhusaval reached the accident 
site respectively at 23.30 hours that very night and 
04.25 hours the next morning. 

(c) Simultaneously, no time was lost by the 
In-dour and Out-door Assistant Station Masters at 
!tarsi in immediately contacting all the local doctors, 
police, cl a! and also sending for the ambulance and 
medical assistance available with the local "Jansewa 
Rugnalaya". 

6. Medical Attention 

(a) A major constraint wilh any railway yard 
of sizeable proportion and complexity of tracks is 
its own inherent wealo:tess in finding road-access lo 
its interior and, witli. poor night-time visibility a 
further handicap, rea~hing proper and speedy relief 
to the injured did throw up colossal difficulties. Yet, 
thanks in no small measure to the extra help by way 
of lighting arrangements which could be readily 
commandeered locally in the context of the on
going festive season, as also the very prompt appear
ance of local medical assistance and volunteer sup
port, I am glad to report that passengers of 6 Up 
were nof inconvenienced in receiving succour. 

(b) Wilh the third coach fr~m the engine on 
6 Up hav.ing buckled up badly an\1 bent almost into 
a 'U' shape and its shell consequently totally col
lapsed and distorted before it climbed over the loco
motive, coming to a rest with one end on top of the 
already capsized first coach, the extraction of the 
injured and the dead from the coach was a challeng
ing task that called for the display of tremendous 
patience, carefulness, ingenuity and improvisation on 
the part of the Railway's rescue team. The last of 
the injured was spotted at 9.00 hours on 21-10-1980 
in this coach and, as all other means of making an 
entry to gain access to this person proved inadequate, 
gas-cutting had inevitably to be resorted to, but with 
the safeguard of continuous hosing down of the target 
area of action with water jets so as to preven,t the 
slightest of any likelihood of §re erupting within. A 
team of doctors and nurses then crawled inside to 
give a pain relieving injection and adritinister first 
aid, before extricating h(m, badly trapped as he was 
undcrncalh a lot of molal and debris. Once outside, 
he was given intravenous Glucose and saline !Uid 
other medication straightaway, before shifiing him to 
the hospital. · 

(c) As regards the dead, it was noticed that on 
the afternoon of 21-10-1980, there were as yet 2 
bodies still trapped deep wi:thin the wreckage of SLR 
6171-CR and, as all olher means at disposal were 
once again tried in vain, gas-cutting of the shell was 
undertaken with the same precautions as before. 
Because of the presence of a large qua!llity of news
l'aper bundles, Iinder out of the structural composi
tiOn of the collapsed coach itself and much of the other 
miscellaneous stuff in the luggage compartment that is 
fire-excita~le, a fire eventually broke out that could 
not be put down, in spite of all the preventive and 



fue fighti~g r.csourccs on hand. Regrettably, at this 
very cruc~al Juncture, the V-belt drive of the fue 
engine snapped, which was a set-back. In the mean
time, outside fire-fighting assistance was rushed to the 
coach with commendable alacrity and the fire put out 
but only after it raged for some 2 hours. Neverth~ 
Jess, the condition of tho 2 bodies recovered imme
diately thereafter and of another (and the last) dis-

· covered and extricated during the forenoon of 22-10-
1980 was not such as to preclude their identi
fication, 

(d) AIJ the dead bodies recovered from the 
wreckage were properly shrouded and close liaison 
was established with the Police, who arrived promptly 
at the accident scene. As the sun rose in the sky on 
21-10-1980, a tent was pitched up to provide shelter 
for the bodies. As decided by the Disirict Magis· 
trate, Hoshangabad, all the bodie• (with the sole 
exception of that of a boy, who died in the Itar;i 
Railway Hospital on 21-10-1980) were sent to 
Hoshangabad, the town closest to Itarsi which also 
has mortuary facilities. 

7. Clearance and Restoration 

(a) The last 5 coaches of 6 Up, marshaiJed 14th 
to 18th from the engine, were first 'examined and 
found fit to run. Accordingly, these coaches wcr< 
hauled back to !tarsi and cleared by 28 Up Varanasi 
Express of 21-10-1980. As the buffers of coaches 
marshalled 12th and 13th were found entangled and 
coach No. 11 in part derailed, necessary breakdown 
operations were then taken up, to enable the hauling 
b&ck of lhese 3 coaches, along with 4 coaches mar· 
shalled 7th to lOth from the engine (which were aiJ 
on rail and almost entirely unaffected by this accident). 
to !tarsi by 7.55 hours of 21-10-1980, whereafter the 
fit coaches were cleared for traffic and the damaged 
ones booked to Matunga Workshops for repair. 
Later, the coaches marshaiJed 5th and 6th, the lead
ing troiJics of both of which had derailed. were put 
back on the track by 13.20 hours and brought to 
!tarsi station, whereafter the damaged 5th coach was 
booked for repairs. ~ 

(b) Break-down operations on the first 4 conches 
of 6 Up could be taken up only after the necessary 
clearance was accorded by the Police. In the mean
time, Break-down operations were taken up to clear 
the Main line tracks of the 5 wa~ons blocking them 
so that lihe Up and Down Main lines could thus he 
cleared for traffic only by 04.30 hours on 22-10-1980. 

(c) As a result, in addition to the expected 'en 
route' regulation of other trains of lesser importance. 
2 Express trains as also 3 Passenger trains hod to be 
cancelled, besides the short-of-destination termination 
of 2 more Express trains and 2 more Passenger 
trains. 

(d) The 2 locomotives involved in the head-on 
collision were so badly entangled that another diesel 
cnpine had to he utilised to supply traction for sepa
ratin~ them apart prior to their re-railing. TI1e 
Goods Waiting Bay Line (South) was thus cleared 
for traffic at about 04.30 hours on 23-10-1980. 
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' Ill. COMPOSITION OF TRAINS AND DAMAGE 

8. Composilion of 6 Up Punjab Mail 

(a) !tarsi is a Loco/Crew changing station 
for 6 Up and WDM-2 diesel locomotive· No. 17605 
of the following particulars was attached short-hood 
leading to this train on 20-10-1980:-

Plucc of Manufacture 

Yc:~r of c~mmlsslonlng 
Length 
Weight. 
Date of last POH (rrien· 
nial) 
Date of last IOH (half .. 
yearly). 

Diesel Locomotive 
Varanasi. 
29-7-1976. 

t6· 85 m (56' -2•). 
112· 8 tonnes. 
12-4-t980. 

19-t0-t980. 

Works. 

(b) Due to theft of non-ferrous components 
and lack of requisite spares, the WABCO Vil!ilance 
~ontrol . Device (VCD) provided on this engine was 
mope~ahve. Morc:over, apprehending loco wheel 
sktddmg, the braking circmtry of !tarsi-based diesel 
locomo!ives was m?dified years ago, to isolate the 
proportionate brakmg mechanism. Altbou•h at 
Railway Board's and RDSO's repeated insb.t~nce 
P.roportionate braking is being gradually re-commi.: 
stoned on a programmed basis at Itarsi and the neces
sary modifications already effected on 37 diesel loco
motives so far. this particular locomotive was not 
yet atte~dcd to. !n other words, air brakes on this 
lo~omohve work indepe~den!IY and not in . appro
prmtcl~ synchronous conJuncl!on with vacuum brakes. 
Exceptm~ for these reservations, all the "Safetv 
Items" from the Electrical and Mechanical considera'
tions were functioning well. 

(c) The standard train-consist of Punjab Mail 
has a minimum of 15 coaches and a maximum of 16 
coaches on the Central Railway, with a 17th coach 
allowed on certain sections. 6 Up of 10-10-1980 
was, however, run with 18 coaches, implying an over
load of 2 coaches ex : Delhi itself. These 2 coaches. 
which had unfortunately missed the previous day's 
6 Up due to a mis-connection, had to be cleared hy 
6 Up of 20-10-80 and were in fact marshalled 
immediately in rear of the engine. 

(d) The train-consist, which remained un
changed from Delhi onwards, was a below, reckoning 
ad-seriatim from behind the engine :-

St. Coach No. Tyf)e Yertr D1te of Olrrying Actua I 
of Return Capaclly Clpa-No. 

2 

4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 

bulld forPOH. city -2 4 ' 6 

*6693-CR WGSYCN 196R IO'Rt 75 18 

•9192·CR WGSYCN 1978 9/RI 1S 22 

6t7t·CR SLR 1962 1/R1 40 35 

3834-CR WGS 1969 6/81 80 63 

90t4-CR WGSYCN 1975 1018t 75 69 

9093·CR WGSYCN 197S to/8t 7S 69 

7H·NR PC t96t 1/82 22 18 

3056·CR WFC t971 3181 22 21 

3023·CR WFC t970 10181 22 20 

*Attached nt Delhi,hnvingearlicrmls~ed the 6 Up of the 
prt1vlous dny, due to n mls-connection. 



" 
1 3 4 s 6 

10 @lNS-CR WAC 1953 4 81 14 14 

11 23~R f-CS 1963 5 81 so 30 

11 •?5184-CR SPPC 1958 S.81 

13 £6361-CR WGSYCN 1962 I 81 so 56 

14 £6517-CR GSCG 1967 7,81 81 66 

IS 9165-CR WGSYCN 1974 6 81 7S 74 

16 6336-CR WGSY 1960 9 81 7S ss 
17 87JS-CR WGS 1971 9 81 80 68 

IS 7115-CR SYLR 1960 9,81 40 34 

1?--\.., IR~ non-Anti-Telescopic coach. 
£-\ B:S\IL A~d-Telescopic coach. 

Excepting as otherwise indicated above, all 
coaches wcre of ICF manufacture and Anti-tele-
scopic in construction. All the ICF coaches were all-
coil (A/C) type, excepting for coaches at S. No. 3, 
16 and 18, which were of laminated bearing (L/R} 
type. 

(e) According to the standard rake-link for the 
Punjab Mail, it is the rake of 5 Dn left Bombay-VT 
on 17-1(}-1980 that would be on 6 Up leaving Delhi 
on 20-1(}-1980. A cro~heck of the rakes of 
these trains (namely, 5 Dn which left Bombay-VT 
on 17-1(}-1980 and 6 Up which left Delhi on 2(}-~0-
80) revealed no discrepancy whatsoever, which 
proves that all the 16 coaches of .t~e ill-fate!l 6 l,JP 
were indeed the standard composJbon of thJS tram. 
Thus, there is no substance of truth in the alloga
tions that appeared in a section of the Press (as, for 
instance, in column 1 of page 1, continued in 
column 3 of page 13 of "The T"unes of India", 
Bombay Edition of 24-10-1980, the relevant extract 
of which I reproduce hereunder} :-

"'t is learnt that the coach in which they were 
travelling and two other bogies had become 
'sick' on the previous day at Agra. After 
repairs they were attached to the ill-fated train 
immediately behind the engine instead of the 
normal position in which the 'Bhopal quota' 
sleeper coaches are attached. In the event, 
these sleeper coaches came to occupy the fifth, 
sixth and seventh positions from the engine and 
were spared from being •mashed. Instead, the 
first three 'sick' coaches fr.oni Agra telescoped 
and most of their occupants were among the 
dead or injured." 

If} The total length of the coaches was 396 
metres and the total weight 725 tonnes. As per the 
In-coming Vacuum Brake Certificate issued at Delhi 
and also according to the Continuity Certificate 
is-ued by TXR staff at [tarsi. this train had 100% 
effective brake cylinders, yielding a brake power of 
234 tonnes. 

9_ Com[K"ition of the Goods train 

Ia) No. 747 Down Bhopal Good• train, a daily 
~ional 'hunting train between Itarsi and Bhopal. 

""" ordered at 19.05 bou" on 2G-10·1980. The 
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out-going engine No. 9454-WG of the following 
particulars was taken on load at 20.00 hours :-

Pl.1c:e of M.umf.tcture 

Put on the line iil 

Da11: of last POH 

O;lte of S.::hcJulc IV 
D.lle of Schedule 1l • 
Ov.:r .Ill h:ngt h • 

Cniuar.lnjan Locomotive 
Works. 
January, 1962. 

8-2-1979at Doha!.l on Western 
Railway. 

12-3-1980 at Bhusaval. 
3-10-1980. 

23·724 m:trcs, including Ten
der. 

ov.:rJJI W!ig'u (lD fllllloJd) 179·6 tonncs,including Ten
der. 

Last Uhra-sonic Testing on 29-9-1980. 

(b) The trailing load comprised 37 = 42t Four 
wneelers = 1011 tonnes with an overall length of 
329 metres and total brake force of 301 tonnes. As 
the full details of the load are not quite relevant t·J 
Ibis accident, excepting in so far as pertaining to the 
damaged wagons, I give hereunder only a summary 
of the train-consist, reckoning ad seriatim behind 
the engine :-

SI.No. Type 

I BFR 
2 c 
3 c 
4 c 
s c 
6 c 
7 KC 

8.33 1 BOX·T 
& 34~ 

Wagon No. 

41631-CR 
27784-CR 
!5676-CR 
60190-CR 
8~816-ER 

31494-NR 
81146-CR .. 

Yc!ar of 
Build 

1959 
1951 
1945 
1961 

InvisiJie 
1965 
1956 

Return Remarks 
date 

Obliterated Empty• 
7!79 Emp1y• 

7,80 Empty• 
6/83 LondedW 
7179 Empty• 

10/80 Loaded 
10/80 Emmy• 

• AIJ loaded 

~3J 
9 to ) Four- All 

32,35 ~ wheelers loaded. 
&36] 
~26 

37 Br'dke Van. 

• Booked lo shops al Jhansi. 
@ Loaded wilh 4 .. smllls". which escaped damage. 

although rhe wagon got smashed up. 

(c) The Vacuum Brake Certificate issued for 
tile train shows that 6 (One cylinder of the BFR in 
rear of the Engine and the cylinder of four-wheelers 
marshalled 3rd, 5th, 9th, 12th and 21st} out of 41 
brake cylinders were du11ll1Ued, giving a figure of 
85% for effective brake power. However, barely as 
the Goods train left the yard, it developed "vacuum 
trouble" and stopped on the Goods Waiting Bav 
(South} line. · 

10. Course of the Accident and the Damage 

(a} The severity of the impact was so j!feat 
that the front part of WDM-2 Diesel engine No. 
17605, which was working 6 Up, had in fact 
mounted over the front buffen of the WG en~inc 
and was consequently very badly sma<hed up, with 
all the constituent units (the Nose compartment, the 
Driver's cab with its relays and control gear, the 
power pack, the Exprcssor compartment, the Radia

tor compartment as well as the the underframe and 



traction motors) extensively damaged. All but Rs. 
One lakh . of th~ cost of the damages sustained by 
this loco IS attnbuted to the effect of the collision 
itself, whereas Rs. One lakh worth of damage 
occurred subsequently through the fire that broke out 
in SLR 6171-CR and which soon found access also 
into the diesel locomotive underneath it. 

(b) Through the application of the well-known 
"Concertina Effect" associated with the buckling of 
transversely weak systems, and because the track 
on the Goods Waiting Bay (South) line was on a 
left-hand curve of 4 o curvature, CR 6693 WGSYCN 
(the first coach of 6 Up behind the loco) veered to 
the right (in other words, towards the outside of the 
curve) by _almost ful!y passing the loco to its right 
and capsizmg clockwise before coming lin ally to rest 
on its right side, whereas CR 9192 WGSYCN (the 
second &oach) got deflected to the left (or towards 
the _inside of the curve), shot past beyond' the loco 
to 1ts le~ and capsized anti-clockwise, coming 
finally to rest on its left side. 

(c) CR 6693 had also borne the brunt of the 
impact before veering off to the right and its front 
''torpedo section" located in the lavatory portion 
collapsed in the predicted manner. CR 9192 didn't 
really have to absorb any impa~t and was thus not 
very badly damaged. With the snapping of all their 
couplings, both these coaches parted at the front as 
well as in the rear. Similarly, bodies of both these 
coaches separated from their trollies, which gathered 
behind the diesel loco up front. 

(d) The third coach of 6 Up (SLR 6171-CR) 
was so marshalled that the Brakevan (Guard com
partment) was leading, followed by the luggage com
partment in the middle and the second class fOm
partmcnt at the trailing end. With the first 2 coaches 
gone off the track and the rear of the train as yet in 
motion, this coach got pushed against the already 
damaged rear of the diesel locomotive and it, too, 
separated from its trollies as the body pressed for
ward under the momentum of the 15 coaches in 
the rear part of the train which was still exerting 
considerable pressure. It is difficult to reconstruct 
clearly the type and magnitude of the forces, torques 
and moments brought into play as this coach sepa
rated from its own trollies, then role over the trollies 
that had previously separated from the 2 coaches 
ahead of it and got thrust against the immobilised 
diesel locomotive, but all that can be stated with 
confidence is that this coach did buckle upwards into 
an 'U' shape through the far-end doorways of the 
second class compartment, causing its shell to col
lapse in this process. 

(e) Under the action of compressive forces, the 
maximum stresses are known to develop in the body 
around the middle of its length. The far-end door. 
ways of SLR 6171-CR did constitute an unavoidable 
zone of weakness in the coach of the integral shell 
type of construction. This coach, of 1962 vintage 
and due its next 'POH' barely 3 months later, must 
have got weakened considerably at the middle of its 
length, which accommodates, besides the door-ways, 
also the lavatory portion, which is particularly known 
to be corrosion prone. As this coach yielded into 
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a shape convex upwards, the rear of the train con
h~ued to press forward until finally, this crookedly 
distorted. body was forced to ride upon the 2 rolling 
stock umts .•~cad, with its leading prong entangled 
over the trruhng I_ong hood of diesel loco straight 
ahead and the traihng prong slewed to the right and 
lodged atop of the first coach, which had previously 
capsized to the right of the diesel loco. 

(0 CR. 3834 ~GS (the 4th coach of 6 Up) was 
found capsized Wlth the front portion, which had 
severed from the bogie U1lderneath, riding over all 
the. trolleys of ~he 3 coaches ahead (which collected 
bchmd the engme) and finally resting over the rear 
of the loco. This coach had not, however sepa
rated from its rear bogie. In the final config.iration 
the first coach (CR 6693) seemed to have slipped 
back slightly, with i~ left;side _rear part lodged in 
the recess. of t~e leadmg nght-side door-way of this 
coach, which d1d not suffer substantial damage. The 
momentum of 6 Up trailing load having by now 
almost spent itself, tl1e coaching stock further in 
rear suffered, but light damage or no damage at all. 

(g) As rej:ards the stationary goods train, its 
WG steam engme No. 9454 was likewise severely 
damaged, with the boiler smoke box collapsed 
underframe/body of both the engine and the tende; 
badly distorted, both its cylinders broken and the 
tender water tank smashed up, besides the expected 
damage to front-end buffers, cattle guard, etc. 

. (h) {\_s regard:' the trailing load uf the goods 
tram, all Its ctfcchve brakes were found in . a fully 
applied condition, owing to the vacuum trouble 
cxperie~ced on this train (as already alluded to 
bnelly m para J(c) supra): In the postcollision 
situation, it was found that there was a gap of only 
25 metres between the -rear· of the WG engine and 
th7 front of the rear string still on .the track (com
pnsmg wagons marshalled the 6th to 37th), whereas 
the first 5 wagons and the tender ~auld actually 
need a space of 59 metres to occupy. In ·other 
words, the engine of the goods tr;lin was driven back 
at le~st 59-- 25 = 34 metres by the impact of 6 Up, 
causmg the first 5 wagons (4 of which were empty 
and the other nearly so, having been loaded with 
Just 4 "Smalls") to be tossed off the track, with the 
rear 32 wagons serving as an anchor. Because of 
the left hand curve of 4 o curvature of .the track on 
the Goods Waiting Ba}' line (South) at this location 
as already referred to in para IO(b) supra, these 5 
wagons were predictably thrown towards the double
hack main line, situated on the outside of the curve. 

(i) The Goods Waiting Bay line (South) was 
virtually destroyed for a distance of 77 metres, 
besides damage to another stretch of 58 metres. Due 
mainly to the impact of vehicles crashing over and 
fouling the Double Track Main Line, some damage 
was also sustained by the Main Line track near the 
'B' Cabin. Besides the switch trailed through, the 
adjacent switches also sustained damage · in the 
aftermath: likewise, 2 Point Machines and miscel

laneous associated S&T components. 
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(j) The overall cost of damage was estimated at 

about Rs. 36,90,900, broken down into component 
elements as below :-

Permanent Way 
S1gnaJ.lmg 
Ste..un I..A::omouv: 
01\!SC:I l...o.;;om-:~:JW 

Coaching StoCK 

Wagons 

TOTAL 

IV. LOCAL FEATURES 

lL The Section and the Site 

Rs. 
1,36,4(10 

39,:500 

4,95,000 
~2.54,000 

6,n.ooo 
89,000 

(a) harsi is one of the principal railway junc
tions on tne Central Railway System, with lines 
going due NOrth towards Delhi, Easterly towards 
Allahabad, South-Easter:ty towards Nagpur/Madras 
3nd Soutn-Westerly towards Bombay. iue jurisdic
tion of .Bhusava! DiVISion starts frvm ltarsi (inclu
sive) in tne North and itarsi Goods Yard, con
ceptually designed on tlle basJS of unioirectional fiow 
from reception Uuough sorting to despatch in a 
roughly South-to-North orientaLion, is Situated just 
to t.b.e South of llarsi Station and due East of t.b.e 
Double Line Broad Gauge to· Bombay. 

(b) The kilometrages, as reckoned froni Bom
bay-V 1, are given below, in tne direction of !.ravel 
oi 6 Up:-

ltani Station 
1tars1 ·o· Cabin 
uarsl ·c· Cabto 
Itarsi 'B' Cabin 
P~4Cc:oid.!~-onCollision 

(i.e. WllerCUleeDgJneof6 Upfinallycameto halt, 
,.a.:..;r .. ,,,;~ idee--to-face wuh the engane of the 
.\3oods mt.iDJ. 
ltar"s1 "A' Cabm 
Oulanya Station 

Kms. 
745·13 
744·46 
743·08 
740·17 
739·90 

738·36 
733·05 

(c) To facilitate entry/exit to Up/DOwn Goods 
trains into/from tb.is Goods Yard, the Block Section 
to Dulariya, tlle next station from !tarsi towards 
Bombay, l1ad uutiauy been split up by providing 3 
addilmna! Block CablDS 'N, 'B" and 'C', besides •D' 
Cabin, wllich conlrols enlry into and exit from the 
!tarsi Solation towards Bombay. However, with pro
gressive modernisation by way of eontinuous track
circnitmg of the Mam Une tracks, etc., and in 
consequence of alleratinns carried out with the 
prior sanctions of t.b.e Commission of Railway Safety, 
·c Cabin beCame a non-block Cabin on 5-Jo-J97S 
and 'B' Cabin became a non-block Cabin on 4-10-
1!1~0. In oiber words, the situation obtaining after 
4-JQ-1!1~0 has been that, in terms of SR 2-1, all the 
Ubins 'A', 'B', ·c and 'D' operate together as parts 
of a Special Class Standard Ill Interlocked Stalion, 
!tarsi, with all S•gnals encountered on the Up Road 
after leaving !tarsi Station designated as Starters and 
all Signals encountered on the Down Road from 'A' 
Cabin onwards treated as Approach Signals. 

(d) Trains are worked on the Absolute Block 
System and Daido Lock and Block Working exists 
between !tarsi 'A' Cabin and Dulariya Station. Con
tinuous track-circuiting has been introduced between 
·c· and 'A' Cabins, witl:t partial track-drcuiting and 
inter-slotting of Signals between •n' and 'C' Cabins. 
·D" and 'C' Cabins are provided witl:t Orthodox 2-
Aspect Semaphore Lower Quadrant mechanised 
signalling, while 'A' Cabin has Multiple-Aspect 
Colour Light Signalling operated from a mechanical 
lever frame. As regards ·B' Cabin, the new works, 
comprising panel Interlocking, motur-operated points 
and Multi-Aspect Colour Light Signals were com· 
missioned but recently on 4-10·1980 and yet to be 
handed over to the Maintenance Organisation by the 
S&T Construction Branch. 

(e) The Up and Down Goods Line extends 
from 'B' Cabin to beyond 'C' Cabin. Yet, because 
the Lever frame in 'C' Cabin is saturated, it had not 
been p~ssible to provide for signalling any movement 
from this Up and Down Goods Line into the Down 
Main Line at 'C' Cabin. Thus, unless piloting (which 
is the very last measure adopted, usually only in 
exceptional circumstances) is resorted to at ·c· Cabin, 
north-bound goods trains meant for Bhopal and 
beyond are invariably required to enter the Down 
Main Line only at 'B' Cabin. 

(f) Movement of Down Goods trains approach· 
ing the 'B' Cabin via the Goods Waifng Bay Line 
(South) is authorised by the exchange of Private 
Numbers between 'B' Cabin and Goods Cabin No. 
GCI and inter-slotting of appropriate Signals between 
these two Cabins. As soon as the train passes the 
Signal controlled by GCI Cabin, the automal!c 
reverser enables the Signal to go to 'ON' aspect, and 
appropriate flashing light begins to appear on the 
'B' Cabin's Panel, which draws the attention of the 
'B' Cabinman to take further necessary action. As 
soon as the train enters on the approach track circuit 
behind Signal No. 5-4, another indication appears on 
the 'B' Cabin's Panel. 

(g) There is a continuous down gradient for the 
'Up Road' commencing from !tarsi Station right 
upto the place of collision. For a stretch of about 
4 kms. in rear of the place of collision, the 'Up 
Road' is on a falling grade of I in· 1000. The Goods 
Waiting Bay Line (South) is, howe.,.er, on a level and 
a short 4 o left-band curve enables this line deviate 
leftwards towards Goods Cabin No. GC-1. 

(h) Cross-over No. 205 between the Up and 
Down Main Lines comprises 1 in 12 turnouts, 
whereas the cross-over No. 204 between the Up 
Main Line and the Up and Down Goods Line is com
posed of I in 8t turnouts. Not being relevant to 
the context of this collision, particulars of track struc
ture and other permanent way details are not being 
included in this Report. 
12. The Route Relay Panel Interlocking introduced 
at 'B' Cabin 

(a) Some of the safety features in-built into 
'B' Cabin working in consequence of this sophisti
cated work are :-

(i) Every operation requires the manipulation 
of 2 buttons simultaneously, causing the 



operator to use both his hands, thus obvi
ating the possibility of accidental or in
advcrtant operation that mily othcrwi~c 
became feasible throu~h the manipulation 
of a single button. .... 

(ii) The complete setting and locking of points 
is continuously proved by relays. A flash
ing ligl1t appears only within the limited 
duration that the points are operated but 
the flashing continues if anything is abnor
mal. The Panel indication appropri<itely 
shows whether a point is locked in its 
normal or reverse position. 

(iii) Adjacent track circuited sections are 
portrayed in different colours on the panel 
to brin.c: into sharp focus their boundaries. 
To minimise fatigue to the operator. panel 
liehting levels can be adjusted to suit day I 
night conditions. 

(iv) Signal lamps are lit to different pre-set 
voltages by day and bv night, so as to be 
really effective at all times. 

(v) "Cascading" has been provided for si~nal 
lamos, wherrhv the next restrictive aspect 
is lit automatically, if the bulb relating to 
anv asnect cleared is not burning on acco11nt 
of its fusine or for anv other r<"asnn. This 
safety mea<ure extends to the RED a<pect 
as well, for, if the RED bulb is mn!func
tionine. the track circuit in rear of th3t 
sic:nal eets de..enerrised. thus throwincr the 
si•nal immed;ately in rear to DANGJ'.R or 
RED. (In the case of Signal No. S-7, if 
;t beco'tles 'hlinn' or if it RED lamo 
fuses. the protection is that the nreCeding 
Sional No. 23-C. controlled hv 'C' Cahin. 
cannot he lowered or. if it is already Iow<""r
ed. h. will automatically fly back to 'ON' 
position). 

(vi) Similarlv. when " Signal bulb hrcomc< 
clcfcct;ve. the indication corrc!'ponding to 
that Siennl fl;;~shcs on the Panel. where nn 
nntliblc Warninp al5=-n sounds whirh r:m be 
ncknowledeed. In thi< manner. the Opera
tor I!I"'IS to know ao;: to which particular 
Sil!nal's hulh i10 mnlfunctioninl!. ~o that }H>: 
rnav organi'=P. for the Maintenance Staff to 
do the needful. 

(vii) Before a set roulr. can be canrellcd in the 
wmol manner by the nac;srioP of ~ trUin. the 
circuirrv nroves that the RED Tieht of rho 
conCer11Cci sie.n~l is hurninP. Likewise, the 
c:tncrllation nf n route alsn requires ••a 
nriori" that the trar.k circuit~ on th!! route..• 
hnvt• hecn occuoicd Rlld cleared in their 
nroncr srfJIIC'nce whf"-rCbv nny ouf-nf-

' • 't( ) 
Sf'lliJCOCC shnrtim! of fhl"' track C'lrClll S 

will cause the set route to remain locked. 

(viii) When. for reasons of operational convcni
enc,. 'n~rco;:o,;itv or in ll'l emcmcncv. n set 
route l1as to he canr:('llcd. ~ ·ccrtai'l .given 
procedure is to be followed nnd this cnn-

~-m ~R.S J,.uck/8~ 
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cellation is recorded on the Emergency 
Route Cancellation Counter (there are 
indeed 3 other Counters, each covcrin!! 
certain unusual operation). Once the con-. 
cerned signal is put back to 'ON' and 
Route Cancellation is initiated, the cancel
lation itself becomes e!Tective only . after 
the lapse of 2 minutes = 120 seconds, 
(during which time-interval a flashin!! white 
ligllt appears above the signal indication), 
provided that the approacl1 track circuit is 
already occupied. If. during this 2-minutes 
interval, the track ahead happens to be 
occupied, back-locking gets activated 
whereby the route cannot be cancelled. Of 
course, if the approach track is not occu .. 
pied, route cancellation can- be effected 
instantaneously. Thus. for signals without 
any approach track circuit, r·oute cancella
tion can be achived only after the time
delay of 2 minutes is attained. The Emer
gency Route Cancellation Counter records 
cverv such operation. irrespective of 
whether or not the time delay function was 
activated. 

(b) The philosoohy underlying the safe~ard of 
this 2 minutes time-delay is that, should a signal be 
normalised after a train is alreadv traversing the 
approach track-circuit, the driver of the train (whose 
duty it is to keep an effective "look-out") is expected 
to take note of the signal aspect now changed to 
RED and respond by controlling his train to stop_ 
short of the signal recently put back to 'ON'. One 
or the other of the 2 following contingencies can 
now occur within this 2-minutes time~span :-

(i) the train has stopped short of the Signal, 
in which case it is quite safe to set another 
route, OR 

(ii) the train has overshot the Sional, in which 
case- the back:-locking comes- into action. 
effectively preventing any alteration to the 
set route. (fn this cnse. route cancellation 
becomes merely an attempt which could 
not materialise), 

(c) As regards Signal No. S-7, as may be seen 
from Annexure H. the approach track extends to 
2.277 metres in its rear. Yet. an additional fcat}1re 
has hcen incorrOratcd in the logic of the . circ~1try 
for Signal No. S-7 sucl1 that its Lone. Arnval Ap
proach Track is shown as occupied right from the 
moment that the. oreceding Signal (i.e. 'C' Cabin's 
S-23\ is taken 'OFF'. To other words, provided that 
'C' Cabin Signal No. S-23 is taken 'OFF', the 2-
minutcs time·dclav h3S to elapse hefore Route Can .. 
ccllation. f"VCn if the apnronch track m~iy not in fact 
he physically ~ccupied by a train. 

(dl In regard to the Un Main Line, the si~ni
ficant chanee~ -made nt the time of commissioning 
the new 'B' Cabin on 4-10-1980 were as follows:-

(i) The p"ovision of n sinl!le new Multiple 
Aspect Colour Li"ht Starter Signal No. S-
7, controlled by 'D' Cabin and located at 



ISO metres in rear of the crC>Ss-O\'er• N•J. 
205 between the Up and D_own . Ma!" 
lines, in replacement of the erstwhile ~p 
Starter No. 29B@ and the Up l\Imn 
Intermediate Starter No. 28B@; 
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(ii) The deletion of the erstwhile Up Advanc;d 
Starter No. 10-B, controlled by 'B' Cabm; 
and 

(iii) The removal of the erstwhile Up Distant 
Si!!llalt No. 29-A controlled by 'A' Cabin. 
which was reflected under phase IV of the 
Circular Notice No. BSL. T. 166/20/80 
issued on 18-9-1980, prior to commission
ing the_ works. 

(e) Whereas the existing Warning Boar~£ 
fprovid>d long ago in the context of Block Work~ng 
between 'B' and 'C' Cabins, and in rear C?f the 'FirSt 
Stop Signal' in the Up direction) continued to be 
retained even after Block-Working between these 2 
Cabins was discontinued in October, 1978, small 
notices were affixed onder thein in October, 1980. 
bearing the legend "Approaching CIS Territory". 

13. Other Features rele\'3111 to this Accident 
(a) Before the additions and alterations as also 

the new 'B' Cabin could be commissioned, the exist· 
ing points bad necessaruy to be .non-interlocked 
initially during the change-over penocf and duly 
clamped! padlocked. It was for this reason that a 
Cantion Order, limiting the speed of trains to I 0 
Km/b between 'N and 'B' Cabins on both the Up 
and Down Maio lines, was imposed on 3-10-80. In 
compliance with the Railwav's Subsidiary Rule No. 
2S-1, whicli required that a Caution Order be issued 
for a 1 0-day period (in order that Drivers are allowed 
an adequate opportunity to familia~e themselves 
with any changefs) in signaJJing), thls stringent speed 
restriction of I 0 Km lh was continued for the 
stipulated 10-day period, even after the completion 
of the said new works and finally cancelled on 17-10-
1980. However. as the "Cancellation Memo" was 
not addressed individually to the same Officials to 
whom the "Imposition Memo" was previously issued. 
it so transpired that this Caution Order of 10 Kmlh 
continued to be issued to trains even after 17-10-80 
by the Indoor ASM of Itarsi to all Up trains. includ
ing the ill-faled 6 Up of 20-10-1980. 

(b l The Signals encountered by the Driver of 6 
Up as he left Itarsi station from Platform No. 4 on 
20-10-1980 were as follows:-

------ ----- --~ 

Sign> I A~~ct Conlrol Remark<. 

2 3 4 

<;.J I G-ee, •n• C'lbin Pla1form Citarter. 
S-Z'l Green •o• Cabin Starter rotJting 6 Up 

Up Maio Line 
to the 

1 f 

Grc('n ·n· Cabin 

Gr~cn 'C' Cabin 

Green ·c· C:ibin 

S-7 Red* ·a• Cabin 

4 

Up Main Advanced Starter 
with inter-Cabin control with 
·c• Cabin,showing now 1hat the 
line is clear upto S-12 plus 1hc 
overlap. 

Up Main Starter. sh('lwing 1hat 
I he line is dear up to S-23 plus 
the o\>erlar. 

Up Mefn lntennediate Start u 
showing that the I i ne is clear up to 
S-7 plus tho signal oyer lap of 
ISO metres beyond. 

Up Main Starter, showingth:Jt 
the line ahead is NOT clear. 

*The other aspect of this signal are as unc'cr : 

Yellow 

Double 
Yellow 
Green 

JndlcatinJl that the line fs clear uplo the next 
Signal, •A• Cabin's S.28 plus the o\>erlap; al~o 
proves that S-28 is displaying "RED' aspect. 
Indicating that the next Sbmal, "A' Cabin's 
S-28 is showing'"YELLOW' aspect. 
Indicating that the next Signal , "A' Cabin's 
S-28 is showing'GREEN'aspect and thatlhe 
line is clear upto Dulariya. 

(c) As per Appendix V to Jhansi Division's 
Working T'IIRe· Table, the miiximum gross load for 
goods trains haulea by WG steam locomotives on the 
Jtarsi-Bhopa! Section is 1100§ tonnes, above which 
trains need to be banked on the Budni-Barkhera ghat 
section. Mainly for operational reasons relating to 
the paths for Mail and Express trains, which also 
require bankioe: to negotiate this ghat section, the 
"Bhopal Board" does not, as a policy, accept from 
Itarsi beyond 22.30 hours any goods train requiring 
banking. This- restriction does not, however, apply 
to loads not requiring banking. 

(d) The joint observations of wagon-stock of the 
goods train made by the Railway's Senior Super
visors, who visited the site immediately after the 
accident, revealed, inter alia, that, other than the S 
which got smashed up vide para 1 O(h) supra, all th~ 
remainder 32 were quite safe on their wheels and 
intact on track in an un~amaged state. Excepting 
for 3 cylinders found dummied, the position of whiah 
was in agreement with the aata presented in para 9 
(c) supra, the travel of piston strokes was throughout 
within the limits prescribed for 4-wheelers as wen as 
bogie-stock. 

(e) Similar joint observation• of the coaching 
stock of 6 Up showed that, other tfian the 4 coaches 
damaged [vide paras lO(b), (c), (d) & (f)], the 
travel of piston strokes in the leading as well as the 
trailinn cylinders of the rear string of 14 coaCltes 
were an within the prescribed limit. Exceptio!! for 
the 2 IRS coaches, viz., the Postal Van (CR 5184 

• r!J.i1 :CH",...netll neptiate:l by gnit trains starting from the goods ylrd before they enter the Down Main Line at 'B' Cabin. 
, ·'?! ~,;..,. t3 "l~!J.Jer nn t't~ ~ •'ntlt w~ re•oeetively tleti4Jllted ).sJNo.,Jf Up OUier and £No.28 Up Home, as Block 2 

W.xtiag wula {or..,atthatstagcbetweea'B'and'C' Cabins. 
f !he to 31ock Wxkiagbotwtea 'B'and 'A' Cabins having been di<pensed whh. 
£ 1')1 ~l!Jf ~rthetra.ct-1D'teincbeN~Ihe IJo 'lain JJ11., and the Up & Down Goods Lin~.thc WarninR Board in rear of Signal 

·4 '· ~7~n1 "~'l b:Jt .S~Iiberatelv 4ub..standard in width, so a1 not to COJl5titure an infrJnst:ment to the Sch.:dute of pi men· 
siODI, an4 also ~ione suitably. 

II HJ t, i! Dle!el-!lsule<l, 



SPPC) and the Air-conditioned Coach (CR 2708 
WAC), all the others were filled with roller bearings; 
the details of repacking of boxes of these 2 coaches 
wer~ as !Jclojy :-

Coach Marking Station Date 
---

Postal Van R Wadi Bundcr 22-8-80 

Postal Van 0 Phi rob; pur 11-10-80 

AC Coach R Wadi Bonder 9-10-80 

AC Coach 0 Not yet due 

(f) J.oint Observation of the WDM-2 Diesel 
Loco No. 17605 [carried out by Shri T.N.G. Pillay, 
the Jhansi-bascd Senior Loco Inspector (Diesel); 
Shri D. D. Shukla, the Itarsi-based Movement Inspec
tor; and Shri K. P. Kulhere, the Bhusaval-based 
Senior Inspector (Diesel)] revealed the following:-

Right Control Sta11d 
(i) A-9 Valve (Vacuum Brake) - Driver's 

applicotion handle was in over-reduction 
zone; its air·prcssu;c cut-out cOck :was in 
opened condition (whereas tn&'similar cock 
of the left Control Stand was in the closed 
position); 

(ii) Selector Handle (Dynamic Brake) in brak
ing zonE up to 15 'B' (maximum position); 

(iii) SA-9 Valve (Loco Independent Brake) -
handle was in released position (i.e. not 
applied); 

(iv) Reverser Handle was engaged in forward 
direction (Short Hood Leading); 

(v) Engine Speed Control handle (or, switch) 
was in .. run" pJsition; and 

(vi) All circuit breakers on this as well as other 
·..:ontrol Stand, as also all those on the Con
trol Panel, were found to be .!n the •orr 
position. 

Elsewhere 
(vii) Hand Brake was in released position (i.e. 

not applied); this was on the Assistant's 
side; 

(viii) Emergency Vacuum Brake yalvc was in 
opened condition; 

(ix) W ABCO-typc Vigilance Control Device 
(VCD) .was ou! of order; 

(x) Mechanical Speed Graph had its pointer 
stuck at 68 Km/h and its clock-work was 
in perfect working condition; ~ncl · 

(xi) Ground Relay Switch )Vas in ~pcratcd con
dition. 

(g) As mentioned in para 3(c) supra, there was 
no recording available on the speed chart, removed 
from 6 Up's locomotive. The reason give1_1 was that, 
while installing the recorder, the recordmg stylus 
inadvertently g0t st~ck beneath t!lc lower edge of th·" 
chart. The recordmg of the ume was, however, 
found to be in order. The speed-chart referred to 3 
Up and not 6 Up and the reason given_ was that this 
particular engine, which came out of 1ts half-yeurly 
!QH ·only 9u 19-10-1980 and which had thereafter 

done just one round trip to Bhusaval wurking goods 
trains, was originally detailed to work 3 Up (requir
ing the fixmg of a speed-recorder), but later re
planned to work 6 !Jp. 

(h) As regards the 'B' Cabin's Panel, Shri B. R. 
Hanotiya, the Harda-based Transportation Inspector 
(who happened to be travelling by the ill~fated 6_ Up) 
was the first to reach it immediately after the accident 
and he found all the seal• on the Panel intact. Later, 
the Signal Inspector (Shri N. N. Kakkar) arrived and 
the seals of the Relay Room were jointly checked 
and found intact, whereupon the Relay _Room was 
duly sealed, having !.liken care that the Panel keys 
as well as the Panel door keys were already kept 
inside the Relay Room. The indicatio_ns available 
on the Panel _were jointly recorded by these 2 officials 
as bcl~w :- , 

(i) The Route was set for 747 Dn from S-4 to 
407 T. The· Route was correctly set and 
locked. :rhc point No. 204 )_Vas set in 
'Reverse' and having steady indication. 
Point No. 205 set and locked. in 'R', but 
flashing cgntinuously since burst; · 

(ii) The engine and coaches of 6 Up trailed 
through Point No. 205 and negotiated 
cross-over No. 204 in reverse and occupied 
track circuit No. 562-T and 559-T and 
dashed against 747 Dn engine and wagons. 
Track Circuit No. 407 was occupied by 
ET Medical Van. Signal No. 7 and Signal 
No. 6 were showing Red ~spects; ~nd 

(iii) Readings on the vari_ous !'Ounters provided 
on the Panel were :-

EWN 0126 
EUUYN Ot863 
EUYN 01909 
COGGN 03t2. 

(i) Although, because of continuous track .cir
. cuiting between ·c• and 'A' Cabins, Block Working as 
such had been dispensed with, ~dvance information 
on train movements is nevertheless communicated 
between •(:•, 'B' and 'A' Cabins along with the 
exchange of Private Numbers, since it is essential 
that Cabin ASMs arc made aware of the particulars 
of incoming trains in order that their onward move
ment is meaningfully planned and pursued. However, 
for the very reason that the conditions_ for taking 
off of signal are eficcti~ely proved 'in toto' b¥ tr~ck
circuils as also the logtc of the related ctrcuilry, 
there is 'de facto' very little by way of Intcr-Ca]:un 
Control between these 3 Cabins at It_arsj. 

UJ As already mentioned in par!' 3(e) supra, 
the weather was clear and the night-time visibility 
was not impaired in any way. 

V. SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE 

14. Evidence of Shri S. N. Pandey, Indoor Assistant 
Stotion Mastco- (ASM), Itnrs! 

He slated that 6 Up left Itarsi on right time 
(22.15 hours) and that he had issued a Ca~tion Order 
of 10 km/h from 'B' Cabin to 'A' Cabin and of 30 
Ktn/h between '1/>.' Cabin and Dulariyo Station. 
During !he ensuing cross-cxruuinotion, he clarified 



that he did not recciYe the ~lcmo of 17-10-80 can
(:~lline. the "Caution' 'between ·B· and 'A' Cabins. 
Qucncd al:>out the precise time of 6 Up's departure, 
he admitted that he merely jotted d9wn the timing 
giYcn to him by the Outdoor ASM. 

15.. b ideoce of Shri N. B. Gupta, Outdoor ASM, 
ltar.;i 

He stated that 6 Up left from pla!form No. 4 
at 22.15 hours. As soon as he heard from the Con
trol about the accident, he and the Indoor ASM took 
immediate steps to· advise all concerned. He also 
sent his Pointsman on cycle to the local "J ansewa 
Rngnalaya" to fetch medical assistance and ~bu
lance. 

16. E•idence of Shri P. L. Yadav, 'D' Cabin's ASM, 
Jtar.;j . . . 

la) He said that he obtained 'line clear' from 
'C c'abin at 22.13 hours and that 6 Up left his 
Cabin at 22.18 hours. In reply to a query, he 
clarified that the Station Working Order for ·o• Cahin 
exempted him from exchanging signals with Pl'Ssing 
trains. 

(b) During subsequent questioning, he revealed 
that the Train Encine came on load around 22.10 
hours, whereafter he obtained the Controller's per
mission to get 'line clear' for 6 Up from "C' Cabin. 
Wbile he confirmed that the Section Controller 
t.SCORJ did enquire at about ~2.15 hours about 6 
Up, he denied anY such second enquiry having beon 
made by the SCOR.. He added that he did try to 
contact SCOR some 2 minutes after 6 Up ran past 
his Cabin, but the SCOR did not attend on the phone. 
He also clarified that he had correctly set his time 
"ith the SCOR but, when faced with the ·c· Cabin's 
record that 6 Up ran past ~hat cabin at 22.25 lrours, 
and the fact that 6 Up wouldn't take 7 minutes from 
'D' Cabin to ·c <;abm, he conceded the possibility 
of the 2 clocks 11eing out-of-pbas_e. 

17. E•idence of Shri S. K. Yadav, 'C' Ca~in's ASM, 
1tar.;i 

(a) He stated that be granted 'lin~ clear for 6 
Up to ·o· Cabin at 22.16 hours and simultaneously 
obtained 'line clear' from 'B' Cabin. He then took 
immediate steps to have the Main Starter No. 42 and 
Intermediate Starter No. 23 lowered by his Lcverman. 
He got the departure of 6 Up from ·o· Cabin at 
22.20 hours. When 6 Up passed his Cabin, he tried 
to contact 'B' Cabin to give the departure time of 6 
Up, but there was no response; accordingly, this 
inrormation w., passed on to the Section Controller. 
In the meantime, ·s· Cabin bad also obtained line 
clear for the Goods train No. 747 at 22.25 hours 
from him. He had not taken any advance action 
in obtaining further line clear from 'D' Cabin for 
this goods train. 

lb) Uuring the cro~s-examinatr.m, he conf1fmed 
that he had s<:t his time correctly with the Control 
at about 16.05 hours. He had also correctly ex
changed signals with the Assistant Driver as well as 
the (.,uard of 6 Up, which was proceeding at a speed 
of about 30 Kmlb at that stage. He added that he 
)>..d nu occa;iun w look tov.ards 'A' Cabin and 
therdvn: be had nrJ Jd~:a as tu the a~p.:ct of the 
zcL..·vant Sij;141b of ~B' Cabin and 'A' Cabin. 
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(c) As he l!dded that 6 Up passed his Cabin at 
22.25 hours, which was precisely the same time that 
·s· Cabin sought line clear from him, he later clari
fi<d that, when he was on the phone ro ·s• Cabin, 6 
Up was in fact approaching his Cabin and that it was 
a minute or so betore 6 Up cleared his Cabin. He abo 

-confirmed _that, while he was on phone with ·Jr 
Cabin \vith regard to line clear for the goods train, 
there was no reference made to 6 Up, by either of 
them. 

18. E\idence of Shri K. K. Saxena, 'B' Cabin's 
ASM, ltarsi 

(a) He stated that he granted 'line clear' for 6 
Up t!' 'C' <;:abin at 22.15 hours and obtained 'line 
clear' from 'A' Cabin at 22.16 hours. Earlier, he 
had already granted 'line clear' at 22 00 hours for 
Goods Train No. 747 to Goods Cabin No. GC-1. 
This go.ods train left GC-1 Cabin at 22.15 hours and 
arrived at his Cabin at 22.20 hours, as could be seen 
from the indication on his panel. Immediately, he 
sought instructions from the Section Controller who 
advised him to quickly clear it through, as 6 Up was 
still standing at rwsi. 

· (b) He added that he immediately cancelled 
the 'line clear' for 6 Up from 'A' Cabin ·at 22.25 
hours and also obtained 'line clear' from 'C Cabin 
for the g<?Od~ train to go through. He then took 
steps to cancel the route for 6 Up by putting back 
Signal S7 to Danger and simultaneously acuvating 
the route canccllauon buttons. After the 2-minutc 
interval, the flashing indication on the Panel stopped 
and he .was able to set the route for the goods train 
and take off Signal S4. Right upto that time, he had 
no further information about the whereabouts of 6 
Up. He then came out of his Ca]Jin to take a peep 
at the goods train and f()und that it was not moving. 
He re-entered his Cabin and soon heard the sound 
of 6 Up and then the terrible sound of l' crash. 

(c) During the cross-examination, he confirmed 
that he had set hi~ time correctly with the Section 
Controller at 16.05 hours and that the accident took 
place around 22.30 hours. Confronted with what 
was apparently a clear case of over-writing (the time 
first entered seemed to be 22.50) in his Train Regis
ter with reference to cancellation of 'line clear' for 
6 Up witl1 'A' Cabin, he explained that he bad initial
ly entered the time wrongly as 2.25 and then cor
rected it to 22.25 and that what looked like "0" 
after 5 was in fact ;t "biggish" dot. Questioned 
about the over-writing with referen"' to the Private 
Number relating to the said cancellation in the Train 
Register of 'A' Cai)in; he clarified that, whereas he 
had correctly read out the Private Number as 55, 
'A' Cabin might have misheard it initially. Similarly, 
even when confronted with the curious coincidence 
of over-writing in t!w Train Register maintained at 
'A! Cabin as well as at Dulariya in respect of the 
cancellation of 'line clear' previously granted to 6 
Up, he maintained his •tand that be himself can
celled it at 22.25 hours with 'A! Cabin. He had also 
admitted that he did not give any reason for the •aid 
cancellation, although Rule 4.18 of the Block Work
ing Manual prescribed for circumstances for can
cellation of the 'line clear' to be advised to the other 
Station. - · · · · · · · · · 



(d) Further cross-examination brought out the 
following :- · . 

(i) He had _been posted to 'B' Cabin only after 
Panel Interlocking was introduced; prfor to 
that, he was working in the Junction Cabin. 
He had received 6 days of intensive on-the· 
job training in the 'B' Cabin, while some
one else was actually in charge of the 
operations there and he felt quite satist\od 
and confident in regard to his own com
petence to be in charge of this ,Cabin. 

(ii) Clearance of this goods train was of parti
cular importance, because it was an 
''interchange" train, which had to get past 
the ltarsi 'F Cabin in ·order to be counted 
in the day's statistics. Qtherwise, this 
goods train would be lost for that day; 
indeed, the .(\rea Controller had already 
enquired twice a1Jout this train. (Later, 
when it transpired, however, that the Area 
Controller denied any such enquiry, he 
insisted that someone else must have con
tacted him then.) 

(Iii) Visual indication was available on his 
panel that the goods train had left GC-1 
Cabin, because 'S2/38' was Hashing. lt 
was, therefore, clear that this train would 
be arriving uny time now at his Cabin; 
hence, he did not wait for its occupation on 
the approach track behind S1gnal S4. 
Indeed, goods trains often stopped quite 
short of this Signal. The time then was 
22.20 hours. 

(iv) In view of the urgency to despatch the 
goods train, he straightaway contacted the 
Section Controller for instructions. He 
could not specifically recall whether or not 
he had apprised the Section Controller in 
so many word< that Signal S7 had already 
been taken off for 6 Up; in view of the 
scheduled time of 6 Up ex : Itarsi, such 
must have obviously been the case. The 
Section Controller advised that he had 
understood from the 'D' Cabin that 6 Up 
was still on the platform rind that the goods 
train shou_ld accordingly be quickly cleared. 
The time now was about 22.23 hours. 

( v) The indication on his panel was that the 
Up AR track displayed Red, meaning o'!IY 
that 'C' Cabin's Signal No. S23 had been 
taken off, as 6 Up could be nowhere near 
that Cabin as yet. There was, of course, 
no indic~tion on track circuit No. 552T. 
He had first cancelled 'line clear' for 6 Up 
with 'A' Cabin, obtained 'line clear' for the 
goods train from 'C' Cobin, "put bnc"-" 
Signal No. S-7 (meant for 6 Up) to Dan~er 
and activated the Route cancellatton 
mechanism. Setting the route for the goods 
train and taking off Signal S-4 to Yellow 
must have been accomplished by nbout 
22.26 hours. As he was unaware that tho 
2-minute delay could be avoided if 'C" 
Cabin's Signal No. S-23 was also put back 
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to Danger (thus releasing the UJi AR 
track) tho thought of cancelling the 'line 
clear' for 6 Up with 'C' Cabin never 
occurred to him. 

(vi) When he had come out of his Cabin, ho 
was unable to see 6 Up, because his 
view in that direction was obstructed by 
the structure of the old 'B' Cabin, nor did 
he look towards 'A' Cabin, as he had 
presumed that, 6 Up's line clear having 
been cancelled, the 'A' Cabin's Signals 
would have been put back to Danger. As 
regards the goods train, it was not moving; 
the headlight of its engine was off, but be 
could clearly sec one .. marker light'' on. 

(c) Perusal of the Cancellation Counter Regis
ter of 'B' Cabin showed that route cancellation was 
done twice on 15-10-80 and once on 16-10-80, 
whereas the Train Register did not reflect imy corres
ponding cancellation of 'line clear' nor the exchange 
of Private Numbers, nor whether the concerned trains 
had been brought to a stop before the route-change 
was effected. In an attempt to explain this position, 
he clarified that getting in touch with the Goods 
Cabin and obtaining the slot invariably took consi· 
derable time as all the Cabins were extremely busy; 
hence, he did not actually cancel the 'line clear' 
earlier obtained. - Questioned further as to why, 
against this given background 'line clear' to 6 Up was 
cancelled on 20-10-80, he clarified that he thought 
that it was in the interests of safety that the Driver 
of 6 Up should not get misled by the 'Green' aspects 
of the signals controlled by • A' Cabin. For want of 
time, however, he did not himself personally verify 
that the 'A' Cabin signals had actually been put back 
to Danger. 

(f) Queried as to why the 'line clear' with 'C' 
Cabin was not cancelled for 6 Up, he reiterated that 
he wa'i throughout labouring under the_ impressiOn 
that 6 Up was as yet standing at !tarsi, in which 
case the Driver of 6 Up would in no way become 
aware of the fact that Signal No. S-7 had firstly been 
taken 'OFF' and later put back to 'Danger'. !fe 
explained further that, ~s. a large nu~1ber. of M~il/ 
Express trains left Itarst m the Up duechon dunng 
the early part of the night, when there was also the 
imperative need to .push out all ~he ordered-and
ready goods trains m Down duect10n. spht-sccond 
decisions had often to be made to push through the 
latter while maintaining the over-all fluidity of the 
former services. 

(g) Queried in relation to th_e provisions of SR. 
36-2(c), which enjoined that a Stgnal should not be 
put back to 'ON' until, inter alia, the train had been 
brought to a stand unless for the express purpose of 
preventing an accident. he reiterated that he was 
still under the impression that 6 Up was as yet at 
!tarsi Station. It was for this reason that he did not 
mention anything about 6 Up to ·c: Cabin .. n.or so~1~bt 
any information about 6 Up. whlle obtmnmg !me 
clear' for the goods train at 22.25 Ius. 

(h) Asked as to why he did not send the goods 
train on the 'Up and Down Goods Line' upto 'C' 
Cabin, he chtrified that, h~:causc signalling facilitie~ 



did not e.'rist at -c· Cabin fer such a me\·e, goods 
trains me.'illt for North entered the main-stream only 
at 'B' Cobin. 

19. E•idence of Shri D. R. K~arni, 'A' Cabin's 
· A~l, u.rn 

(a) He stated that be granted 'line clear' for 6 
L'p to ·B' Cabin at 22.16 hours and obtained line 
Clear from Dulariva Station at 22.19 hours. where
upon be had also lowered the relennt Signals No. 
S-27 and S-28. Howe,·er, at 22.25 hours 'B' Cabin 
had cancelled the 'line clear' for 6 Up and. after 
normalising the 2 Signals pmiously taken 'OFF for 
6 Up. in turn himself cancelled the 'line clear' for 6 
L'p \\ith Dulariya at 22.26 hours. 

(b) Explaining the over-writing relating to the 
said cancellation (both on the Private Number and 
on the timings) as reflected in his Train Register. be 
clarified that the Private Number given to him 
initially was 57 bv 'B' Cabin. which was later on 
i:orrected to 55. ·AS regards the tim in!!- the over
writing was due to his pen not functioning properly. 
Queried as to whether be enquired of the reason for 
such cancellation from 'B' Cabin, he said that be was 
given no reason and that, before be could obtain 
clarification, 'B' Cabin had put his phone down: 
hence, be was unable to give any reason to Dulariya. 
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(c) Confronted later \\ith the evidence of the 
Station Master of Dulariya that the line clear had 
in fact been cancelled at 22.32 hours. which was 
later corrected to 22.26 hours at 'A' Cabin's biddinz, 
he deuied this allegation. Similarly, even when con
fronted v.ith the evidenee of the Goods Train's 
Goard (that be happened to notice, after the collision, 
that the 'A' Cabin's Signals for the Up road were 
showing the Green aspect), be maintained that he 
did put back the Si~ls for 6 Up to Danger at 22.25 
hours. the time acknowledeed for the cancellation of 
the 'line clear'. He added that. if the collision took 
place earlier in faCt to 22.25 hours, there would be 
no contradiction. 

20. Eridence of Shri K. L. Rohalay, Station Master, 
Dolariya 

Ia) He stated that be bad granted 'line clear' 
for 6 Up to !tarsi 'A' Cabin at 22.18 h<Jurs. At 
22.32 hours. 'A' Cabin bad cancelled the 'line clear' 
and he understood thereafter that there was a colli
sion between 6 Up and a goods train near Itarsi 'B' 
Cabin. 

lb) Queried as to the over-writing relatine to 
the time for the cancellatiOJ> of 'line clear', he clari
fied that he received the information at 22.32 b<Jurs. 
but was told to enter the timine as 22.26 hours; 
accordingly. he first entered the time as 2:2.26 hours. 
Later, he thoueht about the matter and decided to 
enter the correct time of 22.32 hours. He bad 
indeed checked hi< time with the Control at about 
I ~.f)!) hour;. 

21. Evidence of Shri V. D. Patil, GC-1 Cabin's 
A~\1, lt'IJ"Si 

Ia r He <fated that he was advised by the A YM 
nn "talk-{)'<Ck~ that the Goods Train was ready to 
d·:Part at 21.55 hour<. He had ohtained 'line clear' 
fr•m 'B' C"hin ar 21.511 hours. The train pa<sed 
r;, (',h;n at 22.15 h0Urs. Around 22.25 hours, he 

hc"ird a !cud noi.Ee, much lcuder than what "'a! com. 
monly associated in the context of shunting opera
tions, comiilg from the direction of GC-2 Cabin. 
Hence. he rang up GC-2 Cabin to find out about 
the mishap. infom1ation on which he at once passed 
on to the Controller. 

(b) Queried about the vacuum troull_lc experi
enced by the Goods Train, he did not seem to be 
aware of that, since the speed of the train was in anv 
case very slow; he himself heard nothing unusual oit 
its run. 

22. E•·idence of Shri S. K. \'enn~ Section Con
troller, Itarn 

(a) He stated that, as 'B' Cabin crune on 
phone at 22.15 hours seeking instructions about the 
Goods Train that had arrived at his Cabin, he got in 
touch with 'D' Cabin to be told that the headlight of 
6 Up had not yet been switched on (implying that 
6 Up was not yet ready to depart); so, he advised 'B' 
Cabin to clear the Goods Train and also instructed 
him to be in touch with 'C' Cabin regarding the 
whereabouts of 6 Up. He had again contacted 'D' 
Cabin at 22.20 hours and learnt that, although its 
headlight was now 'ON', 6 Up's engine had not yet 
whistled for departure. · 

. (b) When be got 6 Up's departuni particulars 
as 22.23 hours from 'D' Cabin and 22.25 hours from 
'C' Cabin, he came out into the verandah of the 
Control Office 'to see the I(OOds train still standin~. 
whereas 6 Up was proceeding at speed towards 'B' 
Cabin, the Signal of which was showing 'Red' at that 
time. He, therefore, rushed back into t1ie Control 
Office to enquire from 'B' Cabin about what was 
being done to let 6 Up proceed ahead, but 'B' Cabin 
did not respond. It was only at 22.30 hours that 'B' 
Cabin phoned to say that some bogies of 6 Up bad 
derailed, whereupon he lost no time in taking further 
necessary actron. It was perhaps after the lapse ot 
an hour or so that he became aware that, in fact 1 

there was a collision instead ·of inerely a derailment. 

(c) During the ensuin~ cross-examination. h~ 
provided the following clarifications:-

(i) The urgency for despatching this Goods 
Train arose because it was an inter-CbUnge 
train. Although the load was 1011 tonne<. 
it could be treated as a "banking load" and 
such loads were not accepted by the Bho
pal Board beyond 22.30 hours. Because 
of a succession of Mail/Express irains in 
the Up direction durin~ the early part of 
the night. there was always a tremendous 
pressure in !tarsi Yard with. regard to 
despatching of Down goods trains toward' 
Bhopal. Also, the extant policy was not 
to order any train beyond 20.05 hour< 
towards Bhopal, if it wa< to be reckoned 
for the same day's statistics. 

(ii) He was quite convinced in his own mind 
that it was 'B' Cabin which took the initia·· 
live in this matter by reporting to him that 
the Goods Train was waiting at the "exit 
point" and the distinct impressiOn he J!Ot 
was that all that wa• needed in this contexl 
was his OK for this Goods Train to b" 

quickly pushed through. 



(iii) He merely gave his pcrnmswn fur I'Je 
Goods Train to proceed, alter having tully 
satisfied himself from 'D' Cabin that 6 Up 
was not yet ready to leave 1tarsi Station. 
He, however, had no reason to go out of 
the Control Office, in order to personally 
verify whether or not the Goods Train had 
indeed arrived at the "exit point", i.e. short 
of 'B' Cabin's Signal No. S-4. 

(d) In view of the disparity in the evidence 
tendered by him an<l that tendered by the 'B' imd 'C' 
Cabins, he was confronted with the ASMs in charge 
of these 2 Cabins, one by one; yet, this measure pid 
not produce any: change in the testimony as each one 
maintained his own stand. ~n further amplifica!,io:t 
of his actions, the following sequence was submitted, 
commencing from the stage that 'B' Cabin rang him 
up about the Goods Train :-

(i) Called 'D' Cabin to find out the position 
o! 6 Up; . 

(ii) Called 'D' Cabin again at 22.20 hours about 
6 Up, to be told that it was not yet ready 
to depart; 

(iii) Instructed 'B' Cabin to despatch the Goods 
J'rain ahead of 6 Up; -

(iv) Received information from 'C' Cabin that 
6 Up p,assed at 22.25_ hours; 

(v) Contacted 'D' Cabin to be advised that 6 
Up passed ri! 22.23_ hours; 

(vi) Rushed out into the verandah to check up 
on the goods train;• and 

(vii) Rushed back into the Control Ol!icc to ring 
'B' Cabin, but with no response. 

(c) When his attention was drawn to Central 
Railway's SR-37(3) which enjoined that, "once 
definite instructions have been issued, these instruc
tions must not be altered except in an emergency, as 
it must be realised th,at a sudden change_pf orders is 
apt to upset the working of trains", he ~dmitted to 
be awar~ of this Rule. He also submitted that, in 
this particular instance, the urgency surrounding the 
despatch of the Goods Train ~v~s generally known tu 
all and, furthermore, there was no question of "up
setting the working'', once the initiative was t~tkcn 
by the Cabin itself. He abo averred that the ASM 
at 'B' Cabin was in no way absolutely bound to obey 
his instructions, if they in any way jcopardised the 
safety aspect. Moreover, no one could really foresee 
that the Goods Train would itself be unable to move. 
He also ilenie~ ~hat there was anything extraordinary 
about the dccmon to send the Goods Train ahead, 
as similar dc~isions 1md to be takc_n i4»e and ugain 
in the past ~vithout any danger. 

(f) As he admitted to b~ aw~rc_ of the 'caution 
"" order' restricting the speed of 10 Km/h between 'B' 

and 'A' Cabins, he was asked as to whether any 
control ~vas exercised at his level t~ ~nsure that this 
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rcstrictil)n was in effect observed by Drivers and his 
reply was that, by and large, Drivers were pulled up 
only for loss of time.· Furthermore, unless accurate 
information was provided firstly on the minimum 
running time and secondly on the extra time that 
must be taken in order to obey any given s~ed limit, 
it would be difficult to pull up any errant Driver. In 
this particular instance, he was not aware of how 
much extra time the Mail/Express trains should 
have taken between Itarsi and Dulariya, bad they 
strictly observed the imposed stringen~ speed restric
tion. 

23. Evidence of Shri G. S. Neelwarne, Area Con· 
troller, Itarsi - - - - -

He stated that Nu.- 747 was a sectional goods 
train and the Bhopal Controller would no doubt 
suitably regulate the attaching and detaching at way
side stations so as to avoid having to ubank" · this 
train on the Budni-Barkhera ghat section. Against 
this background, be felt that this train would have 
been accepted by Bhopal Board even bey:ond 22.30 
hours and he accordipgly felt that there. was no 
reason for any psychological pressuret for despatch
ing this train. He a)?o demed enquiring from 'B' 
Cabin, l~t alon~ t_Y!ice, about the, positi()n of ~ 
goods train. 
24. Evidence of Shri S. L. Kurele, Section Con• 
lroU~r, It~rsi 

He stated thgt, the principal purpoS)'_ of operat
ing a sectional goods ~ain being t~ attach and 
detach wagons at way-side stations, the load on 
such a tr~ should understandably vary over i!s run. 
That was wliy those trains, exiting from Itarsi even 
with less than 1100 tonnes but more than 1000 
tonnes, ~ould conceivably I:Jecome "banking loads" 
subsequently. Accordingly, he w_as quite certain 
that this particular train (i.e. No. 7:17 of 20-10-80) 
would not have been ac2epted by Bhopal Board, 
unless it was pushed past the 'F' CaQ_in by- 22.30 
hours. Perusal of the Interchange Book maintained 
at !tarsi would substantiate his assertion, \vith only 
very few exceptions. He ~lso added that, because 
of movements having to cross the Up Line, there 
have been occasions galore of Up trains being 
stopped at 'B' Cabin for departure of Down goods 
trains, or nt 'A' Cabin for admission of Down goods 
trains. Similar was the case ~vith the stoppage of 
Down trains at 'B' Cabin, so as to permit the 
despatch of Down goods trains via the Down Main 
Line. All this was quite unavoidable, being an in
built feature of the track lay-out. 

25. Evi<!~nee of Shri _G. H. Patil, Driver of 6 Yl' 
(a) He stated that on 20-10-80 he signed off 

duty at 11.30 hours and after availing 9 hours <>f 
rest he signed on again at 20.30 hours. He took 
charge of WDM-2 diesel engine No. 17605 ·and 
brought it to the station area at 22.05 hours. -He 
left ltarsi at 2,2.20 hours, having receive<! a Caution 
Order to proceed at 10 Km/h from 'B' Cabin to 'A' 
C~bin. · - · - -- --

* He ,addcd,th<ll.o bccuusc of :u.lcqua.tc yurd-lil!l~tins. he wa!. uhlc to mukc out clearly one JlCrson (quite possibl~, the Nslsiant 
Drtver)wuhhts.back.towards the y:m..l, wluch was prc.bably why the Ass.isHlnt lJri\cr might not ha,·c pkkcd up the Red 
aspect of the Signal ahe11d much sooner. · 

tThe evidence of Shri Ash Gupta, the Senior Divisional Operating Sup:rJutcndout, Bhusnval, substantiatc:d this view, 



(b) All the signals operated by the 'D' and 'C' 
Cabins were taken off and be was also able to see 
from a~ considerable distance ibe~ 4 Colour Light 
Sienals (1 operated by 'B' Cabin and the other ~ by 
·A: Cabin) because of their long-range visibility, Oll 
his approach to 'B' Cabin, he was ~vc:Jling at about 
45 !Un/h in vie:w of the speed restnCUon ~ead. 

(c) However, he was perplexed to notice th_~t 
the 'B' Cabin's Stgnal ahead of him suddenly dis
played Red and hi< inunediately applied the vacuum 
~ as well as the dynamic bral<e ~ order to 
qnicldy bring his train to a halt. AU his effprts r;tot
wilbstanding, he overshot the Signal !'lld, 11!1 he 
Cntered the ~ line on the len, he !IPPlied the 
dynamic braJ<e to the ·16th .notch and tnc; ·yacuum 
b~ to· the ever-redu_c_tion jiosition._ i'}, colljsion 
occurred and, as he sustained !fljunes, he ~ost 
~ousness. 

(d) During the ensuing cross-examination he 
added that, of his 35 years of total service, he was 
working as a Mail Tram Driver for the ~ _6 years 
and that he was quite faruiliar with the It~·Bhusa
yal IOllll Jbe headlight of hiS engine :was :wo~g 
satisfactorily !Jut, as the speedometer on f:!te Dnyc1s 
side ~ defective, he had to rely the inf.onn!Jti~n 
~ tQ him by his ~t. 

(e) Further cross-examination l!r'!!Jght forth 
the !oU~ ~catioas ;....::. · ~ 

{i) He wore ~ and, when he r_eporte~ tor 
daty on 20-10-80, be had an extra patr of 
spectacles and also a watch; 'While the 
gtasses :worn by-him got smashed in the 
accident, the latter two also got lost at that 
time, as they were not on him when he ~_as 
taken to the hospital 

(ii) Before signing on, Drivers wer!' expected 
to go tbrouglt all the in$tructions kept in 
separate folders: '0' for Operating, 'E' for 
Engineering and 'G' for (jenera!, and, as 
usual, be had gone through aU the ~culars 
and instructions. 

(iii) He did recall going through the Circular 
Notice issued by tne Division before the 
com.miss_ioning of the new 'B' Cabin. H~ 
pointed out, however, t)!at very little in 
this Circular concerned Drivers as such 
and all that be could make out was that the 
existing signalling system at 'B' Cabin !Yas 
being replaCed by Colour Ught Signals. 
To ;ill intents and purposes, this Notice :!Vas 
apparently meant oo!y for those concerned 
with the actual commissioning of the new 
'B' Cabin, as neither the salient featur~ of 
the new "B' Cabin nor the important 
chaoges _in the signalling (such, as the 
revised location of new signals, deletion of 
existing signals, etc.)· were bighligl_tted. 
Thn9, it was largely Jet;: to the Dnvers 
themselves to find out all by themselves 
about the new signamog, regarding the 
knowledge of which he expressed con
tideoce". 

(iv) There was no one in the Loco Shed who 
"was entrusted With the speeific"respon8ibi
lity of explaining these ·changes tor the 
benefit- of Dri:!~=. By and large, in order 
to clear their doubts, Drive~ w_ere expected 
to seek clarification from the Assistant 
Loco Foreman in charge; this supervisor,; 
was, however, mo~t!y tied up with his own 
"Shed work". 

(v) Observance o! this se~ere speed restriction 
of 10 Km/h right from 'B' C11!>in upto 'A' 
Cabin would have resulted in a tinte-loss 
of 10 ininntes, :whicli ~ quiU.-substantial 
in the -~ntext ()f the heavy emphasis !)!at 
w_as p~~ed Qn pun~ality ¢ ~ail/J;:xpress 
trains. He; ~*ssed that .this speed re~
triction was not observed by him, even on 
his earlier ~ps within the past ·. fortnight 
prior t() ~e accident. T}t~ Caution Order 
ttself m~:rely . stated the re!15on !"! "Colour 
Light Signalling'', which gave the impres
sion that this speed restriction ~as int
posed b~ause of some teething tro!IJ>les 
associated with the ',8' Cabin :working. In 
other words, it was not as if this was on 
accoimi Q~ ~a~k,- etc., \Ihere- S~fety. 1Y8S 
involved. - . ~ .. 

(vi) As regard~ the locomotive, although the 
VCD was dummied and the conjunction 
valve- (for synchronisation between air and 
vacuum brake.) w~ inoperative, he bad 
no complaint to make . about the brake 
power eitjler of the locomotive or C?f the 
load; nor had he any reservation about the 
visibility a~ tb~ time Qf the; !ICCidcnt. 

(vii) It was the stand~d practice for 'line clear' 
t~ l!e· taken ~eU in ;tdvance for Mail/Ex
press trains for them to run through ;with
out any hold-up at wayside stations; this 
~a5 particularly so for Double Line Sev
ttons. 6 Up being a prestigious train of the 
Railway, the expectation Willi that all tlte 
signals for the Up Main' Line would be 
displaying Green and, on thafi:lay also, all 
the signals, as far as he could see, were all 
Green, which was just as he expected. fl.s 
to the time element, he had passed 'C' 
Cabin at abo:ut 22.25 hours. • 

(viii) He was perhaps 15 · m. in rear !'f Signal 
No. S-7 when he became aware that it was 
showing 'Red'. Asked to·. express himself 
with refere~ to the time-frame, he felt 
that Ite must have beco_me aw~re of this 
some 15 seconds or so before reaching 
Signal1_No. S-7. The engine )teadlight :!V•B 
bright and, :unablC !o see any obstruction 
ahead on the track,. ~e could_ not imagine 
any emergency that mtght have conceivably 
called for this Signal to be ' put back to 
'Danger'. He accordingly reasoned that 
this. Signal's 'Red' aspect ~as not genuine, 

• Jn h•• replle', hvM-e ... c:r ht re~tedl)' refcrre_d_lf? .Jhc ·~· Otbin·s 3 Slgnalaahowlng rheir Greenosreaand, only when confor• 
utc4 -.uh my o~-arion tpun~Wdont upon the vnrbrhty trtaJscondUC1ed by. me), did headmJt lhat there were probably only 2sJgnuls 
for the t:!' .Modn Lmc conlroJJed by-A' cabin. Thus, he wa1 not renllyfulfy knowJedgeabJc 'f I he JCctnl changcli iJJIJ[.dl!ctd in 
tbe tipUJD;;,. 



(ix) 

(x) 

(xi) 

but caused instead by some teething 
troubles of the newly installed signalling 
system. Another major factor that contri
buted to this conviction was the fact that 
he could clearly· see, right upto the time 
that he took the cross-over to the left, the 
2 Sign'!Js ahead continuing to show 'Green'. 
It also occurred to him that Signal No. S-7 
might have been put back to Red perhaps 
just to warn him of the Caution Order of 
10 Km/h. 

Even though the headlight was bright, as 
his main attention w~ to locate any pos
sible obstruction in his path, he failed to 

. notice that the 'facing points' were actually 
set in the .. reverse mode". In other words, 
it was only as 6 Up started negotiating the 
cross-over did he realise that there was 
something unusual and, even, then he 
couldn't simply resort to the full applica
tion of brakes abruptly, as that action 
would surely have caused a deraihnent on 
his train, with serious ~onscqucnccs. 

The other engine on the Goods Waiting 
Bay (South) was standing some distance 
away from the Up & Dn Goods Line on a 
curved approach. whereby he was unable 
to notice it until 6 Up was some 2 TPs 
(Telegraph Poles) away from it. At that 
stage, he immediately took all possible 
steps to control his train and his Assistant 
lifted up the flap valve of the emergency 
vacuum brake, but it was !Q<J late to pre
vent a collision. 

According to his estimate, the speed of 6 
Up at the moment of impact was around 
25 Km/h. He explained the circumstance 
that the speedometer needle was stuck at a 
reading corresponding to 68 Km/h as pos
sibly the result of the jerk caused by the 
collision. ,._, regards the SA-9 valve, he 
asserted that he operated it fully, even 
though the position of the handle observed 
after the accident might indicate otherwise. 

(f) Confronted with the 2-minute time-delay that 
is in-built into the approach locking circuitry and the 
logical inference that he must not have therefore kept 
Signal No. S-7 under continuous observation for 
almost 2 minut..:s, he maintained that he was keeping 
a sharp look-out ahead and de~i.ed having. go~ busy 
with any miscellaneous but legtllmate dulles· m the 
cab, after having satisfied himself, ~hen he wa~ pro. 
bably very much in rear of tlus Stgnal, thnt .1t. ":as 
then showing 'Green'. He fel~ that .lack of famthanty 
with the newly introduced Signalhn~ system was 
probably the cause for the change m the ?spect _of 
Signal No. S-7 fl'-1m Green to Red !'ot havmg regiS· 
tered in his mind promptly. He dtd feel lh?l, had 
this Signal been pre-warned by another one m rear 
of it there would have been no scope for any guess
work or r:.tlionalisation on his p~trt, particularly a•, 
the other Signal in rear would have displayed 
'Yellow'. 
S-423 CRS Luck/BS 

(g) Confronted with 'A' Cabin's _evidence that 
2 Signals for the Up road had been put back to 
'Danger' he reiterated that, as he was indeed looking 
ahead for any possible obstruction, he kept these 
Signals in view and they both were 'Green', until the 
time that he got on-to the goods Line and concen
trated on braking his train. 

26. Evidence uf Shri Gurunalh Sitharam, Assistant 
Driver of 6 Up 

(a) He stated that his train left Itarsi 5 minute> 
late (i.e. at about 22.20 hours) and all the concerned 
Signals were taken off, as expected. He had pkkcd 
out the 'Green' aspect of Signals and repeated th~ 
information to the ·Driver, who also confirmed the 
same, as per the usual practice. However, when thl.! 
engine was hardly 3 m. in rear of 'B' Cabin's Signal. 
it suddenly changed to 'Red' and he immediately 
pointed this out to the Driver. Inasmuch as the 3 
Signals ahead continued to display 'Green' aspect, 
the Driver was confused about this sudden devolop
mcnt. Almost immediately, the train took the cro~:'
over on the left side towards the Goods Yard and 
the Driver immediately took all measures to control 
tho speed of the train. 

(b) He felt that the speed was between 40 and 
50 Km/h at the time of negotiating the turnout. 
Suddenly, in the 6 Up's headlight another engine was 
sighted ahead and he immediately lifted the Hap 
valve of the emergency vacuum brake and this was 
all that he could do before the physical impact of the 
collision, which caused him to fall down unconscious 
in the cab. 

(c) During the ensuing cross-examination, he 
staled that he had over 10 years of· accident-free 
record of service on Mail/Express trains and added 
that he was only 50 feet (15 meters) from the engine 
ahead, when he noticed it. In his opinion, the speed 
at the moment of impact was under 30 Km/h. 

(d) Queried about the aspect of the signals 
controlled by 'A' Cabin, he stated that these signals 
were displaying 'Green' until the time that he spotted 
the engine ah!.!ad, whereafter he was concentrating 
elsewhere, as stated. 

(e) When confronted with the possibility that, 
from the left Hank of the engine, he could not have 
spotted both the 'A' Cabin's Signals (as the vkw of 
the farther one was obstru.cted by the nearer one). 
he accepted this version. He. however, maintained 
that he picked up the 'B' Cabin's Signal from the 
"Sighting Board" and found it 'Green' at that time 
and, to the best of his recollection, this Signal 
changed to 'Red' when he was some 3 m. in rear ot 
it. 

27. El·idence of Shri P. N. Parnshar, Guard ~1 6 
Up 

(a) He stated that 6 Up left !tarsi at 22.20 
hours and the accident took place at 22.27 hours. 
During subsequent questioning, he added that the 
speed of the train was between 50 and 60 Km/h as 
it passed 'C' Cabin. He did not recall having sensed 
that the train was being braked. 



(b) When questioned with reference ro the 
Caution Ord~.!r ~-. ..1. E ..fo204S in relation to 6 Up'3 
spe"d. he made uut that be applied the vacuum brake 
gradually umil :he reading in the gauge showed 
about 8 or I 0 em, as he also fdt that the Driver 
might not be ab:e to redu~c the speed to I 0 Km/h, 
\\ hile p3.5.Sing th~ ·B' Cabin. 

~8. E,idence of Sb_Tj Babnlal 1\lulchand, Driver of 
tile Goods Train · 

I.Th's was reco,ded during the visit on 23-I0-80 
tv the Bh~pal :-Icdical College Hospital, where 1>• 
WJ.S adrnin.cd w:ith serious injuries. Despite bts 
Ob\ious ~uffering. he \\illingly gave replies to qu~s
tiDns and it is a matter of deep regr~t that he died 
i, the hospital a few days laterj. · 

He stated that, a; the Goods Train was ordered 
'" 19.05 hours. he had reponed for duty alongwith 
his 2 Frremen at I 6.30 hours, after all of them had 
availed adequate resL In the event, however, the 
Goods Train was ready to depan only at 21.40 
hours and finally left the yard [rom line No: 4 at 
about 22.10 hours, arriving short of 'B' Cabm by 
22.15 hours. At that stage, Signal NQ. 4 was show
ing Red but, although it soon changed to Yellow, he 
,., as unabie to re-st2.rt because of some vacuum 
trouble. He therefore. had to depute his 2nd Fire
man, Shri Ram Prasad, to examine the load and 
fiild cut what was \\T0:-1!! but, within a few minutes, 
a diesel encine driven tfain rammed into his engio~ 
making it to sk.id and roll back. He was thrown out 
cf the encine and lost consciousness. Queried as to 
v.hy he had stoppod as far back as about280 metr~s 
in rear of Signal No. 4. he replied that he did expen
Cilce some difficulty on account of vacuum trouble 
even on the short run from the yard. 

29. £,·id<onee of Shri Ram Prasad, the Goods Train's 
2nd FJielllan 

(al He sta'·'d tho!, ~Iter it left Goods Cabin 
!' o. GC -I. his train baited near Goods Cabin No. 
GC-2 and he Wa!-. instructed to examine the load for 
vacuum trouble. Accordingly. he got d-own on the 
kft side of the train and walked along the cess 
checking the train piJR. After about 5 minutes, he 
heared a loud thundering noise and his train suffered 
a big jolt and he at once rushed back towards the 
engine bat it wa' only after about half an hour that 
it IY>..carne safe to approach the engine. Shri Bhan
dari, the ht Frreman, was found dead, whereas the 
Driver had to be carril.!d away in an unconscious 
state. 

(bJ During cross-examination, he admitted that 
there was some vacuum trr,uble while on the run 
from the ) "rd bu•. dudng the 5 minutes or so that 
he e'amiocd the luad. he wa> unable to detect any 
defect. Whc'D hi; train stopped, the Signal No. S-4 
ahead w"' showing Red: afterward<, he ha{l no occa
sion to rJGk at it a2ain. He had no knowledge of the 
a;pxts <h'Jwn by the 'A' Cabin's Signals for the Up 
:-bin Line. 

311. E•idence of Shri M. D. Sharma, Guard of lhe 
G<Jod• Train 

ra) He <. 1a!d that hi> train started from line 
!'<>. 4 a! 22. J(J hour<. arriving short of 'B' Cabin 
at 22.22 hmm. At that time, Signal No. S-4 was 
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shm;ing 'Red' and the 'A' Cabin's Signals were 
showing 'Green' for the Up Main Line. Within 5 
minutes, he experienced a big jolt and was thrown 
about in the bmkevan: seconds later, he 
experienced another jolt. The time was then 22.28 
hours and, perplexed at this development, he got 
down on the riebt side and walked towards the front 
of the train, but did not find any engine attached to 
the front. Later, when he found the wreckage, part 
of -which was blocking the Main Lines, he rushed to 
Goods Cabin No. GC-2 to raise alarm. 

(b) Questioned as to the aspect of Signal No. 
S-4 at the time of the accident, he explained that, as 
·A' Cabin's Signals for the Up Main Line continued 
to show Green, he presumed that there would be no 
change in the aspect of Signal No. S-4. 

31. Evidence of Shri T.N.G. Pillay, Senior Loco 
Inspector (Diesel), ~tarsi 

(a) Questioned regarding the measures adopted 
for familiarising Drivers of changes made in the 
Signalling System, he clarified that, other than the 
issue of Caution Orders and posting of the Circular 
Notice in the Loco Shed, there were no special steps 
taken in this respect, as it was not possible to collect 
all th~ Drivers together to organise a -special sCssion 
for thts purpose. He, however, felt that, in future, 
Safety Counsellors (Loco) could Ill' a'sociated with 
such work, in order to make out a brief note in the 
local language, which could explain in simple terms' 
any changes effected and their noteworthy features. 

(b) He frequently accompanied Drivers on the 
footplate, and he felt that this particular accident 
occurred because the Driver was clearly unable to 
correctly interpret the change in the aspeci of Signal 
No. S-7; the Driver might have possible likened it to 
the "Sobbing ·of Signals" on the Automatic Signalling 
Territory. To add to this confusion, the Driver 
would have received two severe jolts in quick succes
sion as 6 Up's engine negotiated the sharp curvature 
of the I in 8} cross-ever at high speed. By the time 
he recovered and then taken all possible steps to 
control his train, it was probably too late to avoid the 
collision. 

(c) With reference to the joint observation of 
the condition of equipment in the diesel locomotive's 
cab [para 13(f)], he clarified that no mention was 
made of the position of the throttle because, unless it 
was in the idle position, the dynamic brake could 
not be applied. As regards the SA-9 valve (the 
handle of which was in the released position after 
the accident), he felt that, as the handle would be 
locked in that position if it were fully operated, the 
Driver was most probably holding on to this parti
c~lar handle at the moment of impact when, along
With the forward movement of his body, the handle 
also must have been pushed forward in that very 
instant of impact. 

(d) As regards the speed, he reckoned that it 
could h~ve been around 30 Km/h at the time of 
impact and further that credence need not be placed 
on the circumstance that the speedometer needle was 
stuck at a reading showing 68 Km/h, particularly 
because 6 Up would certainly have failed to nego
tiate the 1 in 8} cross-over without derailment, had 
the terminal speed at tire moment of impact been as 
much as 68 Km/h. 



32. Evidence of Shri N. N. Kakkar, Signal lmptc· 
lor (Route Relny lnlerlocking), Itwsi 

(a) He stated that the Caution Order of 10 Km/ 
h was imposed in compliance with SR 28/ I hut it 
was issued, even after its cancellation, on 20-10-S<J. 
After coming to know of the accident. he aticndcd 
the 'B' Cabin, which was promptly scaled fur the 
purpose of preservation of clues. He then found 

l that the _left-hand tongue-rail of Point No. 205 on 
the Up Main Line was bent, havin~; got trailed 
through. The roddings of the point machine were 
also badly bent, with other parts (such as, friction 
clutch, bearings, etc.) damaged, too. The roddin~s 
were then disconnected and the tongue-rail got jim
crowed by the Permanent \Vay Inspector, in order to 
facilitate the usc of this cross-over for th:: sake of 
accident relief measures. 

(b) During the ensuing cross-c:wmination. he 
clarificd that, on the first day. a 10 Krn;h restriction 
was necessary because the points were initially noa
interlocked during the actual phase of commissioning 
the new 'B' Cabin and that the s:1mc sp~cd rest! k
tion was maintained for the sake of continuity. He 
added that, so long as he was in the 'B' Cabin, all 
Drivers were observing this speed restriction. For 
the sake of brevity, the Caution Order mentioned the 
reason as "Colour Light Signalling" and it was not 
the practice to refer to changes in signalling locations, 
etc., in the Caution Order. 

(c) As regards on-the-job training imparted :o 
Cabin ASMs in 'B' Cabin, there was no specific pro
cedure prescribed as such. Shri Saxena was given 

· .. this traming for 6 days. watching closely and care
fully at day and night the actual working of the 
Panel, how to operate it, the Calling-On Signals, 
Route Cancellation, etc. The procedures to he 
adopted under abnormal conditions we:e also ex
plained, such as the usc of the crank handle, action 
to be taken when a track circuit was 'down', etc. 
However, that a Signal, once taken Off for a train, 
should not be put back to Danger unless in an 
emergency was not told to him, as this was a well
known concept covered by cxrant Rules and also 
mentioned as such in the Station Working Order for 
this Cabin. . 
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Up and Dn Goods Line functioned a> ii 
Single Line and ICC by way of inter
slotting had been expressly provided to 
ensure safety to movements on this line. 

(c) As Block-Working 'per se' had been dis
pensed with, the question of issuing anv 
fresh Block Competency Certificates did 
not arise after the commissioning of !he 
new 'B' Cabin and it was suflicient that 
Cabin-ASMs were rendered competent by 
imparting training to them in adequate 
measure. 

(d) The approach-locking concept incorporated 
hc!'c was the standard feature which pro
vided ~ certain in-bu:Jt safety principle that 
was just not available in the pastJ when a 
set route could be altered immediately 
after throwing back the concerned Signal to 
Danger. However, the hazard was still 
there, if the Driver did not keep a sharp 
look-out ahead and continued to be in 
motion even after the lapse of the 2-minute 
time-delay upon the Stop Signal disploying 
•Danger', with consequent failure to stop 
clear of that Signal afterwards. 

34. Evidence of Shri 1\1. Krislmaswamy. Senior S & 
T Engineer, Bombay 

In reply to questions put to him. he provided 
the fullowing clarifications :-

(a) With reference to Multiple Aspect Colour 
Light (MACL) Signals, para 119(e)(i)* of 
the Signal Engineering Manual (SEM) ap
plied generally to MACL Signalling Terri
tory. but not in such cases where the 
Signal in rear was of orthodox 2-aspect 
Lower Quadrant tLOl type. the 'Green' 
aspect of which implied, in terms of GR-7 
(c). that a Driver could proceed ahead 
duly prepared to find the next Signal either 
'Gree'l' or 'RcJ'. It was. in fact. in view 
of this immediately preceding LQ Signal 
('C' Cabin's Siena! No. S.-23) that a signal 
overlap of 180 metres was provided as 
adequate distance beyond 'B' Cabin's 

33. Evidence of Shri C. :r. J'iandani, Asst. S & T MACL Signal No. S-7. 
Engineer (CoJL.tmclion), Bhusavnl (b) It was unusual to provide a Distant-type 

Permissive Signal \Vithin Station Limits, 
In reply to questions put to him, the following because it tended to create confusion in 

clarifications were provided :- the minds of Drivers. For instance. in the 
(a) Special dispensation was obtained from case of a 'no light' condition, the 'Permis-

the Commission of Railway Safety, vide sive Signal' could be passed by a Driver 
Section No. 464 of 3-4-78, for treating the without any special authority. which was 
'B' Cabin also as a non-Block Cabin of the not the case with Stop Signals. 
Special Class Station, ltarsi, with Standard (c) Whereas sEM para 109 stipulated the provl-
111 Interlocking. sion ol a Warning Board who" changlng 

(b) As regards movements on the Main Lines, from the MultiplE Aspect Signalling Terri-
the conditions precedent to granting "Line tory to a 2-Aspect Signalling Territory 
Clear" were nctually proved with the aid of (because the 'Green' aspect of the. latter 
the relevant track circuits and associated system was more restrictive than the 'Green' 
relays and circuitry by the Cabin in the aspect of the former) the erstwhile Warning 
rt'ar. therehy obviating the need for anv Board (provided in the past in the context 
ICC (Jnter-cahin control). However, the of Block Working between 'C' and 'D' ---- ··-. --------

• \q v ~'" ~<J'l·}r 1 tlv : •I) When Cl dgnatls .JI!playln.~ tha Danger aspcC't the Slgnul nelCt In fl'ilr mnst not dfsrlay n less rcslddl\'0 
a,pect than caution, 



(d) 

Cabins) was retained (excepting for re
siling.) to serve as a reminder to a Driver 
th:Jt -he was approaching Colour Light 
Signalling Territory. This Warning Board 
would be removed after the new Central 
Cabin was commissioned with route relay 
interlocking to replace all the existing 
Cabins at Itarsi, other than 'A' and 'B' 
Cabins. 

In the future arrangement after commis
sioning the new Central Cabin, the erst
while ·-c Cabin Sii!Ilal No. S-23 would be 
replaced bv a 4-as[iect Starter and it would 
be impraCtical• to provide more Signals in 
\-:lrds. even when they were not warranted 
from line capacity considerations, just to 
keep the inter-signal distance to about a 
kilometer. 

35. E•idence relating to the ontbreak of fire in SLR 
6171 CR during the afternoon of 21-10-80 · 

(a) Shri R S. Bhatnagar (Carriage and Wagnn 
Superintendent, Itarsil stated that gas-cutting was 
resorted to on that morning also. In fact, the ouly 
alternative means available- comprised liack-saws or 

'b:unmers and chisels which proved totally ineffective 
to cope with the situation. Since the recovery. of 
bodies could not be delayed, recourse to gas-cutting 
became unavoidable and 12 Nos: of ponable band
held fire extinguishers were kept on hand, while 
f;;JI v.ithin theCoach. He added that it was unfonu
were used to dowse the red bot molten metal as it 
foll v.ithin the Coach. He added that it was unfortu
nate that. despite these precautions, fire did break 
out and all the more regrettable that the 'V' belt of 
t'le fire en!!ine had snapped at the crucial juncture. 
thus allov.ine the fire to eain control. He felt that 
a trailer pump ought to form an integral part of _the 
Bre2k-<!own train's tools and plant and, as a posstble 
altemative to gas-cuttin!!- heavy-duty high-speed 

. cutt;ng equipment should be provid~d. 

(b) Sbri Anil Kumar Pillay (Skilled Rivetter/ 
Boiler-1\hker of Itarsi Loco Shed), who worked con
tinuouslv ri!!ht from 23.10 hours of 20-10-80 upto 
13.30 h0urs- of 22-10-80, corroborated the above and 
added •h:tt. as the li!!hts in the SLR had got extin
wished in this accident. the rescue squad had to use 
batterv-ryperated band-torches and further that, 
initialiv hammers and chisels were used to break into 
t"is cOach and make access-ways very carefully in 
order to preclude even the least possibility for any 
brther injury to be caused to persons trapped v:i~in. 
f n this manner. 3 'a1ive' persons were extncated 
l'esides II dead bodies. He also clarineo ~at the 
fire !which, alas. broke out in the SLR) managed to 
•pread into the Diesel Loco as also Coach No. CR 
.;r,93 WGSYCN lboth of which were mounted over 
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by the ill-fated SLR), because the Police Authorities 
at the site did not accord their clearance for any 
breakdown operations as such, until all the bodies 
were extricated from this SLR Coach, 

(c) Dr, D. R. Bapat (Medical Superintendent, 
Bhusaval) added that any allegation that this fire 
might have been caused deliberately was simply 
malicious and held that the 3 bodies recovered sub
sequently were not ch3rred beyond recognition or 
identifiability. He added that, when 2 bodies were 
recovered at 17·30 hours on ~1-10-80, every one 
(including the Government Railway Police) felt cer
tain~ after having thoroughly ~earched the wreckage 
of this SLR. that no more dead bodies remained in 
it. On the next day. however, it was at his personal 
insistance that a thorough search was once again 
organised (the positivn of the SLR having in the 
meantime been shifted by the previous evening's 
breakdown operations). with the result that one more 
body was reco\•ered. 

36. £\'idenee on the areas needing improvements 

(a) Dr. D. R. Bapat. the Railway's Bhusaval
based Med;cal Superintendent, felt that-

(i) Pathways should be provid<d across yards 
at suitable intervals, so as to facilitate 
movem•:!nt generally and, more so, parti
cularly when stretchers bearing patients are 
to be carried across the yard. In this case, 
the progress was necessarily hampered in 
having to take care that the rescue teams 
conveying the injured did not themselves 
trip over the rails, etc; 

Iii) The emergency lighting equipment was 
never adequate to deal with major acci
dents of this magnitude; in this case, pro
videntially, it was possibl~ to commandeer 
extra lighting: as the ''visarjan" of the Durga 
image at the culmination of the Dassera 
festivities was proceeding in procession 
just at that time; and 

(iii) There was a need to plan for a volunteer 
force of the St. John's Ambulance Brigade 
(SJAB)-type which could be pressed into 
service along with the ARME Van and its 
paraphernalia. In this case, whereas as 
many as 15 stretchers coui-:1 be mustered 
which required, for their fu'l utilization, at 
loost 60 persons for conveyance, the 
absence of a formalised arrangement to 
organise such a body of men (and, that, 
too, at night time) was acutely felt. 

(b) Shri B. P. Singh, the Itarsi-based Sr. Divi
sional Mechanical Eneineer (Diesel) felt the dire 
need for a new kind of equipment (for cutting 

•H':1We\-er, 'he R.lf!Y.~'' h2s '>ince contrmpl~rcd rhe f!TOVision <'( 2.n :!ddhionzl Star1tr mid-wt~y between tht: 2, In comrli1nce 
v.i!J. the recent rlireci·e from rte Ra-lw<'y Board (v deletrtr No. 7(,/W3/SG.GI9cf 1-JJ-BO)a.llin.R forarevicwof il"lconvenient· 
kc--lrn'>. u.d •he oro· J;(·ncf ::tdc:!l lc>nrl •.Jgnals whtTever con!-.lc'<rrd nece•srry inord'r ro curtail the inter-Sfrnnt~l•'l•tance. Jn 
~H-; i:l\•anc: ·he ol,jet1 io; to r~•rkt the length over which a mover- ent wfll last If rhc Callinl}-On Sl[nal f orn: h <'. 
"Vrr: : c;~rl P.z-m,L1h rl-·:~d Rah;h?k an~ Tra.iler Pump Or..er<!tor, Jtarsl) and Shrl Ragbavcndra Pandey (RPf Raksh<~k 

1 .ar<>i ""ewY<=r ') «o>er.er .. lly "lub<JaOfl<ltt.d the above r;trtcrr.cnt. 

c;-,ri p. P. l:iinr-.h r Sr. Ohi·ll"'rml Mechanical Engineer fD 1e~cl). ltarsll CC1rrol-oraud Shl Pilr~>y's ev"<!cr.c e ar.ct u'<!nt that 
,tv: Pr.!tce did not authori•e hre::sk down opera1iuns on the SlR Coach until the evening of 21·10-80 probably 
•n orde-r to avrAdaoy ros~ibility of .avoidable mutll~ticn of the bcdics tr•,rrc.d fn!IC't. ' 



through the coach-work's metallic shell) that was not 
torch-based, but which was sman and yet powertnl 
enough to satisfy the desideratum of speedy operating 
capability in narrow and confined spaces. 

(c) Shri R. S. Bhatnagar, the Carriage & Wagon 
Superintendent, Itarsi, felt that, to meet the lire
figltting contingency, a trailer pump should be pro
vided on the Breakdown Train itself. 

VI. TESTS AND OllSERV A TIONS 

37. Inspection of the Accident Site on 22-10-1980 

(a) Recovery of the last dead body (as con
fimlcd later on) was being effected from the wreckage 
of SLR 6171-CR. The body · was immediately 
shrouded properly and handed over to the Police. 

(b) As mentioned in para 2(a), the 2 Main 
Line tracks had already been restored for traffic prior 
to my visit to the site. Work on the Up-and-Down 
Goods Waiting Bay (South) was on hand, but as yet 
the 2 locomotives had not been _touched, exceptmg 
for removal of the speed-recorder for safe custody. 
The damaged rolling stock was inspected, and the 
damage was as narrated in para 10. 

(c) The cab of the damaged WDM-2 Diesel 
Loco No. 17605 was then inspected and, besides 
confimling the observations (i) through (v) and (viii) 
of para 13(0 sul'ra, the handle of the throttle was 
observed in the 'Idle' pos1t1on. _ Smce most of the 
equipment in the Driver's cab was completely des
troyed by the fire on the afternoon of 21-10-80 
[para 1 O(a) supra], no recovery >yas possible. of either 
its A-9 vacuum brake valve, or. l~s. SA-9 a1r brake 
valve, thus precluc,ling ~ P?SSJbll!ty of ~ondnctmg 
braking distance tnals w1th this eqUipment, m o~er to 
rationally and independently '!'sess the effecll~eneso 
of the braking system of the til-fated locomotive. 

(d) The Inter-Signal Distances relating to Signals 
encountered by 6 Up were measured as. below :-

D Cabin's S-14 27S m. from centre·line or 
uarsi Station. 

.. S-20 319m. from S-14 
S-21 408 m. from S-20 

C Cabin's S-42 462 m. from S-21 
5-23 347 m. from S-42 

B Cabin's S-7 2,708 m. from S-23 

A Cabin's S-28 1,132 m. from S-7 
5-27 524 m. from S-28. .. 

The Warning Board [see PO!" 12(e) su~ra] was found 
to be located 1,422 metres m rear of S1gnal No. S-7. 

(e) The distances travelled by 6 Up after 
)laving passed the 'B' Cabin Signal No, S-7 at 
DANGER yiere as beloyi :-

before burstlng/tmlling through tho Points 
287 metres of Cross-over No. 20S. 

before negotlallng the 1 in Sl cross· over 
313·Smetres No. 204. 

419. S metres before entering the Goods Line. 
before comins to a halt after colliding 

716 metres head·OD with the Goods train. 

6..--423 CRS Luck/85 
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38. lmvection of '8' Cabin on 22-10-1980 

(a) It was seen on the Panel (and ·also verified 
from the site) that Signal No .. s-1 was exhibiting its 
'Red' aspect and that the route was set from the 
Goods Waiting Bay (South) to the Down Maio Line. 
The white lights for the route on Cross-over No. 204 
were lit, with the locking indication fur the points 
displayed. Track-circuit Nos. 559T and 562T were 
showing 'Red' (i.e. occupied), the former becauic of 
the presence of the 2 engines and the latter because 
toe track was yet to be restored fully. The reverse 
indication for ~ross-Over No. 205 was flashing con
tinuously in the "slits", whereas the white route lights 
on either side of the cross-over were missing (the 
crank handle havin~ been used several times, subse
quent to the accident, for passing the ARME Van, 
Breakdown Train, etc.); tho locking indication for 
the points did, jtowever, appear on th~ Panel. 

(b) The seal of the Relay Room was got broken 
and the inside inspected with respect to the various 
seals and the last-operated position of relays,. which 
would remain unaltered as the Panel itself was not 
touched after the accident, with all subsequent move
ments accomplished only by crank-handling of points 
and 'T-32.8 Paper Authority'. My obseryations were 
as under:-

(i) The seals of all the relays, including those 
for all the AJTRS (and, in particular, that 
for Signal No. S-7) were round intact; 

(ii) The non-correspondence Yellow lights were 
seen flashing on point group Nos.- 201, 203, 
204 and 205, because of crank-handling of 
points for operational reasons, with 'B' 
Cabin working having be~n temporarily 
suspended; 

(iii) In regard to Point Group Nos. 204 ·and 
205, the RWLR-1, RWLR-2 and RWLR-3 
latch. relays as well as the W(R)LR relay 

. were all found operated (i.e. picked up), 
which proved that these 2 point groups 
(cross-overs) were set and locked in the 
reverse position at the time of the accident: 

(iv) In regard to Point group Nos. 202 and 203, 
the NWLR-1, NWLR-2 and NWLR-3 latch 
relays as well as the W(N)L~ relay were 
all picked up, proving thereby that all the 
related points were set and locked in their 
normal position. However, Point group 
No. 201 was in normal positi_on, but not 
locked; 

(v) As regards Signal Groups for Signal Nos . 
s-1, S-2, S-4, S-5, S-6 and s-7, the red 
indications were lit corresponding to the 
'RED' aspect of these Signals. (All these 
Signals were indeed showing 'RED' at the 
site); 

(vi) The Route groups for 202 A/B and 205 
AlB were showmg both th~ -red light and 
yellow light, the red light thereby indicating 
that the route was set and locked, with 
U(R)LR relays duly picked up; by refer

.ence to the U(R)S relays in the upper tier, 
it was noted that 202 wns in normal mode 
and 205 in . reverse; and · 
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(vii) ·The clockwork ·timing device, of SIEMENS 
. make (Type Rs __ Sk}0/0~52) with a posi

tive drive, peflllitted the ttme-delay mecha
. nism tp be ·pre-set · upto 5 mmutes on a 

. dial-gauge. For this Signal. No. S-7, the 
setting corresponded to 2 mmutes. 

(c) With reference to Annexure III, the route 
locking for Point group Nos. 202A, 205, 203 and · 
204 was got released in my presence by the use of 
EUYN push-buttton. The route for S-7 to 558T 
{Le. for the Up Main Line) was initiated and Sig!'al 
S-7 cleared, before actuating the route cancellatwn 
mechanism by operating the EUUYN push~b?tton. 
:rile flashing light indication lasted fully 2 mmutes 
but, as the track in that region was broken and/ or 
occupied by the 2 engines, there was no re~ponse to 
the move made to initiate the route from Stgnal No. 
S-4 to 407T. Similarly, the route liolding of Signal _ 
No. S-7 by the occupation of the Track Circuit 553-T 
ahead of it was also venfied. 

- (d) Having got further repeat~d trials of s.imi-
1ar nature performed in the 'B' Cabm, I was entirely 
satisfied that once a route was set, the wrong opera
tion of seve;al combinations of buttons did not have 
<my effect whatsoever, thereby proving .the slr!Jct'!ral 
integrity· of the route-relay-mterlockmg crrcUJtry 
installed here. · . 

(e) With effi~ient and speedy manipulation of 
the buttons provided on the Pru;tel~ it was faun~ 
possible to alter a set route Withm a ma~ter of 2. 
minutes (135 seconds) as follows, after Stgnal No. 
S~7 was put back to 'Danger'. 

Task Tim'e 
(Seconds) 

Acth,ating route cancel-lation . 5 
TimC delay for. rel~as~ of app!oach-locking 120 
S~tting the new rout!? (Pushing proper butwns) 5 
Motor pperation of Point~ & Signal taken •off• ___ s_· 

Toral 135 
----------------

(f) 'B' Cabin was provided with 5 telephone 
!nsliuments as below :.c._ 

(i) Control Telephone, connected to the 
Itarsi-Khandwa Board; 

(ii) Control Telephone, linked to Atea Control; 

· (iii) Group Telephone, to 'C} Cabin. (2 rings), 
and 'D' C!ibin (1 ring); . 

(iv} Group Telephone; . to 'A' Cabin (1 ~ng), 
GC-1 Cabin (2 rings) and GC-4 Cabm (4 

· rings); and 

(v) Auto Telephone with diilling facilities; con" 
necte!l to_.allthe Cabins and \;he Station. 

- (g} Contr~ ·to. the conditi?us prescribed for 
fulfilment, .vide. the Railway's Jomt _ Qp-:ratmg · and 
Signalling CirCular. No: W. ~28~BN/Poli.cy. of 14-4-
78, before 'Panel Interlockmg. ~& -conmusswned . at 
stations ·it was· observed at the s1t_e that The operaltng 
panel of this new 'B' Cabin \Vas not so located as to 

afford the .Cabin·ASM :as wide a view of the station 
yard as pess~ble, ·nor was ·the panel so installed ,., to 
ensure that the Cabin-ASM ordinarily faced· towards 
the yard. During the ensuing discussions, however, 
an opposite view was preferred by Officials of the 
S&T Department that,· once all the physical charac
teristics of the track 'l(iy-out, the signal aspects aad 
the track occupation were very carefully and faith
fully reproduced on the panel itself, there was really 
no cause to think in tefllls of the Cabin-ASM having 
to look out fpr the situation obtaining outside; it was 
added that the field and depth of vision were anyhow 
limited by physiological factors as well a5 various 
structures which tended to obstruct ihe view. 

(h) All Signal-lamps are doub1e-filament type 
for the Colour Light Signalling, with the -main con
smning 25 Watts and the auxiliary of 8 Watts. 

39. Trials to test the visibility of Signals and eliec
tiyeness of approacli-Iocking and back-locking for · 
Signal No. S-7- . ·. . . 

(a) The general descriptive details were as 
under:-

Date{fime : 02.30 to 3·00 hrs. on .• 24-10-1980. 
Test Engine No; : WDM-2 Diesel Locomotive No. 18459, 

driven by Shri Mohan Singh with short 
· hood leading. ' 

Officials present : .Shri F.'- Correya [Dy. CRS (Optg.)} 
~n the ~est eng.. ,, : S. Anantharaman [Sr. DSTE] · 
tne besides myself ,~ T.N.G. Pillay[Sr. Loco fuspector] 

u V. K. Sarode [Safety Counsellc:r 1 ' 
· Official position~ Shri A.P.- Srivastava [ADRM] 

ed in' B' Cabin. , J. Bhattacharjee [Dy. CRS (S&T)] 
, U. Nagnath [DSO]. 

_ (b) The 'modus operandi' of the trial was to 
p~ck up a speed of abo)lt 70 Km/h, with 'B' Cabin's 
Signal No. S-7 and 'A' Cabin's Signal. Nos. S-28 
and S-27 all displaying 'GREEN' fur the run through 
movement on the Up Main Line such that, npon a 
red HS lamp shown towards the 'B' Cabin from the 
engine :IS it reached the Warning Board situated at 
a distance of 1.422 Km. in tear ol' Sigfial No. S-7, 
S-7 wou~d at once. be put back. by the 'B' Cabin to 
RED, With the .route cancellation · mechanism set 
into motion immediately thereafter. The object was 
~o check up whether the route could be alt~red,- and, 
•f so when and also if the conflicting Signal No. S-4 
could be taken 'OFF'. or if any part of the set track 
lay-out could be disturbed. In .the test run the 
engine oversliot ~ign:U No._ S~7 ~fter a: thne-la{,se of 
65 seconds· of this Stgnal displaymg 'RED' but came 
~o a halt just p~t the 'W_ Cabin-on- tlie Up road itself, 
l.e. the route did; J).Ot al_ter; In the _'B' Cabiu,.it was 
rCjl\:lrled that ovanous attempts were made all fu vliin 
to l?Cate arty defect_ in the integrity of the approach~ 
lockin,g-. fur route-cancellation. . . · . . . . 

. ·. ·.(c) The test .eugiil~ was. tak~n back (long-hood 
leading) on the Up Mam- Lme and -signal No. S-7 
was .c!e;tred for' entry inl;o th_e Goods yard, ·after 
obtatnmg the slot from Goods Cabin No_ GC-1. As 
e>:pec~e<),: S-7 displayed its ,'YELLOW' aspect, with 
the drrection-type route JUdicator. on the left side lit 
up. In oth<:>r words, the 'G~Brf a5peciof signal 
No. s~ 7 woUld clearly _establish tliat the route was 
set beyof\d this SignalJor·;ouly_ the Up Main Line.·. 



. (d) Visibility of Signals were tested on the 
way back into Itarsi station. as it was necessary to 
replicate the short-hood leading condition of the 
locomotive. The results were as follows :-

B' Cabin's Signal 
No. S-7 

Because of straight track and therclati
v.::ly bright luminosity of C.:,lour Light 
Signals,the aspect of this Signal could be 
Picked up c!e:trly from 'D' CJbin itself 
(i.e. from a distance ofJ•SS Km.and right 
from the mom~nt the engine came on the 
Up Main Line proper). 

At the m1m'!nt ofplssingthcla-;t Signal 
in its re:tr (i.e. S4 23 of 'C' C1bin), this 
Sign~! w1.s <:O comnicuously visible that 
it w:mld be virtuallyimoossiblcto miss it 
provided thfltonewaslooklng towards the 
track ahead. 

F:om the \VJrnlng Bo:lrd provided at a 
distance of 1·42 Km. in rear of it,this 
Si grnl w1s vi siblc jcwel-brigh 1 i nits Green, 
Y<!'Jiow and Red aspects, all of which 
W!rc ob<>ervcd from this vantage point 
during the trials. 

Tht!rc w1c; no scope for confnc;ing or 
mic;taking this p:trticular Signal for ano
tht!r, e"o·!cially after passing 'C' Clbin's 
Slgn1l N.J. S-23,i.e. from a distance of 
2·71 Km. 

T:tc Slgn1.l w1-: barely visible above the 
horizon from •o• Clbin itself. but it 
CJ'.Jid b'! mi-:leading and certainly point• 
Jess to take any cognizance of it from 
almost 5 Km. away, 

At the noment of passing 'C' C1bln"s 
Sinal No. S-23, the aspect of this Signal 
could be distinctly made out both from 
the Driver's side a~ well a~ from the 
A-:-:lstant Driver's side. The visual of this 
particular signal from the closer Signal 
No. S-7 of'B' C1bin w.1o; quite unmista• 
kable at the time of passing the Warning 
Board erected in rear of the latter. 

At the time of plo;slng 'B' Cabin's 
Sign'll No. S-7 this signa.! Wls distinctly 
vl<>ible "jewel-bright'' from the Driver's 
side, the Green aspect of 'A' Cabin's 
farther Signal No. S-27 could barely be 
discerned as a separate entity whereas, 
from the A<:~ista.nt Driver•s side, the view 
of rho f.1rther Signal w1s still eclipsed by 
the nearer Signal. ·~ 

Prom a pofnt on the Up Main Une 
oppo~lte of the new 'B' Cabin, the Green 
nspcct ofthefarther Signal No.S-27 could 
be clearly picked out from t.he Greer 
aspect of the near signal No. S-28 from 
both the flanks of the locomotive. 

40. Observations relating to tlte cross-movements 
at 'B' Cabin 

(a) The work of providing Panel Interlocking 
ot Itarsi 'B' Cabin and additional facilities to reduce 

. cross-movements in the Yard Complex was sanc
tioned by me under Sanction No. BSL/10/80-81 
dated 22-9-80, in response to an application sub
mitted by the General Manager (S&n. Bombay, 
under his letter No. N-107/S/ET/RRI/IV dated 9th 
September. 80. As regards infringements, an extract 
from this application is reproduced below in 
verbatim :..:... · 
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"(2) Permanent Works :-

(c) blstofinfringments to Schdule of Dimeo· NIL. 
slons . 

(d) List of deviations from the Manualsoflns .. 
tructiono; for Signalling and•interlocking 
and Block Signalling •• , • 1\tlL. 

(c) List of deviations from General and Sub-
sidiary Rules NIL. 

(f) Restrict! ons Nl L. 

.. .. 
(b) The situation obtaining at 'B' Cabin is con

ceptually similar to Sin•le Line Sections, about which 
the Railway Board"s letter No. 69/Safety/28/8 ef 
16-6-69 not only laid down the directive principle that, 
where simultaneous reception was envisaged, physical 
irolation should invariably be provided at way /road
side stations, but also enjoined that this principle be 
followed to the extent possible even at other stations, 
without involving large-scale alterations to existing 
lay-outs. 

(c) A change in this stance was. however, evi
dent under Railway Board"s letter No. 77 /Safety 
(A&R)/29/2 of 2-5-77, wherein it was decided as 
fo1lows in regard to, inter nlia, the situation obtaining 
nt !tarsi 'A' Cabin (which is similar to what exists 
now nt 'B' Cabin) in respect of simult3neous recep
tion on a Double Line involving the movement across 
a Main Line :-

"Simultaneous movements, of the type envisaged 
........ at stations falling on a double line 
section are permissible, provided the conditions 
laid down for adequate distance. in GR-38 for 
reception of tmins are satisfied." 

(d) On the subject of decisions by Controllers 
for arranging crossings and precedences, the Railway 
Board had accepted under their letter No. 63-5afety I 
1/18 dated 10-3-69 the following recommendation, 
in respect of busy suburban sections where there were 
well-defined periods of passenger 'blocks' and where 
stations were located in very close proximity :-

"Instructions should be issued to all Control 
Offices to avoid interference with the set pattern 
of running of important Mail and Express train• 
and particularly cross movements · which may 
affect the path of approaching run-through 
trains. If unavoidable, the train should be 
stopped at the station in rear to keep a safe 
margin and not take the risk~ of allowing .it to 
come up to the signals of the station;" 

(c) The situation currently prevalent in the 
sections controlled by •o\ 'C', 'B' and 'A' Cabins nt 
Itarsi is closely akin to what is generally described as 
an 'Open Block System' •. under which no co-opera
tion is necessary from the Offical .in charge of the 
adjacent section, with conditions for granting tho 
'Permission to Approach' automatically detennined 
by the various ·track circuits and other sophisticated 
circuitry and relays. . The exchange of information 
in verbal form can under such circumstances often 
play u vital role in correct decision-making. 



(f) For recording . the Cancellation Counter 
Readings. a new Register was opened on 22-10-80, 
the current one having been sealed on 20-10-80 after 
the accident and Cabin-Working having been sus
pended upto the ~e of my inspection on 22-10-80. 
This Recister was scrntinised on 5-1-81 and it was 
disc<werid that during the intervening period (i.e. 75 
days) the route cancellation mechanism was operated 
no less than· 35(} times, the counter having moved 
from 1865 to 2115 on 150 different occasions. As 
such large-scale use of this route-cancellation facility, 
even in the face of the most distressing experience by 
wav of the subject accident (which ought to have had 
a 'sobering effect' on the ASMs manning the 'B' 
Cabin) the reasons thereto were got probed into and 
clossiiied cause-wise as below :-

?;:.:::t:l.:ilc of :~n m:J\"~~~!S 
r ... iiure -of power supply 
F~lure. for o1her r.:as.ons 
T~dr:g e1c •• by S&T st<1ff . 
Tr-iiling of the new Cabin-ASM 

ToTAL 

Frequency 

39 
45 
45 
IS 
6 

150 

(_g) The Railway Board bad indeed been ~o
dically emphasising the imperative need for educat!"g 
the staff to develop a balanced outlook regardll_lg 
safety vis-a-vis detention to trains; an extract of Rall
wav Board's letter No. 77 /Safety (A&R)/29/14 
dated 6-6-1977 is reproduced in verbatim below :-

~There have been accidents in past also in which 
it came to lieht that the fear of punishment in 
cases of detentions to trains compelled the staff 
to ignore saf~ty precautions w"!ch !"'! t~ acci
dents. In this connection artenhon IS mvned to 
this office leiter No. 75/Safety (A&R)/1(17 
dated 16-2-1976, wherein it was emphas1zed 
that the railways should gear up their safety 
organisatious to inculcate amongst the staff a 
balanced outlook and respect for the observance 
of safety rules and procedures vis-a-vis deten
tions to trains. It appears that these instruc
tions have not so far percolated to the staff pro
perly. The Board, therefore, once again wish 
to reiterate that safety counsellors should, during 
their personal contacts, impress upon the staff 
connected with the running of trains that at no 
cost should the safety precautions be ignored or 
short-<lut methods adopted.'' 

4L Oboervatioas on ftae speed restriction imposed 
in ftae conleU of dtanges in &ignalling at the 'B' 
cam-

la) The speed chart of 28 Up that left Itarsi on 
8-10-80 (an earlier train woJ\ed by Shri Patil, the 
Driver of the ill-fated 6 Up, during the period that 
tbe $peed restriction of I 0 Km/h was actually in force 
as required, was inspected and it was found that the 
•peed after leaving !tarsi never dropped to less than 
35 Km/h. 

lb) Observance of this 10 Km/h re<triction 
between 'B' and 'A' Cabins (or, a distance of just 
over 1.8 Km) would entail an extra runnin!l time of 
.oo1e 12 minutes for Maii/Expr .. s trains, g~ving due 
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allowance for the necessary acceleration/ deceleration. 
Hence, the Control Charts for the period 4-10-80 to 
20-10-85 were examined to find out the extra time 
taken by Up Mail/Express trains between 1tarsi and 
Dulariya and, with this as a criterio~ it did appear 
that in almost all cases this crippling speed . restric
tion of 10 Km/h was conspicuous only in its breach. 
In the balance of cases where extra time did happen 
to be taken between ltarsi and Dulariya, it was pos
sible to establish by reference to the Train Register 
maintained at 'B' Cabin that the concerned trains 
were in fact <ktained short of Signal No. S-7 for some 
reason. 

(c) Anyone familiar with Railway operations in 
India would be aware of the phenomenal resistance 
from the Operating Department to the execution of 
any works entailing speed-restrictions and conse
quently _loss-of-time; this feature is, of course, only 
appropnate because the principal "raison de etre" of 
any railway system is to run trains on time. In this 
instance, although, as mentioned in sub-para (c) 
above. the time-loss was of the order of 12 minutes 
for Mail/Express trains, it appeared that neither was 
the Operating Department approached for clearing 
this severe restriction nor was any approval accorded. 
Neither, indeed, was any special reason mooted out 
during the Inquiry in justification of limitin·g the speed 
to as low a figure as I 0 Km/h, nor was there any 
follow-up to ensure that this speed-limit was obeyed. 

·All of which does raise a fundamental doubt, if at all 
the imposed speed restriction was really meant for 
sincere observance by Drivers-. 

(d) Because of the change< introduced in the 
signalling in the context of panel jnterlocking pro
vided in the new 'B' Cabin. a speed restriction of 15 
Km/h was imposed subsequent to this accident (vide 
Bhusaval Division's message No. BSL/T/149 dated 
25-10-80) for all Up trains to be ob~erved day and 
night between ltarsi 'C' and 'B' Cabins. Subsequem
ly, under Bhusaval Division's letter No. BSL/T/149 
dated 16-4-81, it is clarified that Up trains could 
pick up speed immediately after passing the 'B' 
Cabin's "Up Home Signal". 

42- Observations relating to the 2 trains involved-

(a) To probe further into the acceptance or 
otherwise by the Bhopal Board of "bankin!l loads" 
beyond 22.30 hours, the Interchange RegiSter of 
Itarsi was perused with particular reference to the des
pate~, be~ond 22.3~ hours, of goods t!ains requiring 
bankmg (I.e. exceedmg II 00 tonnes With WG engine 
or 1800 tonnes with WDM-2 loco) and following 
were the observations :-

Period 

3-8·80 to 
3t·S.80 

1-9·80 to 
30-9-80 

Remarks 

t3 lr1lins (12 wllb Diesel and only t whh 
Steam) were despatched towards Bbopol. 

lndeed,only I Olhor Steam-hauled socds 
train was despatched beyond 22·30 hours 
but that was not a "bankJns load". 

No Steam hauled goods train left after 
22·30 hours towards Bhopal: there was. 
therefore. no que!tlon whether the load 
required banking or not. On J1 day1. 12 
Diesel Goods trains requiring bao.Jdog were 
despatched towards Bhopal, · · 



Period 

1-10-80 to} 
20-I!MIO 

)-

J 

Remarb 

No Slc.In\ h.lUied goot!s train left after 
22·30 hours towJ.r.ls Bhopal; there Wit<;, 
lh!rdorc, no quc'idon whether the lo&d 
r.:quiro!d bmking; or nor. On 7 days,8 Ji.:;d 
GJ,lds trJ.ins r.:quiring banking were dcs
p.acthcd tow.1rds Bhopal. 

(b) The Goods Train had 85% effective brake 
powor [para 9(c)] and, as per the Vacuum Certificate 
which bore the signature of both the Driver and the 
Guard of the G\lods train, the vacuum readines were 
45 em on the engine and 38 em in the brUkevan. 
Similarly, neither the joint observation of this train's 
wagon stock [para 3(d)) covering the last 32 wagnns, 
nor the efforts of the 2nd Fireman [para 29(b)] 
whose examination mu.;;t have covered several others 
behind the first 5 wag.·ms, succeeded in locating the 
source of any leakage or problem. Thus, the vacuum 
trouble experienced by the goods train, barely as it 
commenced its journey from the Goods Yard, remains 
somewhat of a mystery. 

(c) Vide their letter No. M. 224.RL.79A dated 
14-11-1980, the Railway had advised the following 
emergency braking distances, computed on the basis 
of para 8.2.1 of RDSO's Mechanical Engineering Re
port No. M.276 for a train of 18 coaches (with 
94.5% operative cylinders) and hauled by a WDM-2 
locomotive. assuming 545 mm of average vacuum 
level and treating the I in 1000 down gradient as 
equivalent to level tangent track for all practical 
purposes:-

Speed E!llt!rgeucy braking 
distance 

30 Km/h 31· 5 Metres 

40 t02·4 
50 193·5 
60 )04·2 
70 436·7 .. 
80 : 590·0 ,. 
90 764·0 

(d) The Driver of 6 Up, Shri Ganesh Hari Patil, 
had an Accident Index of 194, with tho last punish· 
ment having •been a censure imposed in the context 
of the yard derailment of an engine on 12-12-1966. 
In other words, he had well over a dozen years of 
continuous accident.free record since that last occa· 
sion for punishment. He tendered his evidenc~ iry a 
cool, composed and confident manner, evmcmg 
neither the belligerent bravado of a cornered person 
nor the studied arrogance of n man who had scant 
respect for Rules or discipline. His even tcm~r in 
replying to questions bespoke of a keen and rattonal 
mind. His curriculum vitae ( CV) is as follows :-

r>atc of Birth . 24-3·19.!4 
Date of Appointment- A~ Pi reman 'B' 7-7·1945 

As Driver •n• (AC) 23-6-t978 
As Drlwr 'A' (Spl) 24-6-1978 
As Driver 'A' (AC) 2-7-1979 
A• Driver 'A' (Spi)Stenm 3·7·1979 
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Last S1f~ty Cdmp atrent.lcd 22-9-1973 
(No. 116) 

VHt R!f~rcshcr Course (Steam) 
Ll'il Refresher Course (Diesel) . 
L:lst P.:riodiCJI·Met!ical E~1mination. 

18-8-1978 
26-8-1979 
7-11-1979• 

•u.:dared fi! in Cucgory AI. wirh glasses. vide.Certificare No. 32. 

43. Miscellaneous Obser-vatious-

(a) Advantage _was taken of the visit to the Rail
w?y Hospttal, I_tarst! on 22-8-80 to record the evi
d~nce of 2 pub!tc wttnesses, as they were likely to be 
dtscharged later on that. day itself. Shri Jainath Singh 
Satyanar~yan had sustamcd a grievous injury and was 
first. admttted to the local Civil Hospital before 
gettmg transferred to the Railway Hospital, whereas 
Shn Rame_sh Kumar !'rabh~ti Lal had been admitted 
to the ~atlway !'lospttal IVI!h simple injuries. Both 
were sattsfied Wllh the medical attention bestowed 
upon them. 

(b) By commissioning the Panel Interlocking 
1~orks . at t_he new .'~' Cabin, the nett change in the 
stg~allm_g m the vtctmty of this Cabin for the Up 
Mam Lme was "minus 3 signals", with all the 4 old 
Stgnals (the 2 erstwhile "Starters" at 'B' Cabin its 
!'-dvanced Starter and 'A' Cabin's Outer) deleted' and 
)US! one new Signal ('B' Cabin's S-7) installed. The 
remarkab!e extent by which this change affects the 
D~1vcrs Simply beggars description. Yet, other than 
bcmg cxpc~tc? i~ p:·,)d t.hrough a Circular Notice pre
pared and dtstnbuted m this conte,t, the Drivers 
were largely left to themselves to discover this change. 
To demonstrate that this Circular Notice was 
scarcely mc:mt lo be the proper medium for trans
mission. of any information to Drivers. it is repro
duced m full as Annexure I. A touch of poi$nancy 
was perh~ps added by the. fact. that the printmg on 
that parttcular copy of thts Ctreular Notice which 
was provided in the !tarsi Loco Shed for th~ benefit 
of the Drivers, was found to be "faint" for thC most 
part, with occasional blank patches, due in all proba
bility to poor quality of paper used and/or poor 
workmanship in cyclostyling or uRoneo-ing''. A 
clear copy was specially arranged later on for my use. 

(c) Vide Railway Board's letter No. 66/W3/ 
S9/M/l of 21-8-6_7. the minimum visibility pres
cnbed for all multtple . aspect signals was 200 
metres. 

(d) With reference to the cancellation of 'line 
clear' for 6 Up, perusal of the Priviate Number 
Sheets in use at 'A' ond 'B' Cabins revealed the 
following :-

Cahill P.N. Givtnto Timi- Rtason 

·n· 55 'A' Cabin 22·25 Cance-l 6 Up's 
Clear'. 

'Line 

•o• 57 •c• Cabin 23·10• 'Line Clear• for AR-
ME v.m. 

'A' 19 Dulariyn 22·26 0\nccl 6 Up's 'Line 
Clc:tr'. 

'A' 61 Dulnriyn 02·68• of 'Line Clear• for liS 
21-8~80 Dn. 

• The!'le Inner •uiminRs contiluted nn ••upper-bound'" fo 
the cancellation o~6 Up's Line Clear, r 



(,) n,, h:u:ard of fire-outbreak is inherent in 
any torcb-ba;cd modality for cutting through the 
metal-work oi coaches. The only available al!cr
D3tive of using hand-held hack-saws or hammers and 
chi~ls is not -only :ma~hronistic in the present time:~ 
but also inconsistent with the notable tcchnologic3l 
progress made by the Railways in other spheres. The 
International ."'-irport Authority of India has, for 
in:;tance. been using at the Bombay Airport for rome 
time now. as a part of their equipment housed in 
their Air-field Rescue Tenders, imported pctrol
operoted power-saws capable of quickly cutting 
thi"oue:h evc:n steel and stone using special abrasive 
wheelS. T~is saw measures 810 mm x 320 mm x 
3~0 mm at the outside and weighs but 10.7 kg., 
including !ts p.:trol engine. Similar sheet-metal 
rippers and cutters \\ith special fatigue-proof steel
a}}Qy tools of foreirn.. make are also being marketed 
in India by local finns. This Rescue Tender's equip
ment aJdiLion:illy comprises. inter-alia. the 
follow:ng :-

(i) Specially hardened "crash axes" with capa
bility of slicing through metal; 

Portable electric drills and other tools, for 
which the power is supplied by a light
weight 230 V generator in addition to the 
vehicle's own alternator, and 

Special ma.'k.< to enable the rescue squad 
to breath pure air and also special overalls 
f"';- pro!ection agJinst fire. 

44. Ob«!n·ation of tbe Dy. CRS (S& T), Calcntta 

Shri J. Bhattacharjee, the Calcutta-based Deputy 
CO!lliilissioner of Railway Safety (Signalli!'g & Tele
communications), who as,isted this Inqmry [para 2 
(cl] as a Technical Ad\iser, had observed, inter alia, 
as under vide hi> D.O. No. 1198 of 31-10-1980:-

"(;) !\iulti-aspect colour light ~ignal No. 7 
of 'B' Cabin for Up main line, suuated 180 
metres in rear of cross over No. 205. is not pre
warned. resulting in the Driver facing a Red 
c;j~al after crossing: the 2-aspect semaphore 
Green signal No. 23 of 'C' Cabin. 

The condition was worse for the Driver of 
6 Up who. while approaching signal 23 of 'C' 
Cabin could clearly see signal 7 of 'B' Cabin 
and si!!!lal 28 of 'A' Cabin and could also see 
the Green aspect of sii!Ilal 27 of 'A' Cabin while 
coming near to s'iinal No. 7 of 'B' Cabin. 
Having seen all the signals in rear and advance 
Green. the Driver misjudged the change of 
"~"'..ct of signal No. 7 from Green to Red a.s a 
caro,e of si2Jlal failure and crossed the same with~ 
out contrclline the 'P"..ed and met with the 
accicl"n!. Would the signalling be correctly 
provided w'th. a Dhtant for 'ignal No. 7 of 'B' 
Cahin. the Onver wo•Jid have got a Yellow and 
a Red si~nal: thus being prewarned, the si~nai
Jin«? would h:we pmhably cleared any confusion 
in his mi'ld. 

Jn view of the ahnvc, it ic; certain that the 
d':fi,+ocy of s:gnal!in2 h_as d<:nied the Driver 
t<J iudcc the a•pcct of <ti!Jlalltng correc11y and 
confu;ed his ideas which has contributed greatly 
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to the cause of the serious head-on coiiision. 
Under para I 19(cJ(i)&(ii) of the s;gna! Engi
nc.:ring M;,mual, it is ~xplained that when a 
multi-aspect sign.ll displays danger aspect, the 
signal in rear must not display Jess restrictive 
aspect than CJ.ution. In vic:w of this rule, I am 
of the firm opinion that multi-a>pcct colour light 
signalling provided at 'B' Cabin is incorrect and 
unsafe for train working. 

(ii) Movement of Down trains from Goods 
Cabin- ( crosses the Up and Down main lines 
when cross-overs 204 and 205 are reversed and 
signal 4 of 'B' Cabin i5 taken off. No restric
tion has been imposed for such cross movements 
over the main line in the SWR and ;ignal inter
locking aliows this movement while Up main 
line signal 23 of 'C' Cabin is cleared. 

(iii) The Assistant Station Master operating 
th(' panel was not cX:!m'ncd and issued a 'com
petency certificate" after the 'B' Cabin was 
brought into commission." 

VU. DISCUSSION 

45. As to the urgencv for despatchin~ the Goods 
train 

(a) The 'B" Cabin ASM had admitted [para 18 
(h)] to having put back Signal No. S-7, which had 
previously been taken off, to Danger and activated 
the route cancellation mechanism in order to set the 
route for the Goods train and take off Signal No. S-4 
instead. The Section Controller, too, admitted his 
involvement [para 22(c)(iiil] in the decision. To all 
accounts, therefore, !here is Ettie doubt that despatch 
of the Goods train with the utmo<t promptitude and 
expedition was considered to be of sufficient urgency 
as to hold back. if necessary, even such an important 
and prestigious train as 6 Up. 

(b) Indeed. as explained in para I 8(d)(iii), the 
'R' Cabin's ASM took the initiative in obtainin~ the 
SCOR's instructions in this connection, even before 
the Goods train had arrived on the approach track 
behind Signal No. S-4. This advance action, which 
proved in the event somewhat premature, because of 
the vacuum trouble [para 9(c)] developed on the 
goods train. adduces further proof of the said 
urgency. 

lc\ A careful consideration of paras 23, 24 and 
42(a) would show that, at least in so far as the 
minds of the SCOR and the 'B' Cabin ASM were 
concerned, the quick de,patch of the Goods train was 
of crucial importance. whether or not this train 
could be classified as a banking load and irrespective 
of whe!her or not the real cause underlying this 
urgency ·related to the "movement statistics" for the 
day. by way of yard balances and number of trains 
pushed out. For. this pressing immediacy could 
hardly be just a figment of imagination on the part 
of thes~ 2 ?flicials a_nd there is no other interpretation 
or mot1vatJon thnt 1~ even rcmotdv plausible, which 
c~n scrv: tf} satisfactorily explain the sense of urgency 
w1th wh1ch the movement of the Good<; train was 
attempted to he carried throu~h. It is a pity that. 
hnm<~n nature hcin!_! what it is in professing non
involvement in matters implicating accountabilily, the 



active role of the other official(s) whose responsibility 
it wns to see to the movement of goods trains, did 
not reveal itself at the Inquiry. 

I d I In any case, with the in-built 2-minutc time
delay [para 12(bi] serving as an adequate safeguard, 
there is nothing either unsafe or repugnant in the 
idea 'per sc' to despatch the Goods train ahead of 6 
Up, provided tl)ilt it was understood by all concerned 
at the time of the decision-making that 6 Up was at 
that juncture not yet ready to leave Itarsi Station. 

46. As to the <ole of the Section Controller. (SCOR) 

(a) The SCOR did concede [Jl-ara 22(c)(iii)] his 
involvement in the d~cision to push out of the yard 
the Goods train ahead of the passage of 6 Up past 
'B' C<.tbin. Crucial to· this decision were three impor
tant faclUrs :-

Ci) His und.:rstanding from ·o· Cabin that 6 
Up was not yet ready to leave ]tarsi st;:1tion~ 

(ii 1 His belief that the Gvods train was ready 
and waiting to get across the 'B' Cabin on 
to th·.= Down Main line, as soon as the ap· 
propriatc signal was taken ofi for it; and, 

(iii) Experience had shown that a Goods train 
could get across and clear the Up Main line 
well wilhin the 5 minutes or there abouts 
that 6 Up would n..:cd to arrive ncar 'B' 
Cabin. 

(b) Unfortunately, !hero were two opposing ver
sions, as to whether or not the SCOR enquired from 
·o• Cabin a second time at about 22.20 b·ours about 
the readiness of 6 Up to start [paras 16(b), 22(a) and 

· 22(d)]. Moreover, from paras l6(b) and 22(d)(v), 
it will be seen that these 2 officials dcpl>sed different
ly, with regard to whether and when 6 Up's time of 
departure past 'D' Cabin was advised to the SCOR. 
Whereas it might be naturally to be expected of the 
SCOR to rcm;surc himself once again about the posi
tion of 6 Up by contacting the 'D' Cabin the second 
lime, there docs not ~cern to be 'prima facie', any 
special motive for 'D' Cabin ASM to tender mislead
ing evidence on this matter, unless he was trying to 
protect himself by supporting the timings actually 
recorded by him in his train register ·to the effect that 
6 Up left his Cabin at 22.18 hours because, if such 
were !he ca;e, 'D' Cabin's ASM could hardly own up 
ttl any dialogue implicuting himself as advasing that 
6 Up was still on the platform at about 22.20 hours 
(i.e. cvt·n some 2 minutes later to the actual departure 
time recorded). 

(c) Particularly in reference to those trains the 
punctuality of which js closely monitored, experience 
has shown that wrong entries arc often deliberately 
won't to-..be made in Train Registers hy station staiT, 
who resort to recording only the scheduled timings as 
long as the delay was ~ithin abo~! 15 minute~. 
Thus, despite tho total IOC'Jmpatabtllly of the cvt
dcncc tendered by the 'D' Cabin ASM and the SCOR 
on this is.,uc, I hold it on the balanc~ of prob.abilitics 
much more likely that the SCOR d1d cnqlllre the 
second time at about 22.20 hours from 'D' Cabin 
about 6 Up,. ut whic~ tim.c it was probably on the 
point of leavmg Itarst Statton. 

(d) The observation made under para 40(t') 
strengthens the conclusion that the yard lay-out at 
ltar;i is such that the 'B' Cabin's route ca:1cellation 
facility has necessarily to be made use of quite 
frequently. In other words, this is one of those 
instances where an uncicsirahle feature had bc:ome a 
practical necessity. Thus, it would be correct to 
deduce from the complexity of the existing entry I 
exit facilities as wdl as the exigencies of railway 
operations that the SCOR is often compelled to re
plan/re-order the "intcr-sc' priorities in train move
ments (some or all of which might involve recourse 
to this route canccllathm facility), in order that yard 
operations as also main line movements are rendered 
as fluid as possible, without causing any undue over
all detention to traffic. 

(c) All things considered therefore, and keeping 
also in view of what bas been presented in paras 22 
(c) und 40(g) above. I do not hold the SCOR negli
gent of violating the spirit of any General und Subsi
diary Rules. 

(f) Nevertheless, the wisdom of stopping a train 
at a safe margin in rear [para *O<JJ] and not take 
the risk of allowing it to come up to a stop Signal on 
a "run through., line. unless at a controlled speed, 
cannot he ovcrcmphasiscli It would accordingly be 
worthwhile to extend the scope of Railway Board's 
instructions hitherto meant for only Suburban Sec
tions, as contained in their letter No. 63-Sofety/l/18 
·.1f 10-3-69, to also all busy yards and junctions which 
envision such cross·movements intersecting the paths 
of through running lines as an intcgr~1l feature of 
their working unless the other altcrnal ivc (i.e. ap· 
proach at a controlled speed) can be achieved through 
the provision of "calling·on" facility at the preceding 
Signal. 

47. As to the disposition of the track lay-out and 
signalling at the time of the accident 

(a) From the facts that point No. 205 was burst 
through on the Up Main Line [para IO(i)) and that 
the entire train negotiated the cross-over No. 204 
leading to the Up and Down Goods Waiting Bay 
(South), it is clear that both the cross-overs No. 204 
and 205 were set and locked in the reverse mode. 

(b) At the time of the accident, Signal No. S-4 
was taken off and was showing Yellow aspect (para 
28) and Signal No. S-7 was showing its Red aspect 
[para 13(h)] and none disputed this version. Howeve.r. 
some time earlier, the route had been set for the Mmn 
line for the pussnge of 6 Up and 'B' Cabin's Signal 
No. S-7 as well as Signal Nos. S-28 and S-27 of 'A' 
Cabin had all been displaying the Green aspect. 
Having regard to para 38(c), the time interval of at 
least 2.25 minutes must have elapsed after Signal 
No. S-7 was normalised and before Signal No. S-4 
was taken off. 

48. As to the time of cnncellntion of 6 Up's "Line 
Clcor" 

(a) That the timings in the Train Registers 
maintained by !tarsi 'A' and 'B' Cabins and hy 
Dulariya station [paras IS(c), 19(h) and 20(b)l 
should all reflect overwritines with reference to tl\.0 
time of cancellation of 6 Op's "line clear" is too 



much of a coincidence to be rcprded as 'bo•a fid:' 
or ccnuin~. The version of Dulariva Station Master 
tparn 20) bears not only a ring of truth but also 
~mes irrational to explain if it were not the truth. 
Accordingly. I hold that 6 Up's •·tine clear" was can
celled by ·A· Cabin at 22.32 hours and by 'B' Cabin, 
in all probability, a minute or so earlier. These 
timings fall \\itbin the "upper bounds" mentioned in 
para 43(d). 

(b) Two inferences logically stem now from 
the foregoing :-

(i) that, 6 Up's "line clear" not yet having 
been cancelled, 'A' Cabin's signals already 
taken •Off f<'r the Up Main line must have 
continued to display their 'GREEN' a'pcct 
until after a few minutes of the accident, as 
corroborated by the Guard of the Goods 
train [para 30(b)]; and 

Cii) that Shri K. K. Saxena ('B' Cabin ASM) 
and Shri D. R. Kulkarni ('A' Cabin ASM) 
joined hands in compounding a lie in 
altering the train timings in their Train 
Regbters and generally trying to mislead 
the Commission on this matter. 

49. As to the time of the accident 

(a) Irrespective of the timings entered in the 
Train Registers maintained at ltarsi station and the 
'D' Cabin, I place more credence on the SCOR's 
evidence as discussed in para 46(b) as well as that of 
6 Up's Driver [para 25(al], duly supported by his 
A;;istant Driver [para 26(al] and the Guard [para 
271a)]. and hence bold that 6 Up left !tarsi station 
at 2::!..20 hours or a few seconds thereafter. 

(b) According to 6 Up's Guard [para 27(a)]. 
the accident took place at 22.27 hours. According 
to the Goods train's Guard [para 30(a)]. it was at 
22.28 hours when he experienced a second jolt. In 
all probability. the first jolt was caused by the shock 
of the impact as conve}ed by the compression of the 
buffers. \\ith the second jolt caused by the de-com
pre;;ion of the buffers as 5 wagons in the front got 
flung off the track. I, therefore, hold that .the colli
sion as such had occurred at 22.27 hours. 

50. As to "ben Signal No. S-7 was pnl back to 
'Danger' aod Signal No. S-4 taken 'Off' 

(a) The 'B' Cabin ASM [para 18(d)(iv)] stated 
that he obtained the clearance at 22.23 hours for 
pushing the Goods train through. This may be taken 
as the earlies-t time for the event of Signal No. S-7 
being pu! back to 'Danger'. 

(b) According to the Driver of the Goods train 
!para 2~1- S•gnal ~o. S-4 was taken Off but be wa< 
not able to start. Since the time of the accident ha' 
been taken as 22.27 hours [para 49(b)], Signal No. 
S-4 mu't have been taken Off atka't a few seconds 
'iCJoncr than this. Ao.:ording to ·s· Cabin ASM 
!para l81d)Cv)] this was at about 22.26 hours, which 
may be accept"d as correct. In consideration of the 
time interval of 2l minute. [after putting back Signal 
S-7 to Danger and before S-4 can be taken Off, as 
J":r para 3~1eJJ. the lct"'t time for the event of 
putting back Signal S-7 to 'Danger' would thus be i 
of a minute earlier than 22.24 hours. 
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(c) All things considered, therefore, it would be 
logical to infer ihat Signal S-7 was normalised at 
22 . .!31, wh~ch time is reflected in Annexure II, which 
portrays the progress of 6 Up frow the time it left 
[tarsi Station up:o its collision with the ()oods train. 

(d) Since it is clear that Signal S-7 could not 
have been put hack to Danger after 22.25 hours. lhc 
establishment of the time for normalisation of Signal 
No. S-7 as above fahifics the .'i('quence of cvcnb 
narrated by the 'B' Cabin ASM in para 18(d)(v), 
because the time for obtaining ••tine clear'' for the 
Goods train tallies at 22.25 hours a' deposed by both 
the 'B' Cabin [para 18tbl] and 'C' Cabin [para I 7 
(a)]. This issue will again be considered while dis
cussing the 'B' Cabin ASM's role. 

51. As to the damage caused hy the Collision and 
the ins1antaneous value of 6 Up'$ speed at the 
moment of impact 

(a) Unfortunately, as in the case of the famous 
Naini collision of 10-10-77. here, too. the Goods 
train had experienced vacuum 11'\.'Ublc, with all its 
eiTcctive brakes in the applied position. It was this 
immobilised state of the Goods train that had led to 
the damage described in para I 0. Fur. had the 
Goods train"s brakes been otherwise (i.e. in a released 
or non-applied position). it would have been pushed 
back by the impact, yielded in ~1is process some 
valuable space over which the forward momentum of 
6 Up could be destroyed. 

(b) The circumstar.ce that it was, besides the 
engine tender, only the first 5 \\2~ons of the Go_ods 
train that had been throwr. otT trc track can possibly 
be best explained by the two under-noted features:-

(i) That the first 3 wagons as well as the 5th 
were empty (para 19), while the 4th wa; 
nearly so having been but lightly loaded; 
and 

(ii) Most of the wagons witb 
brake-rigging were located 
[para 9(c)]. 

the inctTcctivc 
at the front 

(c) As already brought out in para 8(e), the 
allegation that appeared in certain sections of the 
Press (viz. that much of the damage was due to the 

. fact that the 3 "sick" coaches attached at Agra had 
telescoped) was entirely without any basis. 

(d) With reference to paras 3(c) and 13(g), it is 
most unfortunate that there was no recording avail· 
able on the speed chart due to an inadvertant defi
ciency while installing the speed chart on 6 Up's loco
motive. As regards the mechanical speedometer, the 
needle/pointer of which was found stuck at a reading 
of 68 Km/h [para 13(f)(x)], I am in agreement with 
the Senior Loco· Inspector's view [para 31 (d)] that 
the impact of the collision must have ca~cd the 
pointer to jerk into some position or the other, which 
bore no relation to the actual speed immediately 
prior to the impact of the collision. Also, from a 
careful con,idcration of the nature and extent of 
dama~c caused by this accident, I am in agreement 
with his assessment of (j Up's terminal speed and 
hold that the instantoneous speed of the already 
braking 6 Up was about 30 Km/h at the moment of 
impact. 



5l. As lo lite braiJng efiorls of 6 after II passed 
Signnl No. S-7 B al 'ON'. 

(a) As mentioned in para 8(b), the proportionate 
bra~mg mechanism of 6 Up's WDM2 engine No. 
l/h05 had long been isolotcd. However, as brought 
out in para 13tc), nothing adverse was discovered at 
the time of the joint imspcction carried out by Senior 
Subordinates on the braKe rigging of 6 Up's trailing 
load, excepting the badly damaged front 4 coaches. 
Although 6 up's Driver had but little opportunity 
to test the brakmg characteristics of the tram, accord
ing to his own evtdence [para 25(e)(vi)], he was quite 
satisfied with the bra~e power on his train and 
further that the night time visibility did no\ cause any 
undue handicnp. 

(b) As explained in para 3 7(~), no recovery W'!S 
possible of the A-9 and SA-9 valves from 6 Ups 
Diesel locomotive, which were extensively damaged 
also by lire. In the absence of any evidence about 
mechanical mal-functioning or oefects in 6 Up's 
braking system, it would be appropriate to surmtse 
that the braking capability of tne ilt-fated 6 Up was 
about equal to the l:::BDs mentioned in para 42(c), 

(c) A rather simplistic consideration of these 
EBDs would show that the distance traversed while 
braking from an initial speed of 60 Km/h down to a 
terminal speed of 30 Km/h would be 272.7 m (304.2 
m Jess 3 1.5 m) or thereabouts. 

{dJ The joint observation [para 13(f)] mad.e 
immediately by th<> Railway OJiicials after the ace•· 
dent showed that the Driver did take appropriate 
action in trying to control the. speed of. his tram by 
applying the A-9 valve to the ovcrreductwn zone and 
the dynamic brake to its maximum extent. As 
regards the position of SA-9 va~ve in which it w~s 
found immediately after the acc•9cnt, the hypothes!s 
of the Sr. Loco Inspector (Diesel) [para 31(c)] IS 

reasonable enough and it is accordingly accepted that 
the Driver had in fact applied the locomotive in
dependent brake. As regards the hand brake [para 
13l[J(vii)] which had not been applied, this was the 
responsibility of the Assistant J?nver, who deposed 
as having had barely enough ltme [para 26(b)] to 
lift the flap valve of the emergency vacuum brake. 

(c) Having regard to the fact that 6 Up di~ not 
derail on cross-over No. 204 (composed ot 1 m 8t 
turnouts with straight switches), it would be ditlicult 
to visualise its speed as high as 60 Km/h. On the 
other hand, after negotiating this cross-<>ver, 6 Up's 
engine did travel 11 distance of no less than 338, 
metres and, that, too, with a terminal spe~d o! 30 
Km/b: The distance actu;tlly £Overed ~ertamly mdt· 
cates that 6 Up's speed could not posstbly be much 
Jess than 60 Km/h, having due regard to what has 
been stated in sub-para (c) above, _for, 6. Up ~vould 
have otherwise come to a halt qutte easily wtthout 
colliding with the stationary Goods train. 

(0 In ~nalysing this situation, due allowance 
must also be given for its Driver who, as postulated 
in para 3l(b), must have felt 2.severe j~lts or knocks 
in quick succession (as the lilll£1lle ne&ottnted first the 
)eft-hand lead curve nnd then \he rtght-hand lend 
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curve of the cross-over) to recover his wits and he 
might have taken, say, 4 seconds of reaction time 
before getting into action. 

(g) Because of the I in 1000 down gradient in 
this region this speed of 60 km/h may be reckoned 
to have been maintained right through 6 Up's passage 
over the cross-over and Q.uring the reaction time of 4 
seconds. At 60 Km/h, 4 seconds would entail 67 
m. of forward movement which, taken together with 
273 m. of sub-para (c) above, adds up to 340 m., 
which tallies almost precisely ·with the distance 
actually traversed (i.e. 338 m.). All things consi
dered, therefore, it would be reasonable to surmise 
that the speed of 6 Up was around 60 Km/b, as it 
negotiated the cross-over No. 204. 

(h) The Secretary's Note for Item No. 696 (dis
cussed at the 5 I st Track Standards Committee 
Meeting held in March 1975) on "Permissible speed 
on Turnouts•• referred to tests carried out on inter 
alia, 1 in 8! turnouts with straights switches ~pto a 
speed of only 40 Km/h. The maximum instantane
ous value of the lateral guiding force 'Y' under a 
WDM-2 loco at 40 Km/h was as much as 19.2 t. 
By extrapolation, the lateral force exerted at a speed 
of 60 Km/b would be even more . substantially 
severe and it would appear, prima facie, fanciful to 
entertain even a conjecture ~bout the s¢e negotiation 
of a train at such a fast speed over a 1 in 8t turnout 
in the facing direction. However, this lateral force 
•y• does, of course, vary with the nature of the precise 
path taken by the locomotive within the gauge
clearance available and, amazing as it does seem, 6 
Up did proceed at a speed of the order of 60 Km/h 
as deduced in sub-para (g) above. This experience 
only serves to demonstrate .what indeed the speed
potential of our turnouts can be, provided that track 
and rolling s!ock are both in go.od fettle. 

(i) from· the foregoing it may be concluded that 
no serious effort was made by 6 Up's Driver to con
hoi his train until just after the cngme had negotiated 
the cross-over No. 204. No other explanation would 
fit in with the available evidence relating to satisfac
tory brake power on 6 Up, the EBD values for an 18· 
coach train, hauled by a WDM2 Diesel locomotive, 
the distances actually covered and finally the terminal 
speed' at which the collision took place. Indeed, 
the Driver himself admitted [para 25(e)(Lx)] that he 
did not resort to full application of brakes while 
negotiating the cross-<>ver. 

53. As to 6 Up's likely speed-jlrOfile and progl'ess 
after leaving Itnrsi Station 

6 Up's journey from Itarsi Station to the acci
dent site may be nnalysed in 4 distinct phases as 
below:-

Stage 1 

Slclge 2 

S1c1ge 3 

Swge 4 

The initial controlled s!)Ced phase, which lasted 
until the cnt ire train had cleared the 'D' Cabin, 
upto which n large number of turnouts hnd to 
be negot lntcd i 
•o• Caoln to •c• CJbin, marked by ac\.-clera .. 
tlon; 
From clearing •c• Cabin upto the stage when Its 
locomotive was In line with Signal No. S·7B; 
and 
The final phusc, cov~ring a dhtance of 716 m. 
(0=72 Km) traversedaru~r h has ll>tssed Slo~:mtl 
No, S·7U nt 'D;tns,er•, 



\1) Brackcttcd Platform Starter Nos. 14 and 15 
ar< located at a distance of 275 m. from the centre 
line of ltarn station. From a- consideration of the 
normal position of stoppage of 6 Up's locomotive 
on Platform No. 4, it might be inferred that the 
front of 6 Up's engine ~'liS 240 m. or 0.24 Km. from 
the ccntr~ line of ltarsi stat~on. 

(iil From the information provided in paras 8(a} 
and 8(f), the overall length of the train, fucmding the 
engine. may be derived as 0.41 Km. As 'D' Cabin is 
situated at a distance of 0.67 Km. from the centre 
line of !tarn station, t!re Stage-! distance may now 
be computed as 0.67-0.24+0.41 = 0.8~ Km. 

liii) Stage-2 distance remains the same as that 
b-.!lween the ·D' and 'C' Cabins, or 1.38 Km. Signal 
No. 5-7B being lucated at 2.47 Kms. from 'C' Cabin, 
the Stage-3 distance may be computed as 2.<!7 -
0.41 lthe train length) = 2.06 Kms. 

If the follo\\ing evidence tendered in regard to 
the speed profile is ~o be believed, the stage-wis~ 
timings can be computed ?S \)elo~v :-

Para 17(b) 
(As per CASM) 
Para 2S(b) 
(As per Driver) 
Para 2S (e) (xi) 
c. As per Driver J 

30 Km/h while passing 'C Cabin; 

45 Km h while approaching 'B 
Cabin; 
lS Kmlh auhemomentofimpact; 

Stage Distance Speed in K.m1h. Time in 
----------- minutes 

Initial Final Avera~e 

0·84 00 lSi~~ 12·5"' 4·03 
2 1·38 15 30 22·5 3·68 
3 2·06 30 45 37·5 3·30 
4 0·72 45 25 35·0 1·23 

TOTAL 12·24 

·.2 TheinitiaJspeed of 15 Km!b had to be observed because of 
n tv1ng to negotiate the turnouts. 

• Sot sim;>ly I he arithmetic mean. but using wcighlage 

Aeainst the total duration of about I 2 minutes as 
above, the fact that 6 Up's Driver travelled for only 
7 minutes [paras 49(a)(b)) before colliding with the 
G~s train clearly proves that 6 Up's seeed profile 
was grossly undcr-esrimated in the items of evrdence 
considered in the above analysis. - · · 

(d) Once the unreliable evidence is discarded, the 
spee<!-profile of 6 Up can be analysed best by consi
d_cnng the events backwards from the point of colli
SIOn, because 2 external features are available to 
provide sufficient guidelines : firstly, the · fact that 
whde 6 Up was nut proceeding too fasi to negotiate 
the I in 81 cross-over No. 204 without derailing, it 
nevertheless failed to stop s!rort of the other train 
(para 52), and secondly, the extent of damage as a 
result of the collision (para 51). ·-

(c) As regards the maximum speed attained on 
the run upto Signal No. S-7B, a wide range of 
assumptions are po>sibl.c in _the ab'>Cncc of the speed
' hart. Ho,.,e\cr, l~cpmg m vtcw the Driver's own 
awarcne;, of the •·caution order'' although he did 
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not intentionally observe it; and the overall tiioe-frame 
of 7 .minutes (para 49), it would be quite rational to 
surmrse that 6 Up had in all probability not attained 
a speed in excess of 80 Km/11. Because the Driver 
had not yet resorted [para 25(e)(ix)] to full applica
tion of brakes during this part of j~urncy, the speed 
would have dropped from 80 Km/h or S(! at Srgnal 
No. S-7B to perhaps only 60 _Km/h j!t the beginning 
of cross-over No. 204. As regards Slage-l, because 
of the various turnouts to be negotiated in this phase, 
6 Up could well have quickly attained and then main
tained a speed of 20 Km/h \vith an average of, say, 
I 8 Km/h. As regards Stagcs-2. keeping once again 
the "caution order" in view, 6 Up may not have 
picked up a speed in excess of 60 Km/h ~nd it is 
now possible to project the likely progress of 6 Up 
as tabulated below, wit!t the final stage split up 
further for the sake of convenience into the following 
components :- · - - · - - · 

Stage 4(a) From Signal No. S-78 lO lhc beginning of 
cross-over No. 204. 

" 
4{b) Cross-over No. 204 

" 
4{c) Reaction time [para S2(IJJ. 

, 4(d) The Remainder. 

Staa;e Distance Speed in Km/h. Time in 
minutes 

Initial Final Average 

·84 00 20 18 2·80 
2 t·38 20 60 40 2·07 
3 2·06 60 80 70 l•t8 
4(a) 

r 
•Jt 80 60 70 ·27 

4{b) ·07 60 60 60 ·07 
·72 i 4{c) I ·07 60 60 60 ·07• 
4(d) l ·27 60 30 45 ·36 

ToTAL = 6·82 

* ·07 mim:~lcs=4 seconds. 
(or, say, 7 minutes) 

(f) Now that the hypothesis for th~ speed profile 
postulated in sub-par~s (d) and (e) above has been 
validated via the accord of the overall time taken 
with the duration of 6 Up's travel (para 49). For ease 
in und~rstanding this situation as well as to round ofl 
the deciinals, · 6 Up's progress has been charte.d as 
belo~!-

20·20 
22·23 
22·25 
22·26 t,4 

22·27 . 

Dcp:mure from llnrsi Stalion. 
Cleared ·o· Cabin. 
Cleared ·c• Cabin. 
6 U.J•.,; cnginl! in line with Signal No. S-7JJ. 

Collision. 

54. 'Time Sljce' analysis of tbe events leading to 
the accident-

(a) In the 'time slice· ~pproach to Investigation, 
any set of events changing over a given span of tiioe
eontinuum is vie\Ved at specific points of tinle, when 
the panorama is •'sliced" as it were, in ordcC to gain 
a proper appreciation uf the overall situation. The 
votrious happenings ~curring at any given 'tiinc 
slice' are discussed ralhcr in !he present- tense,· in 



order to recenstruct the situation. On the llasis of 
the available evidence and of the foregoing discus
sions, the following situation unfolds itself. 

(b) 22.20 hours: 
(i) 'Line clear' having been granted for 6 

l!p's passage upto Dulariya, all the relevant 
sognals have already been taken 'OIT' previ
ously. 

(ii) 6 Up is still on platform N"· 4 and almost 
ready to depart. 

(iii) The Goods train is on the move on the 
Goods Waiting Bay (South) and, alerted by 
the light flashing on his panel at S-2/38 
[para 18(d)(iii)], the 'B' Cabin ASM seeks 
SCOR's instructions for sending it onwards. 

(iv) 'D' Cobin advises the SCOR, in reply to 
the latter's query, that 6 Up is as yet on 
the platform, whereupon the SCOR is pos
sibly caught up in attendin~t to the needs 
of the various Stations on his 'Board'. 

(c) 22.23 hours: 
(i) 6 Up has passed 'D' Cabin but 'D' Cabin is 

unable to convey this information to the 
SCOR [para 16(b)], who did not attend 
the phone. 

(ii) Busy uptil now as be was attending to his 
'Board', it is only now [para !8(d)(ivll tbot 
the SCOR is able to advise 'B' Cabin of 
what he had learnt earlier about 6 Uo's 
whereabouts. He also 'OKays" the pushing 
through of the Goods train past 'B' Cabin 
on to the Down Main line. 

(d) 22.23t hours: 
(I) Signal No. S-7B has been put back to 

danger [para 50(el] and the necessary 
sequence of operations needed to take off 
Signal No. S-4 for the Goods train is set 
in motion. 

(ii) 6 Up's Driver, who had been sightin~ it at 
its 'Green' aspect ever since 22.2 H hours, 
fails to immediately register this change in 
the aspect of Signal No. S-78. Indeed. 
from 22.24 hours onwards, he is also able 
to perceive the 'Green' aspect of the farther 
Si~nal No. S-28A and he has conceivably 
mistaken one for the other because. at 
22.24 hours (when he is at Si~na] No. S-
23Cl Signals No. S-78 and S-28A are res
pectively at 2.71 Km. and 3:84 Km. 
distance away. with both of them present
ing to thd Driver a very nrirrOw "visual 
angle". 

(e) 22.25 looitrs : 
(i) It is just a few seconds earlier that 'B' 

Cabin seeks and obtains "line clear" for the 
Goods train from 'C' Cabin. In the absence 
of riny kind of inter-cabin ccin.trol betwe~n 
these 2 cabins for movements on the Mmn 
lines and with train-control akin to the so
called 'Open Block System' [paras l3(i) 
and 40(e)l. it is rather n pity that neither 
(!oes the 'l3' Cabin explain the bnckgroun~ 
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nor. doe~ 'C' Cabin seck any explanatory 
clanficatJOn, whereas- at this precise 
moment 6 Up is almost at 'C' Cabin. 

(ii) At 22.25 hours. 6 Up clears 'C' Cabin but 
'C' Cabin is unable to transmit this infor
m~tion to '8' Cabin [para 17(a)], there 
bemg no. response from the latter. A point 
of note IS that, as yet the 2-minute time
delay, which was activated at 22.23! hours 
[sub-para (d)(o) above] is still in progress. 
In other words, had 'C' Cabin been at all 
aware of the manouvre planned by 'B' 
Cabin he would have straightaway seen to 
the abandonment at least after 6 Up's 
departure past his Cabin, had he not al
ready done so earlier, when approached by 
'8' Cabin for 'line clear' to the Goods 
train. 

(iii) 'C' Cabin advises the SCOR of 6 Up's 
departure. Shocked by this revelation the 
SCOR obtains confirmatioll from 'D' Cabin 
that 6 Up had indeed left that region at 
22.23 hours [para 22(d)]. He then rushes 
out on to the balcony to find out about the 
Goods train's whereabouts but he sees only 
the speeding 6 Up. The SCOR then noshes 
back into hi• oflice to contact 'B' Cabin 
who fails to respond, etc. ' 

(f) 22.26 hours: 

(i) !otally oblivious of the sp.eedily approach
mg 6 Up and the route haVJng been released 
duly after the expiry of the 2-minute 
period, '8' Cabin now sets the route for the 
Goods train [para 18(d)(v)] and takes 'Off' 
Signal No. S-4. -

(ii) Precisely at this juncture the speeding 6 
Up happens to react at last to the situation 
confronting him : viz. Signal No. S-78 
glaring 'Red'. The Driver, no doubt 
thoroughly confused by this ~hocking deve
lopment, while trying to rationalise and 
think about it, concentrates particularly on 
the track ahead [para 25(e)(viii)] to find 
out if there is any obstruction or any danger 
ahead. He also in the meantime cases off 
the throttle [para 13(0(v)] and probably 
notes, too, that there is in fact no other 
train on the parallel Up-and-Dowri Goods 
Line to his left for which the 'A' Cabin's 
Signal No. 28A might have been taken 
'Off'. 

55. i\s to the effect of tire vacuum tronble on the 
Goods train 

As brought out in para 42(b), the reason for 
the vacuum trouble experienced by the Goods train 
remains unexplail\ed. However, as postulated in 
para 54(e), 6 Up had reached Signal No. S-78 at a 
time when Signal No. S-4 was taken 'Off' for the 
Goods train. Thus. if the Goods train did not "stall" 
as it did, it would have been on the move on the 
Up-and-Down Goods Line. This circumstance might 
not have unduly perturbed the already confused 
Driver of 6 Up and thus, with both the t_rains on th~ 



m..Ve a::d =equently "i!h very much larger 
momentum and kinetic energy to be dissipated 
through the collision. the outcome would have been 
fur more gha:;;tly. gri~ly and disastrous. 

56. As to tire speed 11'Sfriction imposed from 'B' 
Cabin to 'A' Cabin 

(a) Paras 32(b) and 41(c) show th:it the ex
tremely severe speed restriction of 10 Km 'h imposed 
by the Signalling Department happens to be one of 
the peculiar features. It is noteworthy that GR 89 
(b) does require a Driver to observe all temporary 
speed restrictions and ordinarily no violation of an 
imposed speed restriction should be condoned, sim
ply on the grounds that such a violation had been 
practiced on an extensive scale over a continued 
period. In this case. however, no special justification 
existed for imposing this stringent speed limit. More-
0\'er, it would be clear from para 4l(b) that not a 
single train actually observed this speed restriction: 
in other words, driver; could grossly exceed this 
speed restriction entirely with impunitY: 

_ . (b) It woul~ also appear that no machinery 
eXISted to exerciSe check on the observance of this 
speed restriction and the overall )!eneral impression 
created was that, in the absence of :mv proper justi
fication for limitin~ the speed to 10 Km/h (as dis
tinct from. say, 30 Km/h, for instance) no one ' in 
!he varions echelons of the Railway Administration 
seriously or sincerely intended that the speed limit 
actually imposed should be complied with rieor
ously. It is no wonder. then that there was no check 
or post-audit on whether the said speed restriction 
was in reality observed at all. Indeed, this verv 
Driver had on an earlier occasion [para 41(a)] failed 
to comply with ~t while on 20 Up on 8-10-1980, and 
no one pulled hnn up. of course. 

(c) It was thus a great pity that the 10 Km/h 
speed restriction. imposed prima facie only as a more 
formality just so as to meet a provision of SR 28/1, 
was immediately reco211ised as an operational mvth 
hy all the Drivers without exception. Under the 
prevailing circumstancec;;. therefore. I am inclined to 
hold that the principles of natural justice would deem 
it a "'non-seauit~r·~ to regard 6 Up's Driver account
able for not havmg observed this speed restrictbn on 
the ill-fated trip. 

57. As to the adequacv of the eiliting maehinerv 
to edu<ate Dri>ers ou the changes in SignaiJing · 

( •1. The basic obje~ underlying the provision 
that Dnvers m~st be gtven adequate opoortunity to 
learn _the road L' to ens!-lfe that be is properly 
acquamted wuh the sectiOn over which he has to 
<yer~te. ,l}lus. a tho~ough familiarity with the scc
fJ(Jfl Js 3 lUte qua non for a Driver to be deemed to 
he Qualified to work on any section of the Railwav. 
Critical to the aporcciatiun of the extent of thi.;; 
thorouclme.s is GR 82CaJ, which enjoins that if 
there i• no Fixed Sil!llal at a place where a Fi~ed 
Sil!llal is ordinarily shown. the Driver shall act :is if 
the non-existent Sienal were showing its most rcstric
ti\'e ar:.pcct. In other words. Drivers must know the 
f''";'e lo<:1tion of all the Si2nal• in their territory. 
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(b) It is only a natural corollary t•. the above . 
that SR 28/1 requires not only that the attention of 
Drivers shall he focussed upon changes that might 
have been effected in the signalling at any location, 
but also that a caution order should be issued for a 
period of 10 days to enable the Driver to familiarise 
himself with the changes effected. Yet, a reference 
to paras 3 I (a), 43(b) which, at least from the Driver's 
view-point. was something of an imbroglio - would 
clearly prove' that no such effort was made in this 
case, in spite of phenomenal changes effected in the 
signalling layout, to educate the Drivers On this score. 
Thus, in the absence, be it witting or unwitting, of 
a proper machinery to assist and guide the Drivers 
towards a proper appreciation of the changes effected 
in the signalling layout, there is no doubt that the 
Drivers were denied an opportunity to gain knowledge 
of the changes involved and thereby placed at an 
extreme disadvantage. 

(c) No doubt, GR 118 docs call upon a Driver, 
who is not acquainted with any section of the line. 10 
obtain !he services and assistance of a qualified R:iil
way servant who is acquainted with it, but it would 
be neither correct nor fair to infer that !his GR places 
the onus entirely upon the Driver. The correct inter
pretation would be that if, despite even all the efforts 
on the part of the Administration, a Driver does not 
feel confident of his knowledge, be shall then obtain 
the services of a "qualified" person. For, it shall 
always be deemed to be the duty and responsibility 
of an Administration to ensure an intelligent data
base for its employees, as is evidenced by tho con
tents of SR 118-1. It should accordingly be deemed 
unacceptable as well as unsafe that hardships and 
obstacles should be faced by Drivers, with the hope
ful serendipity that these will somehow be overcome 
by Drivers' own sheer initiative. 

(d) In this case, as is evident from piua 25(e) 
(iii), the Driver was hardly aware of the number of 
signals that he was to encounter at 'B' and 'A' Cabins 
and, ipso facto, he could not be knowing of their 
precise location. Accordinely, for no fault of his own 
and unbeknownst !o himself, he suddenly found him
self, after the accident. to be virtually unqualified to 
drive on the Up Main Line from !tarsi. 

(c) One would have expected that, with the con
siderable attention focussed on the changes in the 
signalling lav-out made at 'B' Cabin because of this 
serious accident, all concerned would lmve become 
aware of !he actual si)!Dalling lay-Out. It is, there
fore, particularly amazing that the latest mcssa~e of 
Bhusaya} Division [para 41(d)], which sought to 
modify the speed restriction of 15 Km/h !hat was 
imposed as a post-accident precautionary measure, 
referred ro Si~nal No. S-7B as 'B' Cabin's Up Home 

Sil!nal! Indeed, Block Workin2 between 'B' and 'C' 
C''tbins had been dispensed with as far back as in 
October 1978 !para• ll(c) and 37(a)]. Yet, that 
such a state of confusion could still persist even for 
over 2 years (and that, too, at the Divisiomil Head
quarter's Transportation Department), only serves to 
emohasise the utlcr need for all-round education for 
all the personnel dealing with train-operations about 
the chanoes efiected in the si~nillling and more 
particularly ~bout all the fmer implications resulting 



thereby. As regards the category of Drivers, paras 
25(o)(ui) & (vi) and 3l(a) bring out the inadequacy 
of the existing machinery in this respect. 

58. As lo the bazard-11roncness of the entry/exit 
facihlies provided lor tire Goods yard 

(a) Tho track lay-out was such that cro>S movc
mc:nts across the Up Main line ~rc an in~built weak
ness, which can omy be overcome by the future 
provtsion of fly-overs. In the absence of such grade
separation works or, at the very least, physical 
isolation, the situalion is patently fraught with danger, 
whenever ·a movement across the Up Main line is 
planned iri the face of an approaching train, even 
though the latter may be signalled to stop on the Up 
Mam line and its Driver overshoots the Stop Signal 
even bc}'lnd the "adequate distance". This ts so for 
tho very simple reason that no distance may really be 
regarded as ·'adequate", when a Driver overshoots a 
stop signal. 

(b) In the subjoct case, howover,. physical isola
tion as such is not a feasible proposition and, <;tl
though the desirability of physical tsolation has been 
appreciated [para 40tb)], the Railway Board have 
nevertheless approved of such lay-outs [para 40(c)], 
provided that tne requirement in respect of the 
adequate distance as stipula~ed in GR 38 was satis
fied. In this instance, tt w~1s keeping in view the 
type of Signal No. S-23C, which is an Orthodox 2-
Aspcct Lower Quadrant Signal, that an overlap of 
180 m. [para 34(a)] was provided by the Railway. 

(c) Fundamental to the design of any viable 
signalling system is the assumption that the signal 
aspects \\ill always be truly obeyed by Drtvcrs. 
Moreover, oppostng movements without physical 
isolation are an inherent feature of Railway operation 
as typified by shunting operations upto the Advanced 
Starter (or, the Shuntmg Limit Board) in !he face of 
an approaching train. ~hus, I cannot ~old that th_e 
facilittes at present provtded for entry mto and extt 
from !tarsi Goods yard are in ~ny way deficient as 
far as Permanent Way is ~oncerned. 

(d) Having regard to the information provided 
in paras 12(a) and 12(b),. there is. also no question 
but that the route relay mterlockmg system ~vas 
designed to the itcceptable standards of safety. 
Furthermore, having regard to the information pre
sented in para 38, based upon my inspection of the 
'B' Cabin there is no questton but that the structural 
integrity ~f the signalling system as provided has been 
proved beyond all doubt. 

(c) Tbc question nevertheless remains as to 
whether in view of whut has been deposed us per the 
concluding part of para 25(0 supra, the provision of 
Signal No. S-7B as an un-pre-warncd MACL . stop 
signul constituted an unsafe act/measure. In spite of 
the Railway's evidence [para 34] and despite the 
Railway's own belief in this regt~rd! as apparent from 
its application to the Comnusston lpara 40(u)] 
requesting sanction for this .work, that Stgnal N~. S-
7B not being pre-warned dtd not constttute .• vtola
tion of any c)\i>ting Rule, it docs appear qmte. clear 
that Signal Engineering Manual's para 119~e)(t) has 
been infringed IJcemtsc, when the JV~CL Stgnal Nq. 

S-7B was displaying its RED aspect, the Signal next 
in rear (viz., 'C' Cabin's Signal No. S-23) did display 
the GREEN aspect, which was indeed Acss restric
tive than the catHion aspect. 

([) Had signalling bcon provided correctly ill 
compliance with ~he Signal Engineering Manuars 
provisions, (by providing. for example, a Permissive 
Signal in rear of Signal No. S-7B), the Driver would 
have been adequately fore-warned well ahead of 
approaching the Signal No. S-7B, as stated by the 
Dnver himself [para 25({)]. The observation !)lade 
by the Dy. CRS (S&T) [para 44] is lucid enough on 
this point, in respect of both the violatio11 of the 
stated para of the Signal Engineering Manual and the 
consequent development of an unsafe ~ituation. 
Contrary to t)le Rail!vay's contention [para 34(b)], 
I would rcg~rd that provision of a Permissive Signal 
within thl.! ·station limits' will be no more unusual or 
confusing than the existing provision of ~ Warning 
Board wtthin the said 'Station Limits', 

59. As to the role of 6 Up's Driver 

(a) The non-observance of tho speed rc;tri<tion 
has already been dealt with in para 56(c) supra. 

(b) His own ratiocination upon leaving Itarsi 
platforn1 No. 4 has been reflected in para 25(c)(viii) 
and cannot be fa\(ltcd as such but, for an experienced 
Driver not to perceive the 'Red' Signal ahead until 
he was perhaps 15 m. in rear of it [para 25(e)(viii)] 
and then not react to it immediately [paras 25(c)(ix) 
& (X)] arc utterly uncharacteristic. 

(c) GR 76(a) enjoins the Driver to obey every 
Signal, whether or not he is aware of the cause, 
whereas GR 76(b) exhorts him not to merely trust to 
the Signal aspects exhibited but always show such 
additional vigilance and presence of mind as to go 
by any other factor that might render further move
ment unsafe. At first sight, a curious ambivalence 
emerges for, whereas GR 76(a) does not require a 
Driver to think or question or use his in~clligencc but 
merely implicitly obey the Signal ahead, GR 7~(b) 
requires of him to. make use o~ a~ his faculhc_s1 
illtclligence, discretion and cauuon In ord~r to avm? 
an accident, although the Signal ahead mt~ht pernut 
him to pass it. However, !ur!her reflection _woul_d 
reveal there is really no ambtgmtv at _all; a Dnvl!r IS 
not expected to think but stop under all circumstances 
when !acing a Signal at 'ON·, but he should be alert 
and cautious even if the Signal is taken 'OFF'. 

(d) Central Railway's SR 76-2(b~ fUtthcr 
requires a Driver to keep under observahon, wh_il;.} 
approaching Qr lc.aving a Sta~ion, ~he as~ect of. St~
nals as arc applicable to lu~ tram '."!til. h~ pass..::s 
them. However, such a conunuous vtgtl 1~ liDprac
ticablc as the Driver has not only several tmportant 
duties to perform wit~in the cab as he bas to, keep 
gaugl!s under obscrvatton and opcr~te/actuate kvcrs, 
otc. but GR 123 also requires of him to loot back 
frequently to sco if the tmin is following safely. 

(c) Having sighted all th~ Signals _ahead show
ing Green us cxpcctcd 1 the Drl\'Cr ot tlus prcstigtous 
u Up must doubtless have fdt .ab>olute~y c~nlidcnt 
of tl\c rpad ahead and, busying JVruself wttil Ius task:! 



\\illlln the cab, lte failed to keep ri sharp look out 
a.~ead, with the result that he suddenly came across 
tho Signal No. S-7B at "ON'. However, although this 
,;,_,. ,_as d<scountcd by the Driver himself [para 25 
(f>J. on< cannot jgnore the SCOR"s deposition [note 
und<r para 22(dl) that he coulli clearly make out one 
p<rs<>n - almost certainly the Assistant Driver -
with his back towards the yard which, while suggest
ing the possigility that the Assistant Driver could 
have been receiving some instructions 4Vis-a-vis' from 
the Driver, explains also how both the engine crew 
(busy as they were with their duties in the cab) could 
not lo.:>k ahead. All said and done, it must be 
recognised that busying themselves in the cab is but 
a normal as well as essential part of the duty of the 
Driver and the Assistant Driver. But, for them not 
to look ahead for as long as 2t minutes [para 54(d) 
(iil] is unimaginable: so, it must be accepted that the 
Driver did look ahead ·off and on· but failed to regis
ter in his mind the changed aspect of Signal No. 
S-7B. 

([) Having availed of proper rest [para 25(a)], 
the Driver bad just come on duty. Hence, there is 
no question of any mental fatigue affecting his facul
ties. He is a sober person and of a mature and well
balanced disposition as evident [para 42(d)] from the 
manner he tendered his evidence. Y ct, he could not 
perceive the changein the ;tspect_of Signal No. S-7B 
for as long as 2! minutes, for which failure a logical 
explanation could be the combination of the follow
ing two factors :-

(i) Prevailing COII\plete ignorance as to the 
signalling Jay-out newly introduced [para 
57(e)), whereby both the Driver and his 
Assistant neither knew [m.Jtc under para 
25(e)(iii) and para 26(c)] the number nor the 
position of Signals to be faced on the Up 
road after ·c· Cabin Signal No. 23C; and 

(ii) What we expect to pcrcdvc· or are "set" to 
perceive often influences our perception; 
this effect, called "perceptual constancy", is 
illusory in its nature and quite distinct from 
delusions or hallucinations, which require 
an abnormal mental acuity. In other 
words, this i~ a common enough pheno
menon when the perceiver, mainly due to 
prior knowledge via past experiences, 
unconsciously adjusts his perception to suit 
his pre-<:onceived notion. No doubt, Dri
vers are expected to and do possess "depth 
perception" but, for this capability to 
function, the imagery facing him should 
include, in this case, Signal lamps all of 
equal size and of equal brightness, which 
was not so at !tarsi with an Up train which 
faced M,ACL Signals only from Signal No. 
S-7B onwards. Indeed, as he could see at 
22.24 hou", [para 54(d)(ii)] both the 
Signals S-7B and S-28A from a fairly long 
distance, 6 Up" s Driver could have mis
taken one for the other. - In other words, 
it is entirely understandable that the mind 
of a_ Driver (:,vho was not thoroughly aware 
of e1thcr the number or the location of the 
Signals ahead and who could not hence 
register the fact that Signal No. S-7B 
~bowing hitherto ito 'GREEN' aspect, had 
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subsequently· altered to 'R£1)', simply 
because the _'GREj:.N' ~spcct of the farther 
Signal No. S-28A was also clearly visible 
simultaneously) could conceivably mism
terpret the situation through this "percep-
tual constancy" effect. -

(g) The point to note in this context is that such 
a cognitive misjudgement could occur only if the 
Driver was inadequately knowledgable of the road 
ahead. The inadequacy of the existing machinery to 
familiarise Driver~ with the changes in the Signalling 
Jay-out and the braking of 6 Up have already been 
dealt with in paras 57 and 52 supra. The crucial 
question thus relates to the quality of thinking exhi
btted by the Driver as under : 

(i) The train, authorised to run at I 00 Km/h 
had alrcacly started 5 minutes late and the 
psychological pressure imposed · by the 
undorstandablc stress on punctuality of 
important trains must have induced him to 
play not too safe and ignore the I 0 Km/h 
speed limit, ~vhich he knew [para 25(c)(v)) 
bore no relation to track-vehicle dynamics, 
rather than be called to explain later on 
about the loss in punctuality. 

(liJ When 'Gr~en' aspect was displayed by all 
the Signals for the Up Main Line as far as 
the eye could see, it was but natural for the 
Driver to take it for granted that the Sec
tion ahead was absolutely clear for his 
train upto at least as far as Dulariya. When 
he came to sight the 'A' Cabin's Signal No. 
S-2.8A and f9und it . also displaying Green 
as expected, he felt so unreservedly confi
dent of being able to run through that any 
thought that !l Signal ahead could: have 
been put back to 'ON' would under
standably be the farthest from his mind. 
There is no doubt that no one could rea
sonably expect the Driver to entertain the 
least bit of doubt that this most prestigious 
train of his ~vould be stopped in bet ween 
Stations almost immediately aft~r departing 
from ltarsi. Thus, besides what bas been 
stated in sub-para (f) above, such indeed 
must have been the working of the mind of 
Driver Shri G. H. Patil, before he found 
himself suddenly encountering Signal No. 
S-7B at 'ON' ab~ut 15 metres away. 

(iii) When he did perceive Sig~al No. S-7}3 at 
'ON', he really had no opt1on but to brake 
hard but, handicapped· as he was by having 
to take notice of the 'Green' aspect of the 
farther Signal(s) ahead, and reckoning that 
either this Signal was "bobbing" [para 31 
(b)] because of the fail-safe principle on 
which all signalling ~as based, or the newly 
introduced signalling [para 25(e)(viii)] ~vas 
probably experiencing teething trouble or 
perhaps that this Signal was probably put 
back to 'Q~ger' to remind him of the 
'caution order', he accordingly concerntrilted 
[para 25(e)(ix)) on the track ahead to 
locate any possible obstruction and finding 
none he _probably only eased oli the 
throttle, [para S~(I)(ii)j, 



(h) All things considered, au<j taking due cogniz
ance of the consequences [paras 4(e) and IO(j)] of 
!Ius accident but without being unduly influenced by 
the same, and also whereas there is no question but 
that it was the human failure on the part of 6 Up's 
Dnv~:r which caused this accident, it would be patent
ly unjust not to consider the follo1ving numerous 
adverse factors that had COlllbined together to most 
severely handicap the judgement of the Driver: 

(i) That he had not been explained about the 
crucial changes made in the Signalling lay
out [paras 57(b) & (d)], which lead to the 
regrettable situation that he was not even 
aware of the newly installed signalling lay
out with the expected degree of thorough
ness; 

(ii) That the MACL Signal No. S-78 was not 
pre-war".ed [para 58(f)], which deprived 
hi!ll of the vital forewarning; and 

(iii) That MACL Signals ha<re a long range 
visibility particularly on tangent track, 
which contributed to the confusion [para 
44(i)], because a Driver can't be expected 
to selectively ignore a part of the visible 
array pertaining to Signals [SR 76-2(a)] 
applicable to his train, 

60, As to the Role ol the Assistant Drh·er 

(a) One of the primary duties of an Assistant 
Driver is to provide back-up support to the Driver in 
his look-out duties, which would not, however, 
absolve the latter of his own responsibilities indicated 
in paras 59(c) & (d) above. SR 122-1 requires the 
Assistant Driver to call out the aspects displayed by 
a Signal from where it can be sighted whereupon· and, 
after personal verification of the correctness of the 
aspect, the Driver shall repeat the same. No evi
dence came up at the Inquiry by way of any contri
buting factor(s) that might have possibly served to 
distract both the Driver and his Assistant at the 
critical period and thus incapacitate them· from 
sighting Signal No. Signal No. S-7Il.. 

(b) In this instance, his failure to detect the Red 
aspect of SignaL No. S-78 has been equally greatly 
influenced hy the handicaps mentioned in para 59(h). 

(c) He must have been quite shocked out of his 
wits at the rapid turn of developments to be able to 
merely operate the emergency vacuum brake and not 
apply the hand-brake which was also ·on his side in 
the cab. 

61. As to the need for restrictions to be imposed 
in the Station \Vorking Orders of 'A', '8' nnd 'C' 
Cnbins on cross movements across the Moin Lines 

(a) U the signalling and interlocking docs not 
in ihelf prohibit such cross movements, even then the 
de,irabihty canol be denied for such restrictions to 
be placed through Station Working Orders, in order 
to cater to the contingency of Drivers overshooting 
Signals. However, as already brought out in para 44 
(ii), no such restriction exists nt present in the Station 
Working Orders fur either 'A', 'B' or •c• Cabins. 
Such cross movements can be broadly classified in 2 
categories : 
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(i) Trains overshooting from the yard to foul 
the Main Line; and 

(ii) Trains overshooting a Slop Signal on the 
Main Line and fou!ing the path of a cross 
movement. 

Both these cases are discussed b~1ow : 

. (b) As regards the first category, go~ds trains 
cannot leave the yard unless the concerned departure 
Signals are duly taken 'Off' for this express purpose 
and this contingency is e!Tcctivcl:. prevented by the 
interlocking provided. However, in respect of the 
track-layouf at 'B' Cabin, even if a gvods train over
shoots the Up and Down Goods Waiting Bays at the 
North as well as the South ends, the selling of tho 
cross-overs in their normal position for the Main 
Line movement will ensure that the Main Line is 
never fouled. Hence, the feared situation can never 
occur. 

(c) As regards 1he second ca•egoiy, there can 
be several reasons necessitating t_he cross passage of 
goods trains with through trains brought to a halt on 
the Main Line, with the inherent hazard if the Main 
Line train docs overshoot the Stop Signal. In res
pect of ·a· Cabin. the fol101ving examples will serve 
to highlight the situation :-

Ha:ard Remedy 

(i) Stoppage of an Up through Stoppage of train nt Signal 
train at Signal No. S-78. No.S-23C,afrcr which this 
eilhcr to de<;pltch a Down Sign~ I mll_y be lowered: 'A-, 
Gnds Train via the D:)\VI\ Cotbm's s1gnals not IQ beta
t>.hinVne(asdid h:t,,cn in ken 'OFF'untila{terSi~nal 
the subject accident); No. S-78 is tHken 'OFF. 

or. todcs!)atchanU~Goods When the ncwJtani'Central' 
Train via either Signal No. RoUie Relay Cahin is crm
S:SB from the N'rth U'and- mi<;sioned, an Up th.rouc:h 
DownGJt>dsW'litingBayor train can be stop,cd at the 
Sign'liNo.S-6BfromtheU:>- Signal immediately in rear 
and Dnwn GJods Line; ofSignniNo.S-7Bandthcn 

or,torcccivea Down Goods 
Train either on the Up.and
Down Goods Line or on the 
North Ufl-rmci-Down Goods 
Waiting Bay (as Signal No. 
S-2Bhastwof~playcd • rome
indicatc.rs f, r this purpose) 

(ii) Stop,agcofa Downthrough 
train a1 Signal No. S-28. to 
f'lctlitale the de~'-'"IIch of a 
O:>wn I!:O"lds train via the 
Down f..·fnin line. 

allowed ro Proceed further 
by its 'Ctlling..On' Sig:nal, 

The Up train to he first 
stop:>ed at Signal No. S-IB 
nnd then all(lwed to nrocecd 
fun her. by taking •oFF'the 
Ct~.lling-On Signnl No.0-1 
unto Signal No. S-~ at 
'ON'. 

(d) Anyone fainiliar with yard operations will 
not deny the pressing necessity that nrises from time 
to time to keop the yard Huid and make space in the 
departure yard by pushing out goods trains c\'rn 
ahead of Mail/Express trains. At 'A' and 'C' Cabins 
also similar cross movements do occur and the im
perative need for muking due allOwance for t-.,1ain 
Line Drivers of through trains o~rshooting Shmals 
at Danger has already been brought oui in 'para 
46(e); 



62. A• te the 'B' Cabin ASl\fs Role-

(a) He had iust been posted to the new 'B' 
Cabin [para IStdl"(il] and received 6 davs of inten
sive on-the-job tra1nin,:! [para 32 (c)]. However, as 
hrou~ht out towards the end of para IS(d)(v). he 
was Unaware of the finer points of the route cancdla
tion mechanism. As ree.ards the issue of a Competency 
Certificate to him. th'e usual pr:lcticc in such cases 
is that. after the actual completion of 6 days trainlne. 
on panel working. a certificate is given by the C:SI 
declaring the C"bin ASM attending such panel tram
in2 cou~e as passC'd. This certificate is sent to the 
Dhisional Safctv Ofticc. where a fresh certificate is 
is,ued to the Cabin ASM under the signatures of 
DSTE and DSO declaring him fit for panel working. 
In this case. however. such a Competency Certificate 
w:~s not issued [para 4-l(iiil] and the reason mentioned 
in para 33 (c) is unacceptable. The Division had 
<ubsequently clarified that, in verity. the issue of the 
Competency Certificate was actually under proces~ at 
the Divisional Office at the time of the accident. 

!b) The Station Workine Orders did contain an 
iniunction that •·as far as possible ·• a Sie:nal once taken 

· 'OFF must not be out back to .. ON'' except in- nn 
emergency. But. with the large numb.er of. Mml/ 
Exoress trains scheduled to leave Itarst dunng the 
early part of the night [para 18(f)] ":nd the subseauent 
experience gained even after the acctdent [para 40(f)]. 
it must be- accepted that in the intere<t. of railway 
operations, it does become necessary for Stg~als to be 
put back to Danger for operati~~al conv.em<:nce and 
not necessarily in an ''emergency • by which ts meant 
an imminent accident or potential hazard that must 
be avoided. 

(c) No doubt SR-36-2(c) also places a restric
tion on ouning back a sii!nal to 'ON' until the train. 
for which it had been taken 'OFF, had been brought 
to a halt. In this case. however, the Cabin ASM's ex
planation r oara 18 (g) 1 is acceptable. in th~t ~~· 
qu~tion of stoopin~ a train could hardly an!<.C Jf. 
within his knowlcdl!e. the train had not even st3rted 
from Itarsi. Moreover. this Subsidiary Ru'e is actuall!: 
meant to safeguard the Driver of a train. aJ!ainst a 
Siena! already talen 'OFP for him heine put hack 
to- 'Dan(Jcr' suddenlv and instantaneou,lv and the 
route also altered simultaneously. In this inst.-ncc. 
howl!ver. such was not the ca"'e because of the 2-
minutc tim~elav mechanism. the concept undcrlyin![ 
which has been clarified in para 12(b). 

I d) Had he been thorouehlv conversant with the 
Sienificant nuances of the working of his Panel (or. 
convcrsclv. had he been praperlv trained in the finer 
f)Ointc,; of the route relav interlockine svstem installed 
there 1. he would have at once realisro that he could 
avoid the ••wasta~c-·• of the vil:..tl 2 minutes. provided 
that ·( Cabin's Siena! No. 23-C wa. put hack tn 
'ON'. Had be attempted to get in touch with 'C' 
CahiJ1 tn achieve this end the fact that 0 Uo wa..; 
a1r~<Jdv on the move would have been m;.de known 
to him and the que"tion of nuttinl! back Sien~1 No 
S--78 tu D--me:er would n~vcr have arisen: else. Si12na~ 
ll;n. S-23C would have been nut back to 'ON' and 
(., t:p would h~ve come to a halt. ac; it is _inco~ccivabl('! 
•hat it would have pa<scd 2 succe":vz Stgnal; at 
'Danger'. 
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(e) The matter of over-writings in the Train 
Registers maintained by the Cabin ASMs of 'A' ami 
·s· Cabins and by the Station Master of Dulariya and 
the attempt initiated by the 'B' Cabin's ASM to com
pound a fahrication witl1 the. co-operation of the 'A' 
Cabin's ASM has already been brought out in para 
4Rfb)(ii). What has been stated at the end of para 
19( h) lends further credence to this couclusion. 

(f) Another error. rclatin~ to the precise 
s"quencc of events narrated by the 'B' Cabin ASM 
[para IS(d)(v)], was probably caused hy the con
fusion created bv aftermath of the accident. which 
must have doubtless come as a rude shock to him. 
What actually happened was that, while the 2-minutz 
time releas~ was in pro~rcss [rara 50(d)l. he mu't 
have obtained 'line clear' for the Goods Train from 
·c Cabin. 

(e) As regards the ground floor structure of the 
new 'B' Cabin, it becomes easily self-evident that. had 
the Cabin been orovided at a raised elevation and 
provided with all-round glazing on the sides facinr 
the vard. the 'B' Cabin ASM could not have failed 
to detect the •pproach of 6 Up, particularlv because 
of the straight track. In that event, despite his earlier 
dependence on the SCOR's word regardin• tho 
whereabouts of 6 Uo. he would have stopped himself 
in time r para 54! f) l from re-setting the route and 
this accident would not have happened. In this 
context, however, the conditions pmcribed by the 
Railway itself [para 38(g)l were not followed. thus 
denvine an apoortunity for the CASM to make a better 
evaluation of the situation by suoplementin• the 
knowledge gained from the Panel with his own- per
ception. 

(b) The effect of Jack of inter-cabin-control and 
inter-slofling has already been brought out- in para 
54fe)(iil. Indeed, from the view-point of the 'B' 
Cabin's ASM. had not 6 Up's Driver been unable lo 
detect the chanoe in the aspect of Siena! No. S-7R 
for as lone as 2{- minutes. 6 Up would have certainl\• 
stopped sh-ort of any coJiision. All thinP.s considNcd. 
the•efore. I do not ho1d that the 'R' Cabin ASM is 
to he regarded even partially culpable for this acci
dent. 

1\3. As to neeligence and indhidual responsibility 
for this accident 

(a) Several factors which combined to contribute 
to this accident may now be summed up as follows :-

(i) The lane ranee of visibility of MACL 
Sie:nals :-..;; aPainst the minimum 200 metre< 
Joara· 4l(c)], which no doubt imoelled 
f'i Un's Driver to l!ive du~ considc-ration to 
the Green aspect of 'A' Cabin's Signal(s): 

(ii) Puttine back Signal No. S-7B to Danger an<l 
alterine of the set route in the absence of 
any real emergency ao;; such; and 

(iii) The Driver passing that Signal at Danger. 

fh) The various coincidences th•t had a nre
nonderant influence on the latter ?. factors havP.: 
alreonv heen dealt with in oams 112fdl. (o) & (h) 
and 59(h) r,..~>occtivdv and inr1ividunl nr administra
tive resoonsihility, if any, is discussed hereunder:--

(i) Confuc.;ion to som<> extent or the other rnuc:t 
prevail whon a large number of bright 



colour light sigoals become visible to an 
approaching Driver. The need for limiting 
the visibility is thus of critical importanc~ 
in the interests of safety. While several 
possibilities suggest themselves such as 
dipping the Signal unit sl_ightly downwards, 
lengthening the hood, etc; there is no ques
tion of any responsibility involved here; the 
approach is to render the system in future 
!ess amenable to confusion and hence safer. 

(ii) 'For the unsafe circumstance [para 44(i)] 
of Signal No. S-7B not being pre-warned, 
which did violate SEM para 119(e) (i), 
the Railway's Signal & Telecommunication 
Department has to bear the responsibility. 
However, for this deficiency [para 58 (e)] 
in the design of the Sigoalling System, no 
individual responsibility can be assigned, 
particularly as the Railway's own expertise 
on S & T matters regarded this issue as a 
moot point. 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 

With regard to the 'B' Cabin ASM's inade
quate grasp of the working of his panel, it 
is difficult to hold the Chief Signal Inspector, 
who had imparted 6 d_ays on-the-job training 
to him, individually responsible for any 
specific lapse, in the absence of any non
verbal stipulation as to the curriculum for 
the said training. Hence, the need for 
laying down the syllabus and itemising a 
check-list against which the sufficiency of 
the imparted training may be gauged, can 
hardly be overemphasized. Moreover, insti
tutionalised formal training at the Zonal 
Training School needs to be insisted upon, 
prior to exposure to such on-the-job train
ing, particularly in the case of the younger 
employees. Also, a catechism should be 
developed to quiz and question such stati 
thoroughly as well as extensively not only 
in regard to all the various features of the 
panel but also in so far as these features 
relate to the General and Subsidiary Rules 
in respect of train-passing duties. 

There is nothing unsafe 'per se' in the 'Open 
Block System' but, in the absence of inter
slotting or adequate inter-cabin-control, the 
Station Working Orders must hereafter ex
plicitly ensure the exchange of vital infor
mation at the stage of seeking 'line clear' 
which purely viewed in a technical context, 
is no~ a mere ~ormality inasmuch as the 
conditions required for the taking 'Off' of a 
Signal are. detected and proyed . through 
track-circutts, relays and ctrcUJtry. A 
.. seasoned" or experienced Cabin ASM, 
incurred as he is to co--operate and co
ordinate with his colleagues in the adjacent 
Cabins, would have explained to the 'C' 
Cabin the planned m0vement of the Goods 
Train ahead of 6 Up, thereby settmg up an 
entirely different event-chain. 

Likewise in the absonce of any firm direc
tive on ~uch n policy matter as this, no 
individual responsibility can be fixed for the 
circumstance [paras 46 (e) and 61 (c)] that 
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the Station Working Orders for 'B' Cabitt 
do not prohibit movements across (or, 
fouling) the Main Lines, when through 
trains on the move on the Main Line are 
to be brought right upto the !as.t Stop Signal. 

(vi) Similarly, no individual responsibility can 
be fixed for the failure of the Station Work
ing Orders of 'B' Cabin to explicitly specify 
that, unless another train is already on the 
move on the Up Mai!l Line requiring 'A • 
Cabin's Signal(s) to be taken 'Off', the said 
Signal(s) shall not be taken 'Off' [para 
61 (c)( i)] for a through train moving from 
!tarsi on the Up Maio Line, until c;fter 
Signal No. S-7B is itself taken 'Off'. 

(vii) Irrespective of whatever the merit may be 
of the technological inputs that go into the 
design of ~ sophisticated route-relay-inter
locking system, the usefulness of p.:pviding 
the wherewithal for enabling the maximum 
visibility all-around in an elevated Cabin 
cannot be denied. However, for the new 
'B' Cabin to have constructed as it was at 
!tarsi, its "plan" must have obviously been 
signed by all the concerned Divisional 
O@cers in token of their approval. There
foro, no blame can be attached to any 
individual for having disregarded [para 
38(g)] the desiderata laid down by the 
Administration in this context. 

(viii) That the existing procedure as followed at 
present to familiarise Driyers with the 
changes in signalling is wanting in the 
extreme has already been established i!l 
para 57. The Railway Administration, 
which has not only prescribed under SR 
28-1 that the attention of Drivers be drawn 
to the changes effected in the signalling. but 
also positioned Safety Counsellors (Loco) 
besides arranging (or th;? Circular Notice to 
be posted in the Loco Shed, cannot be held 
guilty for not having established any further 
machinery. Rather the true position i~ that 
this "machinery" has through the years lost 
its purpose to some extent and thus proved 
ineffective in this particular case, for which 
failure, however, no individual can be held 
responsible. Thus, it now becomes impera
tive for the Administr3tion to re-iterate 
forcefully the necessary guide-lines for 
achieving the desired object. 

(c) Whereas the collision took place mainly 
because 6 Up's Driver had overshot a Signal at 
Danger, it cannot be denied that the overall situation 
suffered an overwhelming impact by the simultaneous 
co-existence of the adverse combination of the above 
8 factors, some of which totally confounded his 
decision-making skills. The logical inference to be 
drawn from the foregoing is that the 6 Up's Driver, 
instead of being the culprit, was in fact an uofor!unate 
victim of circumstances, most of which were entirely 
beyond his control. Accordingly, by giving him the 
benefit of all these mitigating and extenuating features 
and keeping in view the observations made in para 
42(d) supra, I am unable to hold that negligence as 
such on his part has been established beyond reason
able doubt. 



(d) ll also becomes readily apparent that this 
accident. which could have easily been averted on 
several accounts, is somewhat of a freak. 

64. As to tbe adequacy of relief measores--

(a) With regard to medical attention and care, 
on the basis of para 43 (a) and my own visits to the 
various hospitals where the persons injured in this 
accident were being treated. I was entirely satisfied 
on this account, as already mentioned in para :! (c). 

(b) The only disconcerting feature of the relief 
operations was the outbreak of fire alluded to in para 
b(c) and which caused an additional damage esti
mated at Rs. 1 lakh [para lO(a)]. That the outbreak 
of fire was almost unavoidable is acceptable, as it 
occurred d::spite the precautions mentioned in para 
35(a). Speed is of essence in wreckage clearance 
and emphasis should rightly be on both safety and 
the time factor; ye4 curiously, ancient tooling con
tinues tO be in use in breakdown operations. The 
need for setting up improved facilities of the type 
already being used in India by the International Air
pan Authority of India cannot, therefore, be over
emphasised and, if adverse criticism [para 35 (c) l i3 
to be avoided in the future, procurement of special 
tools and miniaturised machinery must be planned 
with the utmost expedition. 

VID. CONCLUSIONS 

65. (a) Upon full consideration of the factual, mate
rial and circumstantial eviden~ at my disposal, I 
conclude that the head-<m collision of 6 Up Punjab 
Mail with a stationary Goods Train near llarsi 'B' 
Cabin on the Central Railway's Bhusaval Division at 
22.27 hours on 20-10-1980 was the result of 6 Up's 
Driver passing an un-prcwarned MACL Signal No. 
S-7B at Danger. I also conclude that the said Driver 
was indeed a victim of a combination of s~veral 
adverse circumstances, some of which had sorely 
handicapped his sense of judgement and, but for the 
simultaneous C<H:xistence of which, "this accident 
would not have hapP""ed. 

(b) This accident is accordingly classified under 
the category "Failure of Railway Stair'. 

66. Respon.sibility-

(a) Individual responsibility as such for this 
collision can only devolve on Shri G.H. Patil, the 
Driver of 6 Up. whose bio-data has been given in 
para 42 (d). Nevertheless, for reasons brought out 
in para 63(c), I cannot with logic hold him guilty of 
negligence or culpable for this freakish accident which 
had in effect resulted from the cumulative effect of, 
besides tho unsafe design and installation of the 
Signalling System that left MACL Signal No. S-7B 
un-prewarned. also a variety of human failure:.; on 
the part of several others. 

(b) And, for the same reasons, I do not hold 
Shri Gurunath Seetharam, the Assistant Driver of 
6 Up, culpablo for this accident. 

(c) For the said unsafe design/installation of 
the Signaling System at 'B" Cabin, whereas the Rail
way's Signal & Telecommunication Department has to 
-;boulder the responsibility. no individu<tl official is 
held blame-worthy. 

(d) For reasons elucidated in para 63(b), I do 
not also bold any single individual responsible for 
the various failures of the human ckmcnt. 

(c) Infractions n::Jating to what has been brought 
out in para 62(e), etc., have been separately referred 
to the Railway Administration for appropriate action. 

67. Relief Measures-

With reference to para 64(a), I was entirely 
satisfied with the quality of medical attention provided 
to the injured. 

IX. REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

68. Development of measures to reduce the range of 
visibility of I\IACL Signals-

As it is eminently desirable to eliminate the 
possibility of any confusion likely to be caused to the 
Driver through sighting too many signals within the 
field of his vision, it is recommended that the Rail
way Board may direct the RDSO to develop suitable 
measures aimed at curtailing the visibility of MACL 
Signals to about 500 m. or thcrcahouts. such as, 
tilting the 'signal unif slightly downwards and 
lengthening the hood, etc. 

69. Pre-warning of MACL Slop Signals-

In an age characterised by the direction of inputs 
of technological growth towards providing an im
proved information system for Drivers, it is only 
proper that the Railway should, hereafter at least, 
ensure strict and unexceptional compliance with SEM 
para 119(c){iJ in this respect, even if the introduc
tion of Co~our Light Signals has to be progrcs~ivcl} 
"phased" in the case of large yards like !tarsi. 
Whereas it is understood that this proviso will be met 
when the new route-relay-interlocking instaHation of 
the Itarsi Central Cabin is commissioned, it is 
suggested that the Railway should review the situation 
obtaining at present in the various other larg~ 
marshalling yards so as to check up whether or not 
the un-prewarncd condition of the said Signal No. 
S-7B was an isolated instance and take such appro
priate action as necessary to comply with the relevant 
SEM stipulation. 

70. Design of a proper syllabus and suitable modali
ties for training CASMs in charge of 'Panel' work
ing-

( a) At present, it is largely left to the Chief 
Signal Inspector's own initiative to devise his own 
meth~ology for tr.aining ~ASMs responsible for 
operatmg rout<l-relay-mtcrlockmg 'panels'. While on 
the one . hand t_he easy push-button operation doc• 
seem, pnma fac1e, elementary to master, there is no 
denying the fact that such installations are concop· 
tually extremely sophisticated, requiring a thorough 
grasp of the various intricacies involved. Ir jo;; 

accordin¥1Y recommended that the Railway should 
standardiSe the syllabus as well as modalities for 
imparting training to such CASMs and also evolve 
an exhaustive catechism to enable the cxteno;;ivc 
quizzing of CASMs as to their proficiency. 



· (b) It is also recommended that CASMs-parri
cularly those with a short service and hence limited 
c_xpcriencc - be deputed to undergo an institutiona
lised short-duration training programme on panel 
working at the Zonal Training School, in order that 
they are fully equipped with all the requisite knowhow 
as also the basic background that is so vital for 
gaining in-depth appreciation of the ensuing on-the
job training. It is further recommended that, as a 
pre-requisite to the issue of the Competency Certi
licatc, such CASMs shall be re-tested on their know
ledgeability in the General and Subsidiary Rules in 
respect of train passing duties. Wilh some advance 
planning, it should be quite easy to fulfil these re
quirements. 

71. Station Working Orders of not only 'B' Cabin 
but also •A' und 'C' Cabins to prohibit hazardous 
cross movements-

(a) In the interests of safety, it becomes essen
tial to display prudence and caution by inserting 
suitable instructions in the Station Working Orders 
for these Cabins prohibiting any cross movement 
across/over the Main Lines in the face- of 'line clear' 
granted for a through train, in order to cater to the 
possibility of this latter train overshooting a Signal 
at 'Danger'. 

(b) Similarly, in the event that such cross
movement becomes inesc~pable. suitable instruction~ 
should also be incorporated in the Station Working 
Orders to ensure that the said through train is stopped, 
rather than take the risk of allowing it to come upto 
the last possible Stop Signal on the run-through line, 
at a safe margin in rc-ar. with any further movemt!nt 
enabled by the usc of 'Calling-on' Signal. Since the 
Main Line trains will have to stop anyhow, it would· 
be pertinent to note in this context that the wmding 
of SR 42-1. "If, however, Calling-on Signal has been 
taken 'Off" before the train has arrived at that 
Signal--", would facilitate the usc of a Calling-on
Signal without loss of time, even where the CASM 
positioned in a large RRI Cabin has no direct view 
of the entire yard. 

(c) Whenever an otherwise run-through train 
has to be stopped on the Main Line thus, it is further 
recommended that the Station Working Orders should 
expressly stipulate that, wherever practicable, the 
farther Signals applicable to the relevant Main Line 
shall not be taken 'Off unless and until the Stop 
Signal immediately ahead of the stopped train is itself 
taken 'Off'. 

72. Cabins to be com1ruclcd inmriably at n raised 
elevation nnd also to provide the mnximum visibility 
of the yard from wilhin 

In this case, the Relay Room could have hccn 
positioned at the ground floor level with the Cabin 
located above, which is almost a standard practice 
all over. It is recommended thnt the construction of 
future Cabins should invariably be so planned as to 
provide the Panel Room at the highest possible 
elevation that may be commensurate with the actual 
requirements. Such Cabins should also provide for 
the widest possihlc range of over-view of the yard to 
enable the CASM to profit by using his perceptive 
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knowledge of the movements taking plac~ to supple
ment the information already indicated on tbe Panel. 
To tbe extent possible, it is desirable !bat this facility 
be provided via all-round glazing which obviates any 
need for the CASM to go outside tbe Panel Room ns, 
for instance, he would have to, if instead a balcony is 
provided skirting around it. · 

73. Positive steps to familiarise Drivers with any 
changes made in tbe Signalling 

Drivers, :ovho are required to be knowledgeable 
about the sechon ahead and who must implicitly obey 
Signals at all times, have the right to be explained 
unambiguously about any Signalling changes !bat are 
contemplated/installed. The Administration should 
thus regard it as one of its sacred duties to educate 
the loco crew in simple and lucid terms regarding any 
changc_(s) in the existing signalling lay-out. I! is 
ac~ordmgly rccom!"ended that the Railway should 
quickly evolve SUitable procedures to fulfil Ibis re
quirement and identify, from amongst the existing 
categories of personnel, upon whom Ibis responsibility 
would devolve, ns also !bose whose duly it will be to 
exercise a check on the task as performed. 

74. Exercise of due care in imposing speed restric
tions 

Ther~ is no gain-saying the fact that any and 
every speed-restriction per se is counter-productive to 
train~~nni~g. Hence, any overly restrictive SJ>'=ed 
restriCtion Impose~ merely for the sake of a formality, 
would only serve m the end as a provocation for tbe 
Drivers to disregard it, particularly when tbe accent 
is rightly on punctuality, higher average speeds, etc. 
As the development of such an anamolous situation 
is against the interests of safety, it is recommended 
that any speed restriction on account of change(s) in 
the signalling should hereafter be imposed only with 
due care aforethought, depending upon the needs of 
the actual circumstances obtaining; necessary instruc
tions may be issued to all concerned. 

75. Use of non-torch-based equipment in Breakdown 
operations 

It is lamentable enough to incur a serious acci
dent but it would appear unforgiveable that tbe pathos 
of the situation should be aggravated by furrher 
damage through fire erupting during breakdown 
operations. The present-day technology has already 
madeJ available, for example, at the airports in India, 
miniature high-power cutting !ools capable of attain
ing very high speeds in wreckage clearance operations. 
It is, therefore, recommended that the Indian Railways 
should likewise~ procure similnr light-weight, high
speed non-torch-based equipment for usc at all depots 
meant to handle rescue operations. 

BoMBAY, 

Yours faithfully, 
Sd/-

(N. P. VITHAL) 
Commissioner of Railway Safety, 

Central Circle, Bombay. 

Dated 23rd July 1981. 



ANNEXURE-I 

CIRCULAR NOTICE 

Sun : /tarsi-Provision of Route Relay Interlocking at 'B' Cabin. 

On a date and time to be notified by DRM 
8husaval, the above work will be carried out in the 
following phases by SI(Const) RRI !tarsi. 

PHASE I. Discorurection at 'B' Cabin Lever Frame 

All the points, signals and slot levers will be 
disconnected from respective levers and will be non
interlocked by SI(Const) RRI ET under disconnec
tion memo for a period of 3 days. 

During the phas<> work-
(!) Signal 28, 48, 78, 248, 268, 288 and 298 

will be worked from the existing lever frame with 
respective levers without detection of points. These 
signals should be taken 'Off' after ensuring that the 
correct route is set and the points. in the route are 
clamped andjadlocked by Operating staff on special 
duty only an train has come to a stop at the Outer 
Signal of Up and Down Main Lines and Starter 
signals of Up and Down goods waiting bay lines. 

(2) First day, points will be operated by crow 
bar. Second day the points will be operated by crank 
handle and third day the points will be operated from 
the new installed panel. 

(3) Since slots are disconnected and cabim 
should pass the Traffic according to GR.56 and SR. 
thereunder. TI(RRI)8SL with three special duty 
Guards anc! 6 Pointsmen will b~ required round the 
clock. TI(RRI)8SL will be overall incharge and 
one Guard and two Pointsmen will work in 8 brs. 
shift. Necessary caution order will be issued to all 
concerned. 

PHASE II. Block instruments between 'A' and 'B' 
Cabins wiU be disconnected and removed. · 

PHASE Ill. Transferring of Telephones. 
All the group and control phones and other Elec

tric Instruments provided in the existing '8' Cabin will. 
be transferred to the panel room by TCI ET. 

After the above phase work-
Mechanical signal arms will be disconnected 

and the colour light signals, motor operated points 
and track circuits will be commissioned and operated 
from the newly installed panel after carrying out the 
necessary tests. Necessary working order No. 192/8 
dt. 22-8-80 will be introduced by TI. 

PHASE IV. Removal of control on Green Aspects of 
signals locking alteration and circuit alteration ir1 
'A' Cabin and removal of signal No. 5-A ami 
Up Distant signal. 

A cabin will be made non-interlocked for a 
period of 24 hrs. under disconnection Memo by Signal 
Inspector (Const) RRI ET for carrying out the neccs-
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sary locking alteration and circuit alteration. . Signal 
No. 5-A and Up Distant will be disconnected and 
removed. Removal of controls of green aspects of 
signals by lever No. 1-A, 2-A, 29-8 will be done 
and levers made spare. 

During the phase work-

TI(RRI) BSL with 3 special duty Guards and 
Six Pointsmen are required round the clock to pass 
the traffic, as per GR.54 and 56 al)d SR. thereunder. 

Temporary working instructions as per Annexure 
attached will be observed. 

After the Phase work-

Pre-laid track circuits, 3-T, 3-AT, 3-8T, 28-AT, 
28-8T and 28-CT will be commissioned. Cabin will 
be made interlocked after carrying out the necessary 
locking and circuit testing. Nc;cessary correction slip 
No. 192/ A/4 dt. 22-8-80 to the exis!ing SWO will 
be introduced by Tl. 

PHASE V. Locking alteration and circuit alteration in 
'C' Cabin. 

'C' Cabin will be made non-interlocked for a 
period of 24 hrs. under disconnection memo by 
Signal Inspector ( Const) RRI ET for carrying out 
the necessary locking and circuit alterations. 

During the Phase work-

. Tl RRI 8SL with 3 guards on special duty and 
6 Poinlsmen are required round the clock to pass the 
traffic as per GR.54 and 56 and SR. thereunder. 

Temporary working instructions as per Annexure 
attached will be observed. 

After the Phase work-

Cabin will be made interlocked ~fter carrying out 
the necessary locking and circuit testing. Necessary 
correction slip No. 192/C/1 dt. 22-8-80 to the exist
ing SWO will be introduced. 

PHASE VI. Circuit alteration at GC-1. 

Necessary circuit alteration will be carried out 
at GC-1 under disconnection memo as per the 
approved circuits and the signal Nos. 2, 38, 59 and 
21 will be kept at 'On' for a period of 8 hours by 
Signal Jnspector (Const) RRI ET. 

During this period Traffic should be passed as 
per GR.56. After the work is over, necessary correc
tion lip No. 192/GC-1/8 dt. 22-8-80 to the existing 
SWO will be introduced. 



PHASE VII. Circuit alta-arion at GC-4. 

Necessary circuit alteration will be carried out 
at GC(4)/B under disconnection Memo as per tho 
approved circuits and the signal Nos. 35 and 49 will 
be kept at 'On' for a period of 8 hours by Signal 
Inspeclor (ConsL) RRl ET. During the period, the 
traffic should be passed as per GR.56. 

After the work is over, necessary correction slip 
No. I 92/GC-4 dt. 22-8-80 to the ex,isting SWO wiU 
be introduced. 

PHASE Vlli. Dismalllling of existing 'B' Cabin lever 
frame and outside gears, such as signals mrd 
poinls. 

Nons: 
(I) After the completion 'of Phase I, II and Ill, S & T 

staff will remain round-the-clock at ·a~ Cabin panel 
room as Ions: as smooth working is resumed. 

(1J Caution order is to be issued for Colour light signals 
at ·B· Cabin panel for a peril'd of JO days as per SR.. 
28-L 

Gelleral 

I. Before commencement of work m each Phase Sl 
(Const) RRI ET will take wriuen permission of 
AO/Yard Master ET. 

2. During the progress of work caution orders will 
be issued to drivers of all Up and Down trains passing 
through the affected area to whistle freely, keep a 
sharp look out for guy ropes, observe hand signals 
and be prepared to stop if gefCSsary. 

3. Whenever any signal is shifted or any new signal 
brought into use, caution orders as per SR.28-I will 
be issued to all drivers of the concerned trains for a 
period of ten days to observe the signal/signals in 
its/their new location. 
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4. Sighting committee consisting of TI Harda, 
LI ET and Sl ET will be fom1cd by TI Harda as per 
SR.28-2 to check the visibility of all shifted signals 
and all new signals as early as possible immediately 
after the signal is brought into usc ip. its n~w location, 
and submit sighting certificate to all concerned. 

5. Caution orders a,s !Per Appendix 'E' to G&S 
Rule book will be issued during the progress of work 
in each Phase and the site of the work will be pro
tected in accordance with GR.215 and SR.215-l. 

6. Tl RRI BSL will be present throughout the pro
gress of the work at 'A', 'B' and ·c· Cabins in all 
Phases to co-ordinate the work and to ensure safe 
and quick movement of traffic. 

7. During the period of non-interlocking, special 
duty guards and Pointsmen in each shift shall he 
present round the clock to ensure safe movement of 
traffic. TI(RRl)BSL will arrange sufficient clamps 
and padlocl;s to enable the special duty ~taff to clamp 
and padlock all the affected points. 

8. On completion of work Sl (Const) RRI ET wiU 
issue safety certificate to the Transportation Repre
sentative to the el!ect that tl1c work is complete and 
safe for traffic. The latter will then advise all con
cerned. 

9. All concerned message will be addressed to the 
following: GM(O) GM(S&T) BB DEN(N) Sr. DOS 
DSO DSTE(Wks) Sr. DSTE CHC BSL SM Tl HD 
SM KNW DKI AO YM LF Sl (Cons!) RRI SS DYC 
ET 

C. RLY. 
No. BSL.T.l66/20/80. 
Divisional Office, BSL. 
Date : 18-9-80. 
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RAILWAY BOARD'S VIEWS ON THE RECOMMENDATION 

Para 65 : Th~ cause of the accident as given by CRS 
is prima facie accepted. It is mentioned however that 
the accident resulted directly from the failure gf the 
Driver to obey a signal and in his. passing it in the 
'On' position. It is also mentioned .that pre-warning 
of signal No. S-7B of 'B' Cabin which the Driver of 
6 Up passed at danger was not a codal necessity, as 
has already been pointed by the Railway. 

Para 66 : It is noted that CCRS considers the Driver 
of 6 Up responsible for causing the accident and it is 
prima facie accepted. Regarding provision of signals, 
signal No. 23-C preceding signal No. 7-B was a two 
aspect signal. On passing the signal No. 23-C, the 
Driver was expected to necessarily keep a look out 
for the next signal which in this case was signal No. 
7-B presuming it to be at danger unless seen by him 
otherwise. The Driver was obviously stiU travelling 
in 2 aspect signalling territory and considering the 
layout and scheme of working in the yard, it was not 
a codal necessity to pre-warn this signal. The si)1;Ilal
ling arrangement provided were quite adequate from 
safety point of view and hence there is no question 
of Signal & Telecommunication department of the 
Railway shouldering the responsibility. 

Para 68 : Development of measures to reduce the 
range of visibility of MACL signals. 

The railway is already aware of this problem. 
Due to inherent feature of this system there is a wid~ 
variation in the range of visibility of Colour Light 
Signals at night and during the day. Any attempt to 
restrict the visibility at night affects the range of visi
bility during the day also. Knowledge of the road 
for the drivers is therefore an essential requirement. 

Para 69 : Pre-Warning of MACL stop signals. 

As indicated against views in para No. 66(C) it 
would not be correct to interpret as a case of unpre
warned stop signal in multiple aspect signalling terri
tory. There is, therefore. no need to issue any 
instructions from the Board arising out of this. 

Para 10(a) : Design of proper syllabus for training 
CASMs. 

The Railway has been asked to standardise the 
syllabus and modalities for imparting training to staff. 

Para 70(b) : Panel training. 

The Railway Administration has advised that 
panel training is to be included as n part of initial 
training of freshly recruited Cabin ASMs/ ASMs at 
zonal training school at Bhusaval. As far as training 
in the in-service Cabin ASMs on panel is concerned, 
the same is heine organised by the Railway Adminis
tration on the Division. In addition, the refresher 
course is also being modified td include panel training. 

Other Railwav.~ are also being suitably advised, 
as suggested by CCRS. 
OIPN-S!-423 CRS Luck/8,-21·8·86-,00, 

Para 71(a) & (b) : Station working orders of not 
only B Cabin but also A & C Cabins to prevent 
hazardous cross movement. 

The Railway Administration bas accepted the 
recommendations and incorporated neces~ary _provi
sion in the station working order of ltaf\i statio!]. This 
has been noted by CCRS. Instructions are being 
issued to other Railways to take similar actio!!-

Para 11(c) : Aspect of signal ahead. 

CCRS has appreciated the difficulty in imple
menting CRS's recommendations in this respect. 
However as desired by him necessary directives are 
being issued to Railways that in case any signal is 
put back to 'On' in an emergency the signals ahead 
should also be put back to 'On' immediately there
after. 

Para 72 : Cabins to be constructed at raised elevation 
to provide maximum visibility. 

The Railway Administration has accepted the 
recommendations for implementation in future cases. 
Other Railways have also been advised in this regard 
under Board's letter No. 83/WDO/EV /1 dated 
28-12-83 (copy enclosed). 

Para 73 : positive steps to familiarise drivers with 
any changes made in the signalling. 

The recommendation that the drivers should be 
acquainted with any changes made in the signalling 
is being implemented by the Railway Administration. 
CCRS has noted this. Other railways are also being 
advised in the matter. 

Para 74 : Exercise of due care in imposing speed 
restriction. 

Speed restrictions are imposed where it is in
escapable for safety running of trains. The speed 
restriction under consideration was imposed by the 
Railway Administration on account of changes in 
Signalling. The restriction was lifted when no longer 
required and was not current at the time of the acci
dent "but wrongly issued". CCRS has noted this. 

Para 75 : Use of non-torcli bared equipment in break-
down portions. 

The Railway Administration has advised that 
cold cutting equipment has since been provided in all 
the A. class breakdown trains on Central Railway. It 
has been noted by CCRS. Other railways have been 
asked to do likewise as desired. 

Para 76 : CCRS's additional remarks : Check on 
repeated contravention of speed restriction. 

Instructions have been issued to intensify super
vision to ensure safe running of trains including im
plement&tion of speed restrictions etc. 
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